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Report To The Congress 

Coordinating U.S. Development 
Assistance: Problems Facing The 
International Development 
Cooperation Agency 

Coordination of US. policies and programs 
nf ft?ct.ing the economic development of devel- 
ot)irig countries has tIecome more complex 
with ttrc? shift to an emphasis upon multi- 
Iat,t:rctl aitl, with ttle trend toward project 
assist,ar1cE! in ttlc: U.S. aid program, and with 
ttrt: growing imf)urtance of nonaid resource 
tr;rrrsfors. Ttlcsr: ;~nc.l other changes had led to 
31 tlist)t?rsion of authority and responsibility 
for clc~lor~mc~ t activities. 
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‘2 I i 25 E r:eport is concerned with the coordination of U.S. 
pal. ic iL!s i.iIld ~~~OCj~afiE rE?lati~lg to U.S. bilateral development 
assistallee p’roc~ran~s, U.S food ai.d I II .S. participation in the 
mu1 t il,i~teral clevelopmer,t. banks, the development activities 
ofi inteLnational organizations, and mnaid resource transfers. 
:I t.. sttem~its to ( 1 ) clef: ine the coordinat.ion problem, *..( 2) assess 
tt~e eflec:tiverlcs;s oi. the Cevelopment Coordination Ccuxmittee, 
arid (3) ai)praisrr the prospects of the new International 
b2Vf2~~~JAr1Ct~t Cooperation Agency. 

C/c: vic:w our IfecCrriiliIE!r1<Iations as propositions f_or executive 
LL,anck: COtIS ide ra t ion, realizing tliat the dynamics involved in 
crettiny ii rlew agency may lead to t.,etter solutions than the 
lone8 proposed in this report. 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

COORCINATING U.S. PEVELOPMENT 
ASSISTANCE: PROBLEMS FACING 
THE INTERNATIONAL EEVELOPMENT 
COOPERATION AGENCY 

DIGEST ---- -- 

Activities and programs affecting development in 
Third World countries have changed substantially 
in a decade. These changes and the increasing 
role of non-aid agencies in development activi- 
ties have caused authority for development pro- 
grams to be widely dispersed among Federal 
Government agencies and corn& ttees. The recent 
creation of the International Cevelopment Coope- 
ration Agency (IDCA) represents an effort to 
improve coordination of these activities. 

Three major changes particularly affect the 
coordination problem: 

--A move away from U.S. bilateral aid toward 
more emphasis on multilateral assistance. 

--A relative shift from program assistance 
and integrated country planniny toward 
more emphasis on project assistance. 

--The increasing importance of non-aid 
activities such as trade and foreign 
investment. 

The creation of the International Development 
Cooperation Agency represents progress toward 
establishment of an independent coordinator, 
but it remains uncertain whether the Agency 
can establish a separate, independent identity. 
In approving the Agency reorganization plan 
the President opted for an organization of 
minimal integration, scope and authority. The 
Agency's pirector does, however, have lead 
responsibility for U.S. development policy in 
specified international organizations, and for 
development policy toward multilateral banks. 
Treasury retains the ultimate authority to 
instruct U.S. representatives to the banks, 
but may override Agency advice only for “com- 
pelling" financial or legislative reasons. 
(See p. 46,) 
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Creation of the Agency does not significantly 
affect the Government's ability to coordinate 
policies and programs on a country rather than 
a project basis nor does it much affect the 
development coordinator's ability to influence 
non-aid issues. Overall, the new organizational 
arrangements could effect some improvement in 
the authority of the development coordinator, 
but his power will remain quite limited, except 
over the Agency for International Development 
and the rnstitute for Scientific and Tech- 
logical Cooperation.- The quality of perform- 
&ce of the Agency Director and his staff will 
therefore be critical to the success of the new 
organization. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that the International Development 
Cooperation Agency should: 

--Place primary reliance on an activist, in- 
formed staff to perform the coordination 
task, rather than relying mainly on a com- 
mittee structure. (See p. 42.) 

--Seek the allocation of additional staff 
resources, increase its capability to do 
macroeconomic analysis, and nominate the 
alternate U.S. Executive Directors of the 
multilateral banks. (See PP* 43 and 47.) 

--Establish contingency funds to improve its 
responsiveness to unforeseen requirements 
and opportunities. (See p. 43.) 

--Use annual development strategy statements 
to develop explicit U.S. views on &he div- 
ision of labor among those agencies manag- 
ing bilateral and multilateral development 
programs. (See p. 43.) 

--Strengthen its claims to authority as the 
development coordinator by building a re- 
cord of excellence in a few priority areas, 
notably: coordination of multilateral bank 
policies; better integration of food aid 
into development programs; and non-aid 
issues (notably trade and investment). 
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GAO also offers; a series of recommendations to 
reduce admi,nistrative costs, improve project 
rev icw proccd ures I and develop sectoral and 
other topical papers which relate bilateral 
and mu.ltilateral policies and programs. 

GAO believes that, to effectively coordinate 
international oryanization programs will re- 
quire a significant increase in the number of 
functional specialists in the State Department 
to deal with such programsI Absent such an 
increase, the Aqency should devote relatively 
little of its limited time and resources to 
these programs* 

GAO recommends that the Director of the Xnter- 
national Development Cooperation Agency, in 
cooperation with the State Department, should 
serve as conference coordinator for major con- 
ferences dealing with North-South issues and 
should play a major role in the delegations 
to such conferences. 

GAO recommends that, as a minimal change with 
respect to Title III of P.1,. 480, that the 
Agency and/or the Agency for International 
DcveloIment 1iavc final responsibility--not 
subject to veto by other agencies: (1) to 
review and approve Title III program proposals: 
and ( 2) to monitor program implementation. 

AGENCY COMMENTS -l__l_._..l._ ____._- f__-l _-.. 

Oral comments on the draft report were obtained 
from the Departments of State, Treasury and 
Agriculture, the Office of Management and 
Budget, the Direc tar I International Develop- 
ment Cooperation Agency, the Agency for 
International Development and several other 
agencies and are reflected in the text to 
the extent that GAO considered appropriate. 
(See ch. 5 for a summary of the comments.) 
Most agencies agreed with the main thrust 
of the report, while expressing reserva- 
tions over particular analyses and proposals. 
Treasury, while accepting the fact that bilateral- 
multilateral assistance coordination could be 
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improved through a more active Agency for Inter- 
national Development or International Development 
Cooperation Agency involvement, felt that the ' 
report was unfairly critical of Treasury's over- 
all direction and management of U.S. participa- 
tion in the multilateral banks. (See app. V 
for Treasury's written comments). 
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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM? --mII.*m-.---- 

The character and importance of activities and programs 
affecting the prospects for deVelopmC?nt in Third World 
countries have changed substantially in the past decade. 
At the same time, the developing countries have made a 
series of demands for improvement in world trading, mone- 
tary I financial and other systems designed to right what they 
consider to be inequities. Yet the organization of the U.S. 
Government to deal with the changes in the development 
problems and the demands of developing countries has changed 
very little since the early 1960s. Responsibility for U.S. 
programs and policies that affect the growth of developing 
countries is widely dispersed among a variety of Government 
agencies and committees. The Congress has demonstrated a 
continuing interest in the problem of how best to organize 
the U.S. Government to improve coordination of policies and 
programs affecting foreign economic development. The admin- 
istration recently proposed, and the Congress has accepted, 
a reorganization plan which attempts to deal with some of 
the problems . faced by the present system. 

In this report we examine the nature of the current 
coordination problem, analyze existing mechanisms for 
improving coordination and critique the administration's 
reorganization plan which created an International Develop- 
ment Cooperation Agency (IDCA) L We suggest improvements 
that might be made in the coordination process under IDCA. 

THE CF'IANGING KNVlRONME:NT OF DEVELOPMENT ---- _--- - ,_-- _I-"*,c-- --,, "l"l.- ll"~ll~..-". _.----.--- -.-1------".--- 
COORDINATION 

The past decade or so has witnessed three changes with 
major implications for ttic nature of the development coordi- 
nation problem and for how that problem can best be tackled. 
F'irst is the s1lift in emphasis in the aid pr'ogram from 
bilateral to multilateral assistance. The U.S. contribution 
to multilateral institutions is the largest component of the 
U.S. development assistance program and that component is 
growing while bilateral official development assistance (ODA) 
is remaining essentially z;t.ationary in dollar terms, de- 
clining in real terms. Since multilateral programs are neces- 
sarily less subject to U.S, influence, this change has in- 
creased the problems of rlaintaining reasonable consistency 
and mutual reinforcement among foreign aid programs. There 
arc such problems of consistency and reinforcement not only 
between bilateral ancl multilateral programs, but also, to 
some extent, among the multilateral programs themselves. 
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This kind of coordination is obviously much more difficult 
to accomplish than the coordination of U.S. bilateral 
programs. 

A second change has been a relative shift in U.S. bi- 
lateral aid away from program a ssistance toward more emphasis 
on project assistance. This shift has several sources. The 
declining size of the development assistance program has 
meant an end to program aid which provided resources for 
the general support of country development plans. Initiation 
in 1973 of the New Directions approach to foreign aid in- 
volved an emphasis upon certain functional areas of activity 
which tended to reduce the attention to comprehensive country 
programing. The further shift to a Basic Human Needs (BHN) 
development strategy in 1977 led to an emphasis upon small, 
carefully designed and targeted projects. The less focused 
character of program aid and the desire for '"credit" for aid 
at home and abroad also contributed to the change to a pro- 
ject focus. 

But we live in a world of nation states in which co- 
ordinated development planning is done at the national level. 
It is much easier to coordinate aid programs and other de- 
velopment activities around program assistance which provides 
general support to country development programs than to at- 
tempt to coordinate a series of relatively small-scale, dis- 
crete, and disparate projects. 

There has been a related decline in the capability of 
the Agency for International Development (AID) to undertake 
macroeconomic analyses of national development plans and pro- 
grams. When AID ran a number of large country programs it 
had to have a considerable capacity for macroeconomic analy- 
sis because it had to make judyments on (.I.) whether country 
plans and policies were sound and justified the provision 
of general budget support aid; and/or (2) whether specific 
project proposals made economic sense in the light of a coun- 
try's overall economic situation and needs. As the size of 
U.S. country aid programs declined, a thorough understanding 
of the economic context in a recipient country came to be 
of less significance. 

Meanwhile, the country programs of the multilateral 
development banks (MDBs) grew in size and importance, and 
the capability of the MDBs, especially the World Bank, for 
macroeconomic analysis increased in parallel. As a conseL 
yuence, the Peterson Commission Report of 1970 (a Government 
sponsored study of the aid program), recommended that AID 
rely upon the banks for this kind of analysis. The recom- 
mendation was implemented. 
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lf: the coordination of U,S. bilateral E'rocjrams with 
multilateral programs is taken seriously, it will require 
EOIIIC strc:ngtheni,ng of the U.S. macroeconomic analytic capa- 
city. Such strrrnythening is needed if the United States is 
to be able to critique MDB analyses and to relate both MDB 
proposa.1~ and 1J.S. programs to a comprehensive view of coun- 
try development needs. 

A third major trend affecting the development coordi- 
nation problem is the increasing importance to development 
of non-aid resource transfers. The trend is a product of 
the general growth in world trade and the growing involve- 
ment of developing countries in the world economy. The 
World Bank pointed out. in its 1978 annual report that: 

"A decade ago, there were no more than a half 
dozen developing countries exporting an appre- 
ciable amount of manufactured goods. Today, their 
number has increased fivefold." L/ 

The Dank estimates that exports of manufacturers, which 
have hcen increasing at the rate of about 15 percent per 
year, could, between now and 1985, increase by another $21 
billion. Meanwhile, U.S. direct investment in developing 
countries more than doubled between 1966 and 1976 (from 
$13.9 billion to $29.1 billion). It is evident that U.S. 
polici.es with respect to trade, investment, law of the seas, 
debt and the like may be more important to the development 
prospects of developing countries than U.S. foreign assist.- 
ante policies. 

The growing importance of non-aid issues is also re- 
flected politically in the demands of the developing coun- 
tries for a New International Economic Order (NIEO) involv- 
ing a number of chanqes in the world trading, monetary, and 
investment systems. U.S. policies on such issues have tra- 
ditionally been made in forums in which relatively little 
attention is paid to their development dimensions. 

L/The importance of trade as compared with aid has grown 
in both absolute and relative terms. ODA from Development 
Advisory Committee (DAC) countries increased Erom $4.7 
billion in 1960 to $14.7 billion in 1977 (over 300 per- 
cent;); non-OPEC developing country exports increased 
from $18.9 billion to $143.3 billion (over 700 percent) 
in the same period. 
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THE ESSENCE OF THE PROBLEM 

The dispersion of authority and responsibility for de- 
velopment related programs is at the heart of the coordi- 
nation problem. This dispersion of power is partly the 
consequence of the relative decline in the importance of 
bilateral development assistance, and of the related rise 
in importance of multilateral aid, food aid and non-aid 
policy issues. 

It is also a consequence of the strengthening of the 
interest in development, and of the capacity to deal with 
development issues, in a variety of U.S. agencies with re- 
sponsibilities bearing upon development. For example, under 
the present administration, the work of Treasury with re- 
spect to the multilateral development banks has been rein- 
vigorated while the Department of Agriculture (USDA) has 
become more development-oriented and more activist in its 
administration of food aid programs. "Domestic" agencies 
such as the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
(HEW) have been increasingly involved in the backstopping 
of U.S. participation in international organizations which 
administer development programs. They have strengthened 
their staffs in order to perform such functions. The capa- 
city of the State Department to manage U.S. participation 
in such organizations has suffered a corresponding decline. 
While this strengthening of interest in development issues 
throughout the executive branch may have increased the 
overall level of attention to development issues in the 
Government, it has also increased the dispersion of power. 

The long-term general trend toward concentration of 
power over foreign policy in the White House has been much 
less in evidence with respect to foreign economic policy 
in general and development policy more specifically. While 
developing countries are important to the United States, 
development issues have a low priority for.top U.S. foreign 
policy decisionmakers, despite the rhetorical emphasis some- 
times given to development. The prosperity of the North is 
indeed related to the prosperity of the South and the de- 
veloping world does continue to be a principal arena of in- 
ternational conflict. But there is a large gap between 
macro trade and investment statistics and global political 
perspectives and such questions as whether a particular 
country should receive a small development assistance pro- 
gram. Development coordination problems--such as the 



yucst.i,on of how to relate U.S, aid to rural electrification 
to a War Iti 1Darrrk hydra project-- are even less likely to re- 
c (I: i v CJ~ top-.1~~v~~.1 atter~tion. IJ 

'IL the dispersion of authority and responsibility is the 
root of' t.rre coordination problem, the gap between the intrin- 
sic impr,rt.anre of the developing countries and the low per- 
ccivud importirnce of development issues i.s an important source 
of the cf forts to improve development coordination. The ques- 
tion From this perspective is whether reorganization can, in 
fact, trilr!vate tile attention to development issues* 

Wyond this general description, the coordination problem 
defies easy generalization because coodination problems 
vary from program to program. In the case of the multilateral 
banks, central problems include how to broaden further the 
EJ,S. prl:r~p~~ct..ives brought to bear upon bank policies and pro- 
(Jr-am::,; Xiow r,c:ttcr to relate AID programs to bank activities; 
and how to dcvclop a better integrated U.S. view of the roles 
of the banks vi s-a-vis each other and the bilateral. aid pro- 
y r ;1111 . For food aid, the problems have beer1 how best to rec- 
ortci. l.c.: t i~c: ~~rul tiple objectives of the program and how to 
arfrrtini:itcr~ it:. in a manner that will give effect to the in- 
cr.rrn:,;i n(j t:mpha~is upon its development and humanitarian pur- 
pc)sc! s . For ttlc inter-national organizations, the problem has 
teen ILOW tc) rlanctle the development coordination problem in 
r~!lnti.(,~ls~l.i~" to tht: larger problem of developing coordinated, 
coi1ercr1t u. s, c;trategies and policy positions on overall in- 
tcrnat i0rl;i.l. organization programs. In the case of nonaid 
i. S S U II S * the coordination problem involves improving access 
to I and .i n f il uencc in , the policy process for development 
agencies e 

JJ'I'h is jr; not to deny that the President is involved in im- 
portant; issues that affect development; only that he 
seldom focuses on development or development coordination 
issutis as such. Thus, the President does make decisions 
with rt?sIxct to such matters as the provision of aid to 
Mitltll I' F:a.s;t~.:rn cc,untric,r-; or the Philippines for political 
rc'ascln~.; ; he is involved in decisions as to aid budget 
tota. s ; and he may make decisions to create new U.S. 
~')vrr~rrn~c!rltil.l. organizations to respond to a combination 
of international political. and development needs (e,g. 
Jn:;ti.tute 1:rrr Scientific and Technological Cooperation 
( IS'J'C) ) 1 
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ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON ----_..---.--_-._".- --- 
THE PURPOSES OF COORDINATION _.----- .._.. ~.- ._-____ -._- -- 

In connection with the consideration of reorganization 
proposals there has been a good deal of debate about whether 
there dre, in fact, genuine coordination problems. One 
reasoh for the debate has been that its participants have 
had different basic views as to the purposes of coordination. 
A brief survey of these alternative purposes will provide a 
useful backdrop for the analysis of the present coordination 
system and the recently approved reorganization of it in the 
following chapters. 

Coordination of programs --~-.."- 

Program coordination is, perhaps, the most widely as- 
sumed purpose of improved coordination arrangements. Those 
who espouse this objective point to instances of conflict 
between and among bilateral and multilateral programs. Ex- 
amples would include the undermining of the goals of bilat- 
eral programs by imposing less stringent performance condi- 
tions on parallel multilateral programs (e.g., U.S. and 
World Bank population programs) or the creation of disin- 
centives to local agricultural production through the pro- 
vision of food assistance. Program coordination may, alter- 
natively, be seen more positively as seeking to develop or 
exploit opportunities for mutual reenforcement between pro- 
grams, as when as AID feeder road project is developed around 
a World Bank highway project. 

Coordination of policy --.- ._-- --_---____-.-I _____ - 

The purpose of coordination may be perceived as one of 
rationalizing the relationships between the policies govern- 
ing various development activities. For example, some pro- 
ponents of coordination have seen it as a means by which an 
effort can be mounted to increase the degree to which the 
AID's commitment to a "Basic Human Needs Stfategy" is also 
adopted by international organizations and the multilateral 
banks. Others believe that a thorough-going consistency in 
the development strategies of bilateral and multilateral pro- 
grams is undesirable and infeasible. They may, however, see 
some advantage in a systematic analysis of the comparative 
advantages of bilateral and multilateral programs with a view 
to developing a more explicit, rationalized division of labor 
between them. Others argue that it would be desirable to 
compare the sectoral policies of different development insti- 
tutions with a view to encouraging a better rationalized re- 
lationship between such policies. 



Most coord.i.naI: ion in tt?e Government. is interagency co- 
orcl i nii t i on e ?.‘~lr~JLlqh irlt.c::rdE?parrtmenta.l cOmmittees, fOrmal 
and in f orm~i.1. c:J.c!i\r~ince proceisses, an.cI the 1 ike, all ayencies 
wittl il ~jub:;tallt..ii~l inter(“>st in a subject are consulted and 
tflc I I-” v ictw:; ta d k (: 1 n .i n to a c co u n t. . Most of the coordination 
tira tm t iikc:s 1”1 ace through the I1cve.l opment Coordination Com- 
m i t tc:c! ( KC: ) itrid i TV various suI.,C:c,lnmittecC?s and working groups 
is of t tlis cl~ti~actcr. The DCC working group on food aid, 
for c:xilmj~l.c: , cotrrd inates idgency views on proposed country 
food aic3 ~~aoqrams. Sincc.r different agencies are responsible 
for cl i f f crent lji~or_lrams, such interagency coordination, may 
produce some c:oo~,clir)a2:i(.,n of. pr:ograms I but that is generally 
an inc iclc:rlt.al , rather titan a central, purpose of the coor- 
cl ,i,nat .i.on ;lct. ivi t..y. 

Crmrdiriat ion as ."_ .-. . ..-- .-. _. . .._ __... _. . .._. "__ I. II J~Owc:~ 1,",1"1" ,*,,. ,~, ,I 



Coordination as communication ~'-----.----~. -----"--~ .__.." 
and education .l-l."--l--.---l 

Coordination activities often have communication and 
mutual education as their principal real purpose. Such a 
rationale has, for example, been offered for the DCC's 
country and topical policy papers and the discussions that 
they stimulated. From this perspective the ultimate purpose 
of coordination activities is to promote a basic commonality 
of understandings with respect to countries, problems, and 
issues which will increase consistency in the future policies 
and programs of all agencies. A closely related mutual edu- 
cation purpose may be to increase cross-fertilization among 
programs. For example, it is said that, with better communi- 
cation between the World Bank and AID, the Bank might have 
avoided repeating some of AID's earlier mistakes when the 
Bank began to emphasize agricultural and social infrastructure 
projects. 

Coordination as jointlroblem-solviny ..--.--_--__-_-_~ -_ -._ __-_..-.-_---.--_ 

Such an approach to coordination involves a de-emphasis 
upon agency-representational roles in coordination committees 
and groups and emphasis upon a common effort to solve some 
common problem. Creation of an environment in which such 
an approach becomes possible may be accomplished in part by 
explicitly agreed rules of the game, but it also depends upon 
the development of relationships of trust and confidence and 
habits of working together. This approach is said, for exam- 
ple, to have been characteristic of the '"Roosa Committee" 
on international monetary policy and its successors in the 
1960s and of the National Security Council (NSC) Planning 
Board in the 1950s. IJnder such arrangements, agency clear- 
ance tends to follow the reaching of a solution to a problem 
rather than to dominate the process of deciding upon such 
a solution. 

These various perspectives on the purposes of develop- 
ment coordination are by no means mutually exclusive. As 
our examples suggest, several purposes may be simultaneously 
pursued through a given set of coordination arrangements 
such as those associated with the DCC. 

CAVEATS WITH RESPECT TO COORDINATION _.__ __-.._... -- .__._-. i.l--_______ -_--._.- -_- ---..~--. __- 

We do not assume that increased coordination is identi- 
cal with virtue. There is often an underlying belief amon,g 
those who favor improved coordination that coordination 
should increase consistency, that consistency means increasing 
uniformity between programs, and that such uniformity is 





--Whi.le recognizing that committees are inevitable 
coordinating devices, placing more emphasis upon a 
high-quality, substantively competent coordination 
staff: to manage the coordination process. 

--l)efi.ninq the ro.le of coordination staffs in activist 
terms, including responsibility for identifying prob- 
lems, stimulating work on problems, and ensuring that 
;:1.11 important policy and program alternatives are exam- 
i ned . 
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dirt?ct..l.y to the President rather than to the Secretary of 
State and was to have major responsibility for policy 
relating to several development-related activities; notably, 
k,i l.atc.3ra.l assistance, multilateral development banks (MDBs), 
tllo:<(: aid programs of international organizations based upon 
volur~tary contributions, the Overseas Private Investment 
Cc>r[J(Jrati(Jn (EPIC ) , certain Public Law 480 functions, policy 
toward activities of the International Fund for Agricultural 
Develoj~mcnt , and the Peace Corps. The bill sought to elevate 
the importance of the development function and the power of 
tt~t.t aid administrator. By removing the agency from the State 
Ikpcir t:lilCIlt , it emphasized the developmental purposes of aid 
over political purposes. 

In the President's initial decisions on the Humphrey 
bill on April 28, 1978, the administration agreed to the 
name change for the U.S. aid agency; agreed that the head 
of." t11e agency would be the principal development adviser to 
the Secretary of State and the President and the principal 
administration spokesman on development assistance in the 
Congress; agreed that he/she would have a voice in all eco- 
nomic decisions with a major impact on developing countries: 
agreed that the Secretary of State would provide only broad 
policy advice, not specific recommendations on country pro- 
grams, to the aid administrator; and agreed that OPIC, and, 
under specified conditions, the Peace Corps, should be trans- 
ferred to IDCA. 

This set of decisions was confirmed in a May 17 Presi- 
dential directive which also reorganized the DCC. The di- 
rective provided that the aid administrator would prepare 
an annual aid policy statement which would relate different 
types of aid to each other and to non -aid resources affecting 
developing countries. 1/ It created a structure of DCC sub- 
committees on bilateral assistance, multilateral assistance 
(i.e., multilateral banks), food assistance and the develop- 
ment programs of international organizations*. The working 
group of the Interagency Group on Human Rights (Christopher 
Group) was made a DCC subcommittee. Other subcommittees were 
created later, of which the most important were two committees 
in the international organization area--one on international 
health programs and another on food and agriculture programs. 

&/This is in addition to the annual report prepared by the 
Chairman of the DCC on aid and other activities relating 
to development pursuant to the Foreign Assistance Act. 
l'h i .s latter report was originally designed to serve a 
i im i.lar purpose . 
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‘I.‘liC ,,,,,, I/c~vc: .I, o,hNK.lnt. Lloord ina t ion 
I:c~nln"li 1. t"cci'i 

.._. . .- _...” .-” .___-.. _ --.. ll.“” _--._- ;-“-- 
* ._ General Ap&ux~ux~L "" _.. ..I -... * .-... ~ "_._ -,.- h "."_ l._.""l-"--*l- 

‘.I?Io reorgani zcd DCC has not been operating for a suf- 
f icient.. period to permit a definitive judgment upon it. 
Mc~r ~v~vc~r I j. t. t1a.L; functioned for the entire period under the 
,c;harlow 0 1 a possible rcorganizati.on of: the coordination func- 
il,, i or1 f l-1 f”ac:t. that may have had both positive and negative 
(‘rJll!‘~(!(jUC.!r’IC:t.“I~i 1:or its effcctiveness-- positive because it may 
tiirvre pr~ovidcd some incentive for cooperation among agencies 
t t1af. fc:;.~rcrJ that failure of’ the DCC would lead to increased 
-i ntc?q~~ati~~n and loss of” existing agency jurisdictions over 
I”r oq t. drll!; ; rlc.qat:,ive kJecauSC~ of an awareness of the likely tem- 
11cjsary c:h;r~,a~:Lcr of the arrangements. 

‘l’)~..Is ctror4ination system has had three basic deficien- 
c: .I r ’ 9 . . . ‘I% i.:; f.irst is thnt the coordination responsibility 
was .Ioc.j(jc:d in ATI) which administers one of the development 
],1('IUJ t';L11'1!: t.tl;l 1 was to be coordinat~ed . l’he Chairman of the 
I,I.‘(: t Iii c; l)t,.:(!n the AlI) Administrator and the staff of the DCC 
iid;; t~tb(bn locatr~d i.n AT.D. AID is not viewed as a neutral 
“tlorI(,::; t. tJY.(,kr!r” by other agencies I but rather a party at 
irrt.c!r c!sI w.i t:h its own particular set of perspectives and con- 
Cf.!Y-II!;. /il.t)lou(JI~ the DCC staff suffered Lrom an assumption 
C.J 1 1, i.;l !i ~~~caust.! of its location, evidence suggests that in 
~~Iiryi~~g thrdir rol.cs as KC staffers, individuals on the 
?-;t..al t liavc: man;igetl to divorce themselves flcom a simple 
i fIlc:n1” i f i.cat,i.on with AID and have been quite critical. of 
ATIr’:i own I,d.!r f ot: rnancc . 

!I'tlc t. rut11 is that all agencies involved in develop- 
Illf”ll t. ;lc:t.ivi ties see other agencies as having a “narrow”, 
rt~J,ativr.tly “1)iascd” view of development $201 ic ies and 
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programs. State is seen as client-oriented and politically 
motivated, AID is viewed as having a strong project-orien- 
tation, a micro-view of development and an overcommitment 
to a particular development strategy (BHN); Treasury is 
perceived to be preoccupied with "financial" issues such as 
loan terms, exchange rates and the like. A development co- 
ordinator needs to bring all of these valid, but incomplete, 
perspectives to bear upon development decisions. 

The second problem has been that, to coordinate effec- 
tively, the development coordinator must have more status 
and authority than has been accorded in recent years to the 
Administrator of AID. Agencies do not like to be coordinated. 
Coordination involves interference in what they consider to 
be "their" business. The coordinator should therefore have 
substantial authority to override narrow agency interests, 
subject only to a relatively rarely used right by other par- 
ticipants to take important disputes to the President. When 
Governor Harriman coordinated aid programs in the early 1950s 
and Under Secretary of State Dillon did so in the late 195Os, 
they had such authority. The AID Administrator, as Chairman 
of the DCC, was not given such authority. As noted, the DCC 
reorganization did not upset existing power and influence 
relationships. 

The DCC system is essentially a consensus system, heavily 
reliant for its success upon the cooperation of the constitu- 
ent agencies and, to some extent, on the quality and activism 
of the DCC staff. The consensual character of the system 
was reflected in an early decision to allow each of the DCC 
subcommittee chairmen to manage his own subcommittee more 
or less as he saw fit. It was hoped that such a laissez-faire 
attitude would maximize the interest of the chairmen in uti- 
lizing the system. When it did not, the DCC staff became more 
active. But there are distinct limits on how far a staff 
can make such a system operate effectively in the absence of 
power at the top. 

Where an official, like the Secretary-of State, has 
broad decision authority that extends beyond the adminis- 
tration of his/her own department, it may be possible to 
build a new interdepartmental decisionmaking process around 
him/her. Other agencies must come to him/her and this pro- 
vides him/her an opportunity to coordinate the policies of 
others. But it is almost impossible to build an effective 
system around an official whose only authority is over the 
operations of his/her own agency. Other agencies can bypass 
him/her with impunity. That has been the situation of the 
DCC and its chairman. 
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1’llC~ KC c;taff could have helped remedy this oryaniza- 
t.. iOnii 1. clt.:l i.(: i.cncy by serving as a communications 1. ink between 
:iuL,comrr~i t tet.255 and by ensuring an adequate flow of information 
;riir,>ut. \ Itlc:ir activities witllin the DCC structure. But the DCC 
s; t.i,i f f i tk;(!1 fI has been organized along the same program 1 i.nes 
i111(l 1 at. L(.ia~t accordi.ng to some participants in the DCC sub- 
CrsrrLmi t t f’C!!i # tloo :i not. general1.y serve as a communications link. 
.I rlfiu f f i (I I c:rrt ;Administrativc support. is blamed by the DCC 
:;tdf f for .itr; failure to circul.atc information about all com- 
mi t.t.ct.! ;ic:t.:ivi t. ios among all participant agencies. 

Wtli I(: t:L\t: oryanizational changes were minimal, the re- 
or.(]irrr i i~,i.~tior~ ~~r~~:es;!; did I as a byproduct, proc3uce some changes 
i n t.hr.b :iut.,cc.rIrlrni t.tct?s that effected some improvement in the 

(lu;~.I i ty trf ttit: I r work. Most notable was the upgrading of: 
l.Li(! .I rbbttl of rcprc~cntation and the development-orientation 
of. t 110 !;ut,corriI~Ij.t:t,c?~t on food aid* As a consequence, the sub- 
IlI~IIl111 i t t..(.!tt tlas focused IIIOL^~ att.erution on broad food aid issues 
t,, Ll;i11 t3 i tJ the .I c)nq-stand ing Interagency Stat f Committee on 
1,. Ii. 480 r a 1 ttlc~lrqh t.11c; actual. P.. L. 480 programming process 
t’(‘Ili;L I ti !; (rs!:;r!ntially tL)c; fame at the staff level. It. is also 
w I tIt~ 1 y rrq r c:c?rl tLlat there was some improvement in the project 
k’CJ\/ iC!W pfl)cC’!;!; of the Working Group on Multilateral Assistance 
(WI;MA) ull<If~r tire Subcommittee on Multilateral Assistance, as - 
COIIIJJL~Y ticl wi tll tilt: c:c)mparst~le activity of the National Advisory 
(:01111C i I ’ S !; t ;I L f Ctrmm i t. t e c . 
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The bilateral assistance committee eliminated what were 
cJenera,lly viewed as meaningless reviews of bilateral assist- 
ance projects and has become an instrument for the review 
of some general bilateral aid policy issues. The creation 
of an international organization subcommittee filled a need 
for a standing arrangement for review of international organi- 
zation (IO) programs, though it has not been a very active 
committee and much of the development of U.S. positions for 
meetings of 10s continues outside of it. 

It is evident that the activities that worked best within 
the DCC system-- the subcommittee on food aid and WGMA--were 
those which were already well institutionalized as a conse- 
quence of many years of prior activity within different or- 
ganizational frameworks. Institutional and personal relation- 
ships were already well established before the subcommittees 
were brought within the DCC. But the work of these groups 
changed relatively little in response to their new organiza- 
tional lot-ition and their new responsibilities. The apparent 
decline in the level of representation in the meetings of 
subcommittees and other groups over the year is also indica- 
tive of some loss of whatever vitality the DCC organization 
may have initially possessed. 

The DCC staff made a deliberate decision to focus the 
initial energies of the staff and of interagency committees 
on aid-related coordination. The staff has participated 
from time to time as nonvoting members in interdepartmental 
committees concerned with trade and commodities, but it 
deferred any major effort with respect to non-aid, develop- 
ment-related, activities until work in foreign assistance 
coordination was better established. Though the importance 
of non-aid resource transfers to development has been recog- 
nized for at least the past decade and though that recogni- 
tion was incorporated in the legislation establishing the 
DCC in 1973, as well as in the May 1978 President directive 
on development coordination, concern for the development 
relevance of such transfers has continued to lack any clear 
organizational focus in the U.S. Government. 

An appraisal of coordination processes 

As envisaged by AID's Bureau of Intragovernmental and 
International Affairs, which provided staff support for the 
DCC operation, the activities of the DCC and its subcom- 
mittees would build upon each other in a way that would 
ultimately produce a well-integrated set of development 
policies and programs, The system encompassed four prin- 
cipal elements: 
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lliltei,cJrl Of ~jLic~L’-~~LX.JC:CtSiiCs by coJ.nhtt.r-!es that Were essentially 

a cor~t.irluatsi.orl of pre-existing committees. It had been 
ttc~~~~.l ttlclrt tht!sc L)ro-jcct reviews would be used to identify 
broacft'r~ pc)Y i,cy issues which could be treated in policy papers 
of thr: kinds described below. It was anticipated that, as 
broader policies wece dW'CdCJFWd, they would settle more of 
the issues posed by pro:ject proposals and that the project 
revitlw process would decline in significance. However, almost 
no policy issues have been raised by this process. As pre- 
vious1.y noted the project review process for AID projects 
h a 2: t,ct.?I’i atJar-ldorl6?d. 

'l'houyh AID is now a full participant in the reviews of 
M D D I> r cm, -j tl c t 6 throuqh the WGMA, Treasury officials and others 
complain that AID, with the exception of its Latin American 
Uurcau, has made little input into the review process. This 
lack (>f: input is related to the relatively low priority ac- 
corded to the coordination function by most regional bureaus 
and country desk officers. It is also claimed that the in- 
vc~l.vc:rr~(,rlt. c,f peripheral agencies in the WGMA reviews has 
tclrrdcd to Ijroduce luwess--cJonrmon--,denorrlin.ator results. 

2. Mu.l.tl>ear Country Peers. The Presidential direc- -..- -. -...- .l_----_--_l.-. _-.-_ 
t i vc C) t., Mi.ly 1 7 , which reconsti?%Fed the DCC, provided that: 

"?'IJ~ full committee will review each year multi-year 
p 1 a n Y for a few important recipient countries or 
q)-ouI,s of countries in order to facilitate inte- 
cjrlttion oi U.S. analyses and decisions concerning 
hi iLiteral arId fllu~.ti~.a,tera1. aid iI’1 those countriese” 

Thcrso rc’v icws were to be related to the annual aid policy 
statcint;~~t. ( SC>C: below) . Their purpose was integrative. Coun- 
try papers would cut across the existing bilateral-multilat- 
eral prc~c,jrani lines. State and Treasury are said to have been 
instr-unwnta 1 in getting the requirement for such papers writ- 
ten into the Presidcl~ntial directive and both' they and AID 
havci .i r~tlicated tklat they were stronqly committed to making . . 
the process work. 

IW t e n t i 3 1. 1. y I ccl1mt.r' papers can serve a variety of pur- 
I'(jSt?S" Thc!y ~LC of.t.cn thought of as laying down policies 
to quidc decisions OIL I,rC:qrams and projects. But experience 
wit.11 t1li2 IKC:, and witfi many I:rior efforts to write compre- 
llensivc ~:ount..ry ].:)ay;ers, s 1.1 y y c2 r, t s that such influence can gen- 
eral .1 y I.je nchievod <>nly uf\ulor special circumstances of change. 
Such ~~apvrs mdyr howf!ver, serve (:jther useful purposesr 
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They can force desk officers in AID and State, 
inundated by current issues and bureaucratic requirements, 
to think more comprehensively and reflectively about the 
countries for which they have responsibility. For agencies 
like Treasury, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), 
or Commerce, without a day-to-day involvement in-country 
problems and without elaborate regional bureau/country desk 
organizational structures, such papers can provide a compre- 
hensive framework within which those agencies can deal more 
intelligently with particular issues. Preparation and dis- 
cussion of the papers can be a valuable educational process, 
helping develop a conceptual consensus, or at least, common 
understandings about the problems of a country. 

The DCC staff defined the goals of such papers in rela- 
tively modest terms. Their purpose was not to encompass the 
whole of the development policy toward a country nor to supply 
the analyses on which all development decisions would subse- 
quently rest, but rather to provide “a minimally common data 
base" and "an explicitly agreed upon analytic framework." At 
least four country strategies were to be produced each year. 

Experience with these papers is too limited to permit 
more than a tentative appraisal. Three papers --on Jamaica, 
Nigeria and Indonesia --had been completed as of April 1. 
Preparation of those papers experienced many of the difficul- 
ties that have been characteristic of other efforts to write 
comprehensive country policy papers --by the NSC in the 1950s 
and by State Department's Policy Planning Council in the 
1960s. These similarities suggest that the problems are char- 
acteristic of the genre and not unique to the limited DCC 
experience. 

The papers were vehicles for genuine, if limited, policy- 
making in only one case (Nigeria), where circumstances forced 
a decision. In the Indonesian case, where there was no such 
action-forcing process at work, there was resistance on the 
part of the officials most involved to any*reconsideration of 
policy and the policy statement essentially endorsed the pol- 
icy status quo. According to DCC staff appraisals, Treasury 
in general, resisted any effort to use these papers seriously 
to review existing multilateral bank policies and programs. 
Agencies with more limited interests than State, AID and 
Treasury tended to push their particular concerns. The con- 
servatism of the efforts was reflected in a general tendency 
to avoid raising questions about the economic policies of 
the countries or to sugyest efforts to correct those policies. 
In one case, this was carried to the point where the agencies 
concerned defended a country's policy on exchange rates, 
though DCC staff argued that the currency in question was 
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overva luetjl; but then thosc~ same ayencies defended and praised 
the new stii tus clucr when the country itself ‘decided to devalue 
wh i lc the paper wa 8 i. II prepar;a t ion 1 

The rxx sta E I had c~.;,msiderah.Le difficulty getting the 
agencies to m&e contribut-ions to the first drafts of the 
papC!,lr S. F:vidently, the papers had a lower priority than 
other work m In tcrcst. ing ly , sr.rme of the most useful contri- 
butions were said to have been made by analytic staffs-- 
the In~clligcnee and 1%~ sea~rc-h Butxtau of State and the Cen- 
tra 1 Intelli.gence Agency --which haLI no programrna,tic or policy 
ciccmrni tmentr;. Many agcnci e s--particularly State and AID--had 
dif”ficulty with the intra-agency coordination of positions 
on tt;le policy statements, They were sometimes able to pull 
together agency positions only under pressure from outside 
(i.e., the DCCI staff) . 

There was also some resistance to the idea that country 
paper $5 could be prepdrecl in the absence of an overall aid 
policy statement or that aid leve Is could be decided without 
considering a id leve Is for a 111 aid recipients. Such argu- 
ments about whictl comes fir:st--genera.h policies or parti- 
cular ~~olicies --are c~raract.er~ist.ic: of efforts to write coun- 
try po Licy ptlpers. ?%ey may be uscl?d i II an a ttcmpt to de lay 
work on a particular eount,ry paper’, but they also reflect 
a genu ine d i .I.c:mma. 

Only the first two papers were discussed in the DCC it- 
self. Discussion in each case focu~:;ed~ not on basic strate- 
gies, bu t. on immed i a t-e i ssue s1 In recognition of the in- 
adeyuac.ie.3 of these disc:u:;si.ons, the KC staff created ad 
hoc deci sionmakiny groups of i3recl/country specialists below 
the XC to corrsirler subsequent papers, ‘Th j s was a realistic 
accoru~~noclat;~.(>n to rcta1.i. Lies, but it :;acra-ificcs the potential, 
if difficult to achi,eve, bone Cits of education of higher 
level. officials and, perhclp6, reduces the authoritativeness 
of the palzcr when a~>~r’,ve~d. 

While two of the first three: country pabers dealt des- 
cript-ivcly wi.ttr non-aid wutn::es of support for development-- 
trade, investment and debt. relief-- the country policy state- 
ments did not, and &I not, ori.linari. 1,y provide a satisfactory 
vehicle for addressing such issues. Most of the important 
trade and i.nvestment. poli,cies affectiny the development. pros- 
pc! ct s of a particular country are of war Mwide scope and must 
be treated in a global cant-ext. (e.q,, multilateral trade ne- 
gotiations) . Even a <:r>~,lr,.Ilnry-~~~~e~i”fi.c issue, such as a trade 
b!scapct clause? ;~ct.i.c~n C)L- ;AIP investment dispcY;e, is likely to ,, 
i nvo lvc2 r;uch i.nc’ieyen,dF: n t Cl~c: i s .i.or1 proce sse s and independent 
time pha:;ing as t.o make it very unlikely that d. country paper 
Wil 1 haVe ally effect.. LiI.JUri po.k.iCy li 



Both our own examination of the papers and the views of 
those involved in their preparation or consideration, indi- 
cate that the quality of the papers has improved over time. 
It is plausible that such papers could achieve the modest 
goals set for them by the DCC staff--establishment of a mini- 
mally common data base and an explicitly agreed upon analytic 
framework. Their preparation does seem to have some genuine 
educational value for those involved--e.g., on the transmi- 
gration issue in the case of the Indonesian paper. Our review 
of the experience suggests that they are unlikely to serve 
as the vehicles for the development of fresh policy guidance 
except in relatively unusual cases where some kind of action- 
forcing process precipitates a decision. Even in these cases, 
the decision is likely to be as narrowly defined as possible 
since officials tend to resist broader and longer term policy 
commitments when they can. 

Coordination will continue to be resisted by the agen- 
cies most concerned with a particular assistance program. 
If only a few papers are prepared each year, they cannot pos- 
sibly provide timely and continuing guidance for even the 
most important countries. It is evident, then, that such 
papers can accomplish only a relatively small part of the 
continuing coordination job. Whether the benefits of such 
paper preparation exercises exceed the costs is almost impos- 
sible for those not involved in the process to judge but there 
are enough problems associated with their preparation to war- 
rant a continuing objective appraisal of their utility. ( The 
DCC staff has made some valuable appraisals of the initial 
experience.) 

3. Topical Papers. As in the case of the other papers 
considered in the DCC, topical papers were to emerge partly 
from needs recognized in other policy and project review pro- 
cesses and, when approved, were to guide decisionmaking in 
those other processes. They were to provide guidance for 
U.S. participation in the MDBs as well as guidance for U.S. 
bilateral programs. In fact, however, most of the topical 
papers (e.g., land reform policy, aid to middle income coun- 
tries) have been prepared in AID as statements of AID policy 
on bilateral assitance, have been discussed only in the Bi- 
lateral Assistance Subcommittee (BAS), and have not acquired 
authoritative status through this process. 

The one partial exception to these generalizations is a 
set of papers prepared in Treasury and AID in connection 
with U.S. participation in the joint World Bank/International 
Monetary Fund Development Committee. Originally, Treasury 
had intended that these would be discussed in the National 
Advisory Council, but, as a consequence of DCC Staff 
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4. Annual Assistance Pol.icl Statement. ..--- Under the May 
1 7 

..~“-.- -“--- .-_--- _-_. 
cl i r o c t. L v c , the AID A%%%?6%tor was required to prepare 

an aid Ibolicy statement showing how the different types of 
U-S. aid to be sought from Congress will be related to each 
other and will be used, i,n conjunction with non-aid policies 
affecting the less developed countries, to advance U.S. pur- 
poses and politics. Once approved by the President, the 
statement was to guide preparation of budget requests and 
the managerncnt of agency programs and to serve as the basis 
for a coordinated and comprehensive approach to the Congress. 
The statement was to be reviewed, prior to Presidential 
approva 1 I at t.hc cabinet level by the Policy Review Committee 
of the NSC. 

It was anticipated that this statement would be a vehi- 
cle for the raising of certain basic policy issues (e-g. I 
aid to middle income countries; how far the IJnited States 
S~IOUJ.~ t>KC?FiS MD13s in the direction of a basic human needs 
C?nl~JhaS i S ) . LE. was expected that the statement would build 
upon the: work on country and topi.cal policies accompLished 
during the prcccd inny year. However t the statement prepared 
i.n tile fall oi 1.978 by the AI/:, Administrator focused, by his 
ciloiee, almost entirely on the question of future aid levels. 
tic cncountcred a number of c<Jmplaints from ot.her agencies 
that. t.11e statc~ruent was not used as a vehicle for raising and 
~“~~sc)lv inr.j has i c devc ‘lor~ment jticj 1 icy and program issues. This 
kind cl. colrir.,rt?~lc~rsive pal icy statement is, supposedly, to 
play ;;I larqcr r.01~ in the funet.ions of IDCA and is discussed 
i.n that connect ion in chal)t<:,r 3 I 
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Location of the World Bank Group and the Inter-American Bank 
in Washington facilitates informal exchanges between them 
and U.S. agencies. Assessment of the precise significance 
of such contacts in promoting development coordination is, 
of course, impossible. 

International aid consortia and consultative groups pro- 
vide a means of coordination among bilateral and multilateral 
donors and between them and the recipient countries. The U.S. 
actively supported the formation of most of these aid groups 
and now participates in all of them (about 20 at present). 
The recipients use these groups as non-public forums to argue 
their development needs, answer criticisms, discuss problems 
and present their proposals to deal with their development 
needs. The Bank and other donors make policy recommendations 
to the recipient country, learn about each others' programs 
and policies and sometimes exert pressure upon those donors 
whose policies are considered inappropriate. 

The utility of consortia and consultative groups de- 
rives, not just from the meetings, but partly from the pro- 
cess they set in motion. A prospective meeting stimulates 
a process which includes MDB economic and policy assessments; 
often, an IMF paper; the recipient government's preparation 
of a statement of its needs; consultation between the various 
parties; perhaps, the forcing of decisions within governments 
on both sides; and mutual education. 

Some argue that the principal coordination problems 
and, hence, the best opportunities for improving coordination, 
are in the field. International political considerations 
often argue in favor of leaving field coordination to some 
combination of reliance upon informal in-country communica- 
tion, recipient country efforts to bring aid donors together, 
and utilizing the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
resident representative or other multilateral aid officials 
as the country coordinator. The UNDP representative is being 
given broad responsibility for coordinating international 
organization programs under United Nations policy. 

AID personnel are encouraged to maintain contact with 
the various bilateral and multilateral aid officials. Thus, 
as a result of an AID initiative, an August 1978 memo from 
the State Department to relevant embassies urged appropriate 
AID personnel to keep informed of planned Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) activities. Mission directors and deputies were 
also encouraged to visit the U.S. Executive Director of the 
ADB during their home leave and consultation travel. 

For non-aid issues there are a variety of coordination 
mechanisms. For example, the Trade Policy Committee is 
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J.t. i.s clear tJrat there is not 2, development coordination 
prcA”d cm , but a series of different coordination problems, 
each with its unique context and characteristics. We discuss 
ttlc:se prr.rt,1cmS in mcrc detail in the appendices. Here we 
shall highJ. ight certain key difficulties relating to coordi- 
nation of Al11 and mu1 tilateral bank programs, food aid pro- 
grams and international organizati.on programs. 

Coordination of: AID and Mu1 tilateral Bank ” .1-. ~-~,--~.~~ -_-.--~__--__“- -.--~----- 
Pal lcles and Prcarams I_“*,L.l--“.“..-“-_” _..----- “” _“,,l___*- 

A basi.c underlying problem has been that U.S. coordi- 
nation activities have been designed primarily for the separ- 
af.~~ interagency coordination of views with respect to AID 
and MDD pal. icies and programs, Coordination of AID activities 
has revolved nround review of general palicies with respect 
to particular functional areas (e.g., land reform, aid to 
micldlc income countries). Coordination of MDB activities 
through the I>(:C has continued to focus, ~(6 it has always fo- 
cuscd, almost c;ntirely upon review of proposed bank projects. 
The Al I> 1~01 icy rev itrws rarely consider the relationships be- 
tween All> and MDH policies while the MDB project reviews pay 
vc-lry 3. itt1.e if any attention to related AID projects and pro- 
grams. 

tJr~LzalI!;C* of the projeCt:. focus of the XC’s MDB program 
rev icws , tht II. S. policies that have emerged from such re- 
V iC!W:j tlilt~t~ tcntjlf~d to be patchwork affairs. Although a number 
of laryer .1: SsuL”s have: been identified in the course of proj- 
ect r-evicwr;, none of these have been referred to the DCC or 
t-o its Multilateral Assistance Subcommittee for consideration. 
Trc!asurry hiis sought in recent years to develop a more coher- 
en t SC:’ t oL poJ. icies toward the banks. It has, however, coor- 
dinuted sucll pal icieki mainly through the NAC which it chairs 
and sk.a.ff~; I ( See app. I and the Treasury comments in app. V.) 
Our f:oc;us herti 1 as elsewhere i.n this report, is upon DCC 
coor~~l irra t. i,on flrc)ces~c?~ I We have not attempted to assess 
coc~rdirxaticsn of MIX ~~~l,,icies through the National Advisory 
Count il on International Monetary and Financial Policies 
( NAC ) s ~hc r~c:spcctive j urisdict i.ons of the relevant DCC 

~.:onmittx.:es and the NAC have never been clearly delineated 
and tcfnd to be c3cteranined by bureaucratic political. processes 
rather than on the basis of explicit general understandings. 
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There are# moreoeverr despite Treasury efforts, some 
inconsistencies between AID policies and MDB policies and 
some inconsistencies among the policies of the MDBs. For 
example, AID and the World Bank have relatively good policies 
and records with respect to environmental issues in develop- 
ment ; the record of the regional banks has been less 
satisfactory. There have also been somewhat contradictory 
policies between AID and the banks on population assistance. 
We recognize that each bank operates in its own political 
and economic environment--that the regional banks, for 
example, are sometimes more client-oriented--and that 
consistency is not necessarily possible or even desirable. 
What has seemed to be missing from DCC processes, however, 
is any systematic consideration of the costs and benefits 
of the inconsistencies and of the desirability and feasi- 
bility of seeking to upgrade the performance of the regional 
banks on environmental (and other) issues. The same lack 
of systematic policy review has been characteristic of the 
DCC operation in a number of other areas--e.g., population, 
education, rural health and basic human needs policies. 

Another, and related, problem has been the lack of 
attention to multilateral policies and programs on the part 
of those administering bilateral aid programs. Those con- 
cerned with coordination often have great difficulty obtain- 
ing useful comments from within their agencies on MDB pro- 
posals. Organizational priorities and rewards systems 
dictate greater attention to bilateral than to multilateral 
programs. An exception in AID is the Latin American and 
Caribbean Bureau where the bureau chief has, through direc- 
tives and organizational arrangements, assured significantly 
greater attention to MDB activities. One consequence of 
general agency inattention is that Treasury continues to 
dominate the staff work for project reviews. As a result, 
reviews emphasize what are commonly, and rather, mislead- 
ingly , called the "financial" aspects of development policy 
and program issues and neglect other aspects.lJ But even 
the Treasury multilateral bank staff can devote but limited 
time to these reviews because of its small size and other 
responsibilties. 

Finally, the reviews of MDB projects are of limited 
value. As noted, they repeatedly raise larger program or 
policy issues, but those issues have not been picked up for 

IJFor a discussion of the limited utility of the distinction 
between "development" and "financial" issues see chapter 3. 
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gcncral rev%cw. Mou-ec>c?v~?r * ob;jections to MDB projects-- 
cvcn when t-hose cb:jt2ctions are general among participating 
II. se a <i c II Cf ,i c;! 5s --clo not always lead to the voicing of such 
oldject.1.or~k; in MDD pal ioymaking processes. In channeling 
an increasing proportion of 1J.S. development assistance 
t.hrcju!jkr tllr: banks, the Uni ted States has necessarily ac- 
cc?I,tod tile fact: that it wil.1. have reduced control over pre- 
c~.sc?.~Y how t1lose L'C?SOUTCCIS will bc used. If it is to avoid 
charges that it is politicizing or seeking to dominate the 
banks, it has to use what influence it possesses with a sense 
of discretion anti priority. It has therefore exercised a 
good deal of restraint in questioning the analyses and judg- 
ments of: bank manaqcment. u,S. priorities in seeking to in- 
fluence bank policies are often determined by a concern with 
avoiding actions likely to arouse opposition in the Congress. 
(Treasury drgut's, however, that it does focus its efforts 
0 n "key issues.") 

Coordination of Food Aid -"._-.- --.I.-.-- "----.-.....---.--"- 

The food assistance legislation (F.L. 480) has always 
been characterized hy multiple and Potentially conflicting 
goals. During the &years the P.L. 480 program has been 
in existence it has been utilized to dispose of U.S. agri- 
cultural surpl.uses; to promote markets for American agricul- 
tural products; to support American foreign policy; to pro- 
vide humanitarian assistance to Personsy groupsl and nations; 
and to promote economic development, both through general 
transfer8 oE1 resources and through specifically targeted 
transfers of resources to agreed development projects or ob- 
jectives. 

The SC;’ several. purposes have been represented in the 
pal icy and programming process by those agencies with the 
most direct interez3t.s in each: Agriculture with surplus 
disposal and market development; AID with humanitarian and 
dcvcloPment assistance; and State with foreign policy. From 
the bcginniny of the program, until recently, it has been 
run by an Interagency Staff Committee (ISC) of which Agri- 
curturer state, and the aid agency have been the principal 
members, with Agriculture as chairman, OMB has also taken 
an active role in recent years. (Other members include Treas- 
ury and Commerce.) 

The <:cmmi ttee has operated on the basis of consensus: 
each member has a right of veto. Thus, if there was objec- 
tion to a particular Proposed decision, no purpose could 
prevail over another without forcing the decision to higher 

J. c) v e 1 s l but. since ttlere i.s often a reluctance to force 
issues to higher lcrivel s, there> has been a tendency toward 



delay in reaching decisions. However, these weaknesses in 
the decision system have been mitigated by several factors. 
Abundant surpluses during most of the period have permitted 
the government to pursue its several objectives simultane- 
ously. The White House has intervened periodically to break 
decision deadlocks. Moreover, over the 25-year period, the 
decision system, like the system for review of MDB projects, 
has become well institutionalized. There are well-established 
rules of the game and the players have become accustomed to 
dealing with each other on the same kinds of issues year in 
and year out. 

The present administration introduced several changes. 
As part of its effort to revitalize the DCC, it brought the 
old ISC into the DCC structure as a Working Group of a new 
policy-level DCC Subcommittee on Food Aid. This both re- 
flected and reinforced an administration emphasis upon the 
development purposes of food aid, as also emphasized in the 
Congress. New leadership in Agriculture provided more force- 
ful and development-oriented direction to the committee and 
the program. One effect of these changes has been to provide 
a higher-level forum for the prompt resolution of interagency 
differences. Another has been some clarification of purpose, 
though the program continues to serve multiple purposes. 
There is, therefore, a widespread belief that the program 
is being better administered than before. Problems, however, 
remain. 

Decisionmaking is characterized by diffusion of respon- 
sibility; everyone is responsible for everything. The 
decision process has, for example, tended to fragment AID's 
authority over the Title II program. Under the DCC system 
the tendency toward stalemate has not been eliminated, only 
mitigated. With less forceful leadership from Agriculture 
(or elsewhere), the consensus system of decisionmaking could 
once more recreate a tendency toward stalemate and delay. 

The creation by the Congress in 1977'of a new develop- 
ment-related title of P.L. 480 (Title III) raised new organi- 
zational questions. Partly because this title involves the 
use of local currency resources generated under Title I, which 
is under strong Agriculture influence, and partly because 
of the new development-orientation of Agriculture, that De- 
partment has insisted on playing a large role in the program- 
ming of assistance under the new title. For reasons developed 
in appendix II, we question whether Agriculture's role with 
respect to Title III improves development coordination. P.L. 
480 has always been inadequately integrated into the overall 
aid program and the failure to assign principal responsibility 
for the new development title to the aid agency both reflects 
and reinforces this tendency. 
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The Food Aid Subcommittee suffers from the general 
defect of the DCC mechanism that it is more concerned with 
interagency coordination than with inter-program coordina- 
tion. The tendency is probably strengthened by the fact that 
the muJtiplc purposes of food aid often generate intense in- 
teragency debates. Rut, more basically, there is no link be- 
tween the work of the Food Aid Subcommittee and the related 
work of: the subcommittees on bilateral and multilateral aid 
and on international organizations. 

There are also no links between decisionmaking with 
respect to food aid and interdepartmental decisionmaking 
with respect to overall U.S. agricultural policy. This lack 
of coordination wi.th overall policy may not be a serious de- 
fect so long as food is in surplusI but the experience of 
1973-74 demonstrates that it can become a serious problem 
in time of food shortage. 

Coordination of International or_qanization -.-. -.- -.‘.- --.--. 
Development I--_--.. Activities 

The coordination of the development activities of in- 
ternational organizations exemplifies the development CQ- 
ordination problem in its most extreme form. The activities 
of such organizations reflect the dispersion of power both 
in international affairs and within the U.S. Government. 
The organizations have grown in number, budget and member- 
ship with the growth of international problems and nation 
statcJs. As multilateral institutions they are, like the 
MDBs, difficult for single donors to influence. But unlike 
the MDD:;, they arc not governed by a weighted voting system 
and their programming and budgeting processes are much more 
decentralized. Moreover international political issues play 
a larger role in their dkliberations. Centralized coordina- 
tion of" their own activities is therefore very weak. 

Dispersion oL power within and among the international 
organizati0nt; is paralleled by the dispersion of responsi- 
bility f:or backstopping the organizations within the U.S. 
Government. The International Organization Affairs Bureau 
of: the Department of State has general responsibility for 
coordination of U.S. policies toward 10s. However, 'it has 
never been adequately staffed for the job and its staff 
has bcn declining in the past decade while IOs have been 
proliferating. With the growth in size and complexity uf 
program~.~ t State has been forced to rely increasingly upon 
t1~e dome~;t.ic departments and agencies of the U.S. Government 
to manage backstopping. Experts from HEW hawe developed their 
lrrwn close * direct contacts with the World Health Organization 
(Wlm) t and sirnil.arly for Agriculture and the UN Food and Agri-, 
culture Organization (FAO). State has been hard put to keep 
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informed of, to say nothing of managing, these relationships. 
The tendency of the functional departments to dominate the 
backstopping system is reflected in the creation, following 
the May 1978 reorganization of the DCC, of a DCC Subcommittee 
on Health chaired jointly by AID and HEW and of an Interagency 
Working Group on International Organizations in Food and Agri- 
culture chaired by USDA. 

As international organizations have grown and as the 
developing countries have come to dominate the UN system, 
many of these international organizations have turned increas- 
ingly to development-related work. The United States has so 
far not succeeded in its efforts to bring all technical as- 
sistance programs under the control of the UNDP. And devel- 
opment remains only one of the various functions--scientific, 
educational, political and the like-- that these organizations 
perform. If State has lacked the functional specialists to 
deal with these development programs, AID has had little in- 
centive to do so, given the limited possibilities for U.S. 
influence, AID's own personnel limitations in any particular 
functional area, and the agency's primary concern with admin- 
istering the bilateral aid program. 

The development coordination problem presented by the 
10s is part of the larger problem of the development of coor- 
dinated positions on the overall activities of international 
organizations. To deal with the overall U.S. coordination 
problem, the State Department has developed what is, in con- 
cept, a reasonably promising approach, the Policy Management 
System and its Action Programs. This system is designed to 
examine annually the major issues posed by the policies and 
programs of each international organization with a view to 
developinq comprehensive guidance for U.S. participation in 
the organizations. When the IO subcommittee was created, 
it was envisaged that review of these Action Programs by the 
subcommittee would serve as the principal means of coordinat- 
ing U.S. policy on the development programs of international 
organizations. However, though several programs were drafted, 
the initial effort faltered for lack of adequate staff sup- 
port. Only one Action Program was considered by the committee 
during its first year and no consensus was reached on it. 
Moreover, it is uncertain whether these programs provide an 
adequate vehicle for development coordination. Because 
of the nature of the programming process in IOs, because of 
the very comprehensiveness of the Action Programs, and because 
they tend to focus on organization and management issues, 
they are not very well suited to the development coordination 
task. 
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The lnternatianal Organization Subcommittee of the DCC 
teas perf:or:med some usefu.l functions such as an apparently 
succcssf~rl interagency review of international organization 
Ludyet~ hefore final decisions had been made on these bud- 
gets t uut * the DCC has done nothing to promote coordination 
bc?twet;n ICI proyrams and other development programs and, for 
the mos Ix, ~"ar t , its effort to coordinate international organi- 
zation L~ct,ivities has not gotten off the ground. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION .-_-~----- - 

AGENCY: A CRITIQUE .- 

THE REORGANIZATION DEBATE ----...---- 

In general, in the debate that was precipitated & the 
Humphrey bill and the reorganization proposals, there was 
relatively little agency support, outside of AID, for much 
change in present arrangements. Treasury resisted trans- 
fer of responsibility for the MDB's to the proposed Inter- 
national Development Cooperation Administration. OPIC was 
prepared to be a part of IDCA, but only so long as it pre- 
served its autonomous Board of Directors as its principal 
policymaking body. ACTION was initially prepared to accept 
transfer of the Peace Corps to IDCA, but resisted such 
transfer once it became evident that other major transfers 
of functions were unlikely. Since the proposed Institute 
for Scientific and Technological Cooperation was being devel- 
oped at ,the same time as the AID reorganization debate was 
developing and since its creation involved the splitting off 
of some of AID's research activities, the case for inclusion 
of it within IDCA was quite strong and was not the subject 
of major debate. 

The first phase of the reorganization debate took place 
around the Humphrey bill with the results described and cri- 
tiqued in the last chapter. The second phase was initiated 
by the Novem&r 1, 1978, proposal of Governor Gilligan, AID 
Administrator. His study examined three options, two of them 
briefly, one in much more detail. The first option was com- 
plete integration of the major development assistance programs 
under an IDCA. It would have involved creating integrated 
geographic bureaus, country desks and field missions and the 
establishment of centralized and consolidated support serv- 
ices. The second option was a "decentraliied confederation" 
under which IDCA would have provided "only the broadest guid- 
ance on policy and funding" to agencies under its general 
influence. 

The two options defined a spectrum from most to least 
integrated. AID tried to steer a course between them argu- 
ing for a third system it called "partial integration." 
Its proposal preserved the separate identity of each of the 
major development agencies, consolidating only a limited 
numt-er of support functions, but also clearly and firmly 
placed the major development programs under the control of 
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In tllc? Ikci. siS,n Memorandum sulxnitted to the President, 
the qu(>lr;2:i.ons of Lhu deqrc$e of integration and scope csf INCA 
were: ~~f~!ser-it.f~d ds two sets of i:5suIFts* Th u s I the integration 
i,sSuc w;.%:; ~J’<.?:jt:rlted a0 two a.~ternat.ives: IIXASwith full 
authority and 'IIJICA wi. Lh partial autharity. "Full authority"' 
in thi c; cak;~: I whi.Ic n(.)t. very clearly spe.lled out, apparently 
wou.l.tl not 11~ve i nvo lved the degree of integration con tempL3ted 
in tlrjc: N<,vt:m ji%:!r I AiW prop’-,% 1.. "Partia 1 authority” was de- 
f:ined i1I.I cc,l’it,r(r .1,. Oty~-!1c budget, the setting of general develop- 
men t po Ii cy y ;.in(ji r~~commr:!r\rlittions concerning appointment and 
~emovd 1 oI sc-tnic>r officials <of' each component. 
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The question of scope was presented as a series of 
individual decisions as to which of the development programs 
should fall under the full or partial authority of IDCA-- 
i.e., the MDBs, those international organizations which are 
primarily developmental, Title III of P.L. 480, and the Peace 
Corps. With respect to OPIC both the "full authority" and 
the "partial authority" options contemplated only substituting 
the Director of IDCA for the AID Administrator as chair of 
OPIC's board. (The November 1 AID proposal would have vested 
authority over OPIC in the Director of IDCA, making the OPIC 
Board an advisory, rather than a policy, body.) 

While what we have called the "Little IDCA" option was 
favored by some, it was an implicit rather than an explicit 
option, combining, as it did, different choices with respect 
to the degree of integration and the scope of activities to 
be included. Such a choice would have exempted from IDCA 
control those programs whose transfer was most controversial 
--the MDBs, the international organizations and Title III 
of P.L. 480--while calling for a relatively tight integration 
of such activities as AID, ISTC, OPIC, and, possibly the 
Peace Corps. 

The "Development Community Coordinator" 0ptio.n included 
in the Decision Memorandum was modeled roughly on the coordi- 
nation arrangements approved in January 1978 for the intelli- 
gence community except that the development coordinator, 
unlike the Director of Central Intelligence, would not simul- 
taneously have headed one of the constituent development 
agencies. The scope of the coordinator's responsibilities 
would have included all of the major development programs, 
but there would have been no organizational integration of 
those programs. The coordinator would have had only budget 
and policy authority. 

While other issues were involved in the debate, the cen- 
tral stakes related to power. From the point of view of the 
development agencies, the threat was the loss of power they 
possessed over development activities. From the point of 
view of those seeking improved development coordination, the 
question was one of how best to accumulate enough power so 
that the development coordinator would be able to signifi- 
cantly influence aid and nonaid decisions. There were two 
alternative ways that this might be done: by consolidation 
(widening scope and strengthening integration) and/or by ele- 
vating the organizational status of the function and strength- 
ening its link to the White House. 

The Administration initially opted for a reorganization 
plan providing for an IDCA of narrow scope and low inte- 
gration. This was, to the best of our knowledge, not an 
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IDCA was requirea to report to the Secretary of State as 
well as the President, serving as principal development 
advisor to each. 

Apart from his new authority over U.S. policy and fund- 
ing for certain international organization programs, the for- 
mal power of the IDCA Director with respect to foreign as- 
sistance and non-aid policies and programs under the original 
plan was not significantly different frorn the authority that 
the AID Administrator has possessed as Chairman of the DCC. 
He was to be consulted by the Secretary of the Treasury on 
appointments of U.S. Executive Directors and Alternate Execu- 
tive Directors for the MDBs, with any differences reported 
to the President. He was "directed" to advise the Executive 
Directors on MDB project and program proposals. (The AID Ad- 
ministrator has had the authority, but not the obligation, 
to offer such advice to the bank Executive Directors.) He 
was to replace the AID Administrator as the Chairman of the 
Board of OPIC and as Chairman of the DCC. 

As a consequence of discussions between the Senate Com- 
mittee on Governmental Affairs and the administration, certain 
changes in, and clarifications to, the original plans were 
offered & the administration. The separation of IDCA from 
the State Department wa s made more definitive by an amendment 
that stated that the Director of IDCA would report to the 
Secretary of State, and would receive guidance from the Sec- 
retary of State, only on foreign policy matters. 

The Director's role of advising the President on develop'- 
ment matters was expanded to include "all trade, science and 
technology, and other matters significantly affecting the 
developing nations." A draft Executive order submitted by 
the administration also extended the responsibility of IDCA 
for international organization programs beyond the eight 
specifically mentioned in the reorganization plan to include 
"any other international programs whose purpose is primarily 
developmental." Y, 

The draft Executive order also provided that the Chair- 
man of the DCC (i.e., the Director of IDCA) would have the 
right to determine what subcommittees would be created and 
who should chair them. (As noted in chapter 2, initiallyr 
the creation of committees and the designation of agencies 
that would chair them was accomplished by Presidential direc- 
tive in May 1978). The Elxecutive order issued on September 
29, 1979, included these provisions. 

More important than these changes was agreement by the 
Administration to a new division of the responsibility for 
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providing advice to the I:Jxecutivc Directors of the multi- 
iat.eKal. <.ib?VC?.l CJ~XKl63Ir t: t,r_lUlk:i a A r?LC:Sid’ttnt.ia I memorandum, 

embodying ttltl untlc~:stancl ing l.nt::tweeri the I;enate Committee 
and the? odmirii.:;trati1.)n I wh iclx has m,ine,:c heen issued, p, rovides 
that the Sccrctary of the: ~1’r:eaz:~ur’y wi, 1,L continue to retain 
the authority to Irrstruct the U.S. YIf.:P~Y:C?,“;C:IItativt;s to the 
MDEls. fiowever 1 it. di~;tir~glai.ahes between “developmental” 
questions and ” financial and other nond~~vc?lopmental” questions 
(i.e., express legislative requir’cmcnts). The advice of the 
Director of IDEA on “development” pcrl icier;, programs and pro- 
jects of the MDBs will I’ norma 1. 1 y b c d (3 term i na t i ve . ‘I Only if 
the Sec3retary of the Treasury finds that “compelling” finan- 
cial. or Other non<lcv(“!l.ulJmerltal (Xcxjislative) reasons require 

a difLercnt U.S. por;iti.urs will he override the advice of IDCA. 
Differences bctwecn Treasurzy and IDCA are to be resolved by 
the President. 

WILL IDCA RI!:MEDY TIIF: DEE’lCIF:NCIlES OP THII: L-~-_-.-I-I____~ ..-- - _..I 
PRESENT CCh3RDINATIC’~N SY:iP’EM? ----.._-.-._---_.- --. .__- __--l_-,“_.“l_-l,.l. 

The: first qu~astion thst WC: !;h;all CI.~~TCZSS is whether IDCA 
deals with the dtfl:icier~a~:.i.t!~ of tlie presernC coordination system 
as we have identified them in chapter 2. A most important 
purpose is to scparatt? the coort~ir~ati.om function from AID; to 
establish I UCR as an “honest brok.c~:rr. IL R u t. r IIXX8s csryani- 
zational base will be AJD” the only organization for which 
it will have Full responsibi.lity6, The main prospects for 
broadening its base ilcr.ive from its; advisory role in develop- 
ing U.S. positions for tire MDD "s and its hudcjet and policy 
responcibilities for internati9na.l organizations. Whether 
these r~~lsE,on!:!it)ilities will, ii.n fact, give IDEA a distinctly 
separate identity clcpends upon how much real authority it 
is able to exeb.cise with respect to those proyrams. In the 
case of the internat:ional oryanizatiorrs I that depends upon 
whether it is a!:,le to Ierform what is intrinsically a very 
difficult coordination task wi 1;h the personnel at its dis- 
posal. With respect to the MDBs, i t: depends upon a combi- 
nation of the quality of the TIEA performdnce~ and the worka- 
bility of the divi sion oi’ rcspons.ibility between IDCA and 
Treasury. 



looked to by the Congress as the major defender of the AID 
program on Capitol Hill. 

If IDCA does inject itself significantly into the 
decisionmaking processes of AID, that will tend to take the 
more interesting issues out of the hands of AID officials 
and to undermine morale. Reportedly, the creation of Under 
Secretary of State Dillon's aid coordinating office had 
such effects upon aid agencies in the late 1950s with the 
result that it became more difficult to recruit good people 
to serve in those agencies. In its initial staffing, IDCA 
has managed to distinguish itself from AID, employing only 
four persons, in the initial group of 18 professionals, whose 
backgrounds were primarily in AID. 

In sum, we see the objective of the creation of a dis- 
tinctive identity for IDCA as a highly desirable one; we 
see the changes that have been made since the introduction 
of the reorganization plan as useful to this end; but we 
remain uncertain how far the reorganization plan will achieve 
the intended result. 

Will the creation of IDCA significantly enhance the 
power and influence of the development coordinator? As we 
noted above, in choosing between the options presented to 
him, the President chose those options offering the least 
scope and the least integration and which therefore offered 
least prospect for creating a strong coordinator. The scope 
of the IDCA Director's responsibilities has been widened 
somewhat by the strengthening of his MDR advisory function 
and by broadening the language with respect to his responsi- 
bilities for international organization programs. However, 
the degree of integration has not changed. 

What instruments are available to the IDCA Director to 
influence bilateral and multilateral development policies 
and programs? He will have budget and policy authority over 
the constituent elements of IDCA--AID, specified international 
organization activities, and ISTC. Although OPIC will be 
a component of IDCA, its policies and budgets will be set 
by its own board. Such influence as the IDCA Director may 
have over OPIC budget and policy will derive, like the AID 
Administrator's before him, from his chairmanship of the OPIC 
board. 

As discussion in appendix III suggests, it iS unclear 
that budget and broad policy authority will give him much 
leverage to coordinate international organization programs. 
Since basic AID legislative and Executive order authority 
have been delegated to IDCA for redelegation as appropriate 
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‘Il’t~c,~ President ‘8 message states tha t the IDCA Director 
will also preparc a “comprehensive foreign assistance budget” 
f t-ll submission to Olvlfl, after consultation wi.th the Secretary 

0 f. s t a  t. t.! l As or “iq i,na 1,. 1. y stated I the IDCA Director’s role 
with r:c!spcct tcr non-IIXA budgets was only to comment. upon 
ac)cncy h udqe t submissions to OMB and to the President. !AOW- 

(2 v C’ r , his responsibility for preparing a comprehensive 
foreign assi ~trznce budget is being interpreted broadly and 
it. is tI16: expectation of the IDCA staff that his budget 
pr”c,~mc;;l .I s will provide the standard against which OMB will 
cval ira t,r! Enhc agonc ios ’ direct budget: submissions. His over- 
a1.l burjgct. proposals will I in effect, constitute his com- 
mc:ntary on agency budget. proposals. He will also defend the 
ovcra 1 1. f.orc ign assistance budget before the Congress. 

The existing Prcsidcntial directive on the DCC and the 
Prcsitlcn t’s rcorgani zation message require t,he Director 
of IIKX, a”:; the new chti1ir:man of: the DCC ( to prepare an annual 
aid pal icy statcmcnt desi,gned to i.ntegratc the different 
types of aid and non-a id po3. i.cies affecting developing coun- 
t I:’ i. c s . In ef’fcct, this statement in intended to be a kind 
of annual dr:vclopmcnt strategy statement. The statement is 
to be r<:vicwt:!tl by t.Xre f’olicy Review Committ.ee of the NSC and 
appKwc;d t>y ta.IlC Pr;E?rGiC~Cnt. S0nl C? see this responsibil,ity as 
an imporkunt Jmton ti al source talc authori.ty for IDCA, providing 
it wittl Q yardr;ti.ck agai,nsl. which agency performance can be 
~ircnsr~~~~:d and t11rouyh which agency polic’ics and programs can 
krc: coc~~r11 in;rt(.:d I) Ilr:)wc?vCr t much prior government experience 
with :int.(~rrlcF,uL.t,IlleIIt:,aI. eLf..ort.s to develop general strategy 
stat.cment.s oi varicu::~ sorts suggests that it will be difficult 
to obta i n aqr C:t..:men t: on a eta tcmtznt that: will provide meaning- 
f ul g u i danclt: E1)IJ par”ti,c:rl4ar issl~es. Interagency differences 
and the dc?:;ire to preserve maximum .flexibility tend to produce 

1.owcst.-~cc~m1r1or1-clc~~om.i nator st.;~tements subject 88’tc) a variety 
0 f’ i n t c: L’ p r c t 3. t i 0 n s I ctcspi te t.11~: best intentions. 

WC! WOUJ”C~ not, argw aga 1 nst preparation of such compre- 
hensi ve 1~01 icy :;tatemcnts (L ‘.I:‘hc proc~e s s of preparing them 
c: c1 n h ii v C’ im~,iortant val ucs in forcing busy officials to think 
morr? broa~lly allorut their act”ivities and in promoting the m,u- 
tua 1 CidlJcat. ion off ttIr:,.s;r’i invol.ved in the process. Moreover, 
a t. t t, Cl .4; f-’ r: C! I i3 t i v C! 2 y r a r u 111 cmle n t s of basic change in develop- 
mc,tnt_ GUI. icy--- for example I at the time of the decision in favor 
0 f- t3asi c tlunii~n needs strategy---. such such statements can also 
I.,K.:~~v i (,I62 a l)road orientation for policies and programs. What 



we are arguing here, however, is that supervision of their 
preparation and impleme.ntation is .unlikely to offer major 
leverage to the IDCA Pirector. 

The IDCA Director"s authority to recommend appointment 
and removal to top officials in the IDCA's component agencies, 
will, of course, give him some significant authority within 
IDCA, provided he does in fact, have freedom of decision. 

The ICCA Cirector, like the AID Administrator before 
him, is named principal international development adviser 
to the President and the Secretary of State. Some see this 
Presidential connection as a key source of JDCA authority. 
The United States undoubtedly has major economic and geo- 
political interests in the developing world which are of 
concern to Presidents. But foreign aid issues per se are 
not generally matters of high policy and questions of devel- 
opment policy and development coordination are even less 
likely to find a place on the crowded Presidential agenda. 
The Presidential connection is, therefore, unlikely to 
strengthen significantly the power of the IDCA Director. 

Somewhat more likely to increase the authority of the 
IDCA Director is the separation of ICCA from the State 
Department. While the development aid program will not-- 
and should not-- be wholly free of foreign policy influences, 
the removal of the aid agency from State should increase 
somewhat the ability of the aid administrators to resist 
pressures from State to use development assistance to serve 
short-term political purposes. If the IDCA Director wishes 
to resist such pressures, he has the formal authority to 
force the State Departme!lt to go to the White House. 

Insofar as the reorganization plan gives genuine autho- 
rity to IDCA over the IIDB and international organization 
programs not possessed earlier by the AID Administrator, it 
should improve tk~e possibilities for interprogram coordina- 
tion. However , the existing system--like*many systems of 
coordination in the Government--is strongly biased in the 
direction of interagency coordination. It will take a 
substantial effort to overcome this bias. We have made some 
recommendations in the next chapter designed to increase 
inter-prograrn coordination * 

WILL IDCA DEAL EFFECTIVEL‘Y WITH THE 
MAJOR CHANGES IET D~~~~M~~-ACTIVITIES? -_---------____- - 

We turn now to a consideration of whether INCA offers 
greater promise than present arrangements for dealing with 
the three changes in the setting within which coordination 
takes place, which werr:! discussed in chapter 1 w The first 
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ehc~rryc we i,dcrrti,fiod was the growing importance of multi- 
l.atLc!r;l~ nid, Thr? issue of who should manage U.S. parti- 
cipation irr t.11~ M1313a h:is been at. the heart of the debate 
over rc:l~lr13~~"i"z;11.(:iwrl, both because the coordination of MDD 
tllld ti Ii.1 a tE!t'al &~L'OCJriamS prC2Sen tS the major coordination 
CjUtiStiCG-lS and because only some transfer of authority over 
the Lank.% ;~ppears t.c offer much prospect for enhancing 
the authority of the devulupment coordinator.lJ 

The Secretary of the Treasury retains the authority 
tc:, instruct the U.S. representatives to the MDBs. The 
primary change in; the agreement that the Director of IDCA's 
advice on the "dCvcloP1llenta1" aspects of bank policies, 
EXOyrirlTkS and E>rC>jeCtS will ordinarily prevail unless com- 
pelling financial or legislative consi,dcrations cause Treas- 
ury to override the advice of the Director. This arrangement 
is basetl upon a distinction between “developmental" and "fi- 
nanc ia 1. I' issues which is conceptually invalid, if bureaucrat- 
ically m<,re meaningful. By "financial" issues are generally 
meant such questions as rates of return on investment, inter- 
cst rates and relending rates, pricing policy, exchange rates 
and other such policies of developing countries. "Develop- 
men t " iw!:rues on the other hand are generally interpreted to 
cover such matters as the income distribution and employment 
effccto of: a tlt:velopment project or program, the relationship 
of a project: to the overall development plan of a country, 
and local. capacity to operate and maintain a project or pro- 
gram. The distinction is meaningful in bureaucratic terms 
as a dcfinit.iorr of the typical concerns of Treasury as opposed 

&/Of the .I.7 members of the Development Advisory Committee 
of t1,e Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop- 
m(?n t , 5 provide all MDB appropriations through their 
develop-merrt agency, 6 (including the United States) through 
their Ministry of: Finance or equivalent, and the rest 
through a mixture of agencies, primarily <#inancial and 
development ministries. Management of participation in 
the MDDs is under Ministry of Finance control in six 
countries, under the control of the development agency 
in two others (Denmark and Germany), and is shared in 
various ways between the devc'lopment agency and other 
govc~rnment agencies in all of the other DAC countries+ 
Finland , Canad+ and the U*K. for example, backstop the 
regional banks out of the development agency, but each 
has a d i1.F.erent arrangement for the World Bank.. Governors 

' c)f the world Bank come d with only tws exceptions among 
DAC mwhers I from t.1~62 Ministry of Finance or central 
hank, hut the pattern in the regional banks is much more 
mixcdl with t:hc development agency providing either the 
governor or alternate governor in most cases. 
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to the typical concerns of AID. But, as many AID and Treasury 
officials agree, it is not a conceptually valid distinction 
since many so-called financial issues are important develop- 
ment issues. For example, exchange rates which favor the 
import of high-technology capital goods have important dis- 
tributional consequences, because they encourage capital- 
intensive over labor-intensive industry. Similarly, domestic 
interest rates influence the allocation of investment between 
differ,ent development purposes. 

In the 196Os, when AID was concerned with comprehensive 
national development plans and with the overall state of 
the national economies of recipient countries, it was also 
centrally concerned with what are now being called "finan- 
cial" issues. As the aid program has become smaller, more 
project-oriented and focused upon basic human needs, these 
kinds of concerns have declined in importance in AID's 
perspectives. They remain important, howeverr for the larger 
MDB programs. 

Whether the distinction is a workable basis for defin- 
ing IDCA's role depends upon a combination of good will 
and a willingness to let IDCA views prevail. However, if 
IDCA is going to be a true coordinator of the U.S. position, 
it will necessarily have to concern itself with the finan- 
cial aspects of MDB proposals. In sum, while the new arrange- 
ment was probably the best compromise available, there is 
some question as to its workability. 

To require IDCA to provide advice on MDB proposals 
should in itself increase the flow and improve the quality 
of advice from AID regional and other bureaus. This con- 
clusion is suggested by the experience with Latin American 
programs where the Assistant AID Administrator for that 
region directed that priority attention be given to multi- 
lateral bank projects within his bureau. He also created 
a small coordination staff to ensure that the bureau makes 
an input into the project review process. As a consequence, 
both the quantity and quality of comments on Latin American 
projects are generally conceded to be superior to those 
produced by other bureaus where incentives to be attentive 
to MDB programs are less. To impose a general requirement 
for comment upon IDCA could, therefore, have similar effects 
for other areas. It should be noted, however, that the 
amount and quality of information on project planning which 
is available through the Inter-American Development Bank 
is better than for the other banks. 

A second change in responsibilities for the MDBs is the 
requirement that the Secretary of the Treasury consult with 
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tht lDCA Diroct.o~ in the selection of U.S. Executive Directors 
and Alt.tr:rratcj Executivt? Directors of the banks, If an under- 
standirlg were to devr?lop between the two officials that, for 
(2 xarnp ,I C! J (:ither tl~e Executive Director or the Alternate would 
bc fr'c,m :ra1,cn, that could be an important change. It would 
en1iance cc.)rrununicati.on and the flow of information between 
IDCA anc1 the k,anlcs. We arc not aware, however, of any such 
intent. 

The creation of IDCA has no direct effect upon the abil- 
ity of the qoverrrmc'nt to coordinate policies and programs 
on a CollntryI rather than a project, basis or upon the ability 
to GCWL~ inate projects themselves. 
some i.ndiruct. Ljtrsitive effects. 

It could, however, have 
The larger size of the MDB 

country prugrams will force IDCA, if it is to coordinate ef- 
fcctivcly, to pay more attention to country programs and to 
develop the macroeconomic analytic capability necessary to 
do country program analysis. This could reinforce the efforts 
by AID, such as those it makes through its present country 
development strategy statement (CDSS) system, to do more ade- 
quate country planning. 

The reorqanization plan as revised, and some administra- 
tion explanations of it, suggest at least some intention 
to pay increased attention to non-aid decisionmaking that 
has an impact upon development. As noted, the plan now 
provides that: the Director of IDCA will advise the Presi- 
dent on "al.1 trade, science and technology, and other matters 
significantly affecting the developing nations." The adminis- 
tration has made the LDCA Director a member of the National 
Advisory Count il, and has indicated that he will be a member 
of the Trade Policy Committee and those other policy councils 
having an important impact on development issues. Experience 
suc~yc2wts ‘ however* that progress in this area will be an up- 
hill. battle under the best of circumstances. 

To sum up, the reorganization plan is likely to effect 
some imy>rovements in the 'buthority and in theeinstruments 
available to the development coordinator, but that authority 
will rcmai.n quite limited. In these circumstances, and yual- 
ity ofi the LDCA Director and staff will be more than usually 
criticaL to the success crf the enterprise. Their legitimacy 
and inf .ILI~~IcF;* will have to be built to a significant extent 
on their demonstration of exceptional competence. Nonethe- 
less 8 ttrc creation of IDCA does provide a new opportunity 
with some new people to attempt what is, admittedly, a diffi- 
cult task e It seems to us important that it be viewed as an 
iraitia1 step toward improved development coordination and 
that: c i torts should continue to be made to strengthen the 
ex:istinc~ structure and to look toward eventual changes in 
it. It is to this task that we now turn. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RECOMMENDATIONS ---- 

The more detailed arguments that support the recommenda- 
tions that follow are contained in the other parts of this 
report. In particular, the specific recommendations contained 
in pages 44 to 58 below should be read against the background 
of the discussion of coordination of particular development 
programs and activities contained in the appendices to this 
report. 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are two basic approaches to the organization of 
coordination-- one is reliance upon committees and the other, 
reliance upon an activist, informed staff. The NSC, for 
example, relied primarily upon the first approach in the 
195Os, on the second in the period since 1961. Since both 
committees and staffs are inevitable elements of any coordi- 
nation system, the choice is a matter of relative emphasis. 
The DCC system has relied primarily upon a committee system 
of coordination, though the staff became more important fol- 
lowing the reorganization of May 1978. 

On many issues IDCA will lack clear access and influ- 
ence because the decisions are made in forums controlled by 
others and because those decisions must take account of a 
wider range of considerations than development. That is 
particularly true of nonaid issues, but it is also sub- 
stantially characteristic of decisionmaking with respect 
to international organizations and, to a somewhat lesser 
degree, P.L. 480 and the P4DBs. If IDCA is to keep informed 
about the state of decisionmaking and intervene at appro- 
priate stages, it cannot therefore rely upon formal commit- 
tee processes which it manages. Much government decision- 
making is also done through informal communications and in 
ad hoc forums. An active staff is*necessary to stay on 
top of such activities. 

We therefore recommend that the Director of IDCA, in 
approaching the organizational problem, place predominant 
reliance upon an activist, informed staff. In general, 
the staff should serve as the eyes and ears of the IDCA 
Director in much the same way that the White House and NSC 
staffs serve as the eyes and ears of the President. It 
should be active and informed on current Folicy and program 
activities on a wide front and should seek to involve IDCA 
at all critical decision points on issues affecting devel- 
opment. The staff should make use of the DCC committees 
when that seems the best way to get an issue addressed, but 
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E'or reasc~ns discussed in chapt.er l, the INCA staff 
shoul d k,c: ptov ided a strcng thened capabil i ty for macroeco- 
nomic.: anal yeis. l’h i s is essential. to coordination of country 
pr-og rarnr; clnd important, to the devclopmcnt of sectoral. policy 
papr:i-5; t-hat cut across E~rOgraITl lines. This increased capa- 
L.Jil.ity should supplement, rather than supplant, the capabi l- 
it-ies f.or such analysis in other U.S. Government agencies 
and in international insti.tutions. Whi1.c IDCA should not 
dUEJIi.C!cStc the anal.yscs Of others, it should have a capahil.- 
ity for making indelzndent analyses and judgments. 

The! prcsentc ceiling for the IDCA staff (28) appears to 
be too low to permit IDCA ,to perform effectively the great. 
divc~rsity of: functions for which it will be responsible. 
We thcrrtf art! recommend that the Director o:f IDCA seek addi- 
tion;i I st.a ff. . Effective coordination is very likely to 
rc:qu i.rc mire, rather than less, staff. The payoff in increased 
eff:icicncy and effectziveness from coordi.ndtion comes, not 
from pt~r:~c~nnt~l savings, but from greater mutual reinforcement 
Letwccn nntj amorly programs and increased consistency in 
1~01 icy and prW.jrEIrIlS. 

‘l‘Lie aut1lority of the IDCA Director should be increased, 
and II)(:A should it)c further insulated from immediate intcr- 
natioria I pal i tical pressures through t,he establishment of 
two cor~tingency f1unds s One fund, under IDCA’ s control) 
shoultl IJO u:;c.d to enhance the ability of the IDCA Director 
to rr?:;],iond Lo uncxpcctcd opportunities to relate U.S. aid 
cff<.,r:t:; to multilateral efforts giving him increased leverage 
over tYc.,th. It might: also he used to expand opportunities 
for non-;\icl development activities (e.g. , private invest- 
mcfl t. ) . .A scconcl fund , under the 3.zcretar.y of State’s control, 
lsnuuld bra utilized tcr respond to unanticipated international 
pc.tl i t i.c:a 1. needs for a id without suhordi.natinq development 
goal t; to t.orc:ign policy requirements. (When “’ Under Secretary 
Dillor coordinated aid programs in the late 195Os, he con- 
trolled $1 contingency fund that ranged from $155 to $250 
mi 1.1. ion annually. ) 

Wt r:c:cc-)mmend t.hat: the annual development s tratcg y state-. 
mc n t. , which i.:; envisaged by the admi,nistration as playing 
an irl’lpc,rti~nt role in the performance of: TDCA’s coordinatbn 
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functions, be used by the Director of IDCA to develop an 
tixLJlicit, cltaarly articulated, U.S. view as to the appro- 
priatr: divi.sion of labor between AID, MDB and IO programs. 
(Suc11 a statement could make it clearer how the programs 
are diftc:rentiated and would provide an important line of 
dt:fi(:nse against arguments that they ought to be essentially 
t.hfL same, ) 

IDCA itself probably cannot, because of the small size 
of the coordination staff, undertake program evaluations. 
Ilowevcr , it should have on its staff a person who manages the 
evaluation process by initiating requests for evaluations 
from development agencies, by setting the terms of reference 
for such evaluations and by ensuring that the results of 
evaluations receive the attention of appropriate officials. 

lJndcr his budget authority, the IDCA Director should 
also explore the possibility of designating appropriate IDCA 
conskituent agencies to perform specified administrative 
support. services for all of the constitutent agencies. 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS -~-- ---- 

MCB/Rilateral Aid Coordination -"_l."- ----.-.--- 

While the procedural and organizational changes intro- 
duced by the Working Group on Multilateral Assistance under 
the DCC have improved interagency review of MDB project 
proposals , serious deficiencies in multilateral/bilateral 
assistance coordination remain. More effort has been put 
into the MCI? project review process, but such reviews have 
very limited value: (1) because of inherent limitations on 
U.S. influence; (2) because they take palace at too late a 
stage to llave much influence; (3) because, for the most part, 
AID has devoted little attention to them; (4) because Treas- 
ury , which plays the dominant role, generally focuses on a 
rt:llat:ivcly limited range of development concerns. But most 
funtlamcntally, the MDB project review process does not have 
much value for bilateral/multilateral aid coordination because 
it focuses upon the quality of MDB proposals, not upon their 
reLationship to bilateral aid and to overall country devel- 
opment plans. 

Moreover, in determining priorities for the exercise of 
U.S. influence upon P!DB activities, Treasury's preoccupations 
have been dominant. The coordination system has not been 
used to take a broad across-the-board look at various im- 
Lortant sectoral and other topical policies in the bilateral 
an<l various MI;B programs. And, Treasury has sometimes by- 
passed AID when AID had a legitimate interest in a subjeqt 
or a neyotiation. 
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Affairs Division, staffed with capable economists/financial 
analysts whose sole responsibility would be to review multi- 
lateral assistance (both MDB and IO) activities, proposals, 
and poI.icies and to coordinate these efforts with the 
respective AID bureau. Whereas that Multilateral Affairs 
Divi:;ion has been concerned primarily with communication of 
AID views on MDB and IO projects to the NAC and the WGMA, 
the new offices we propose should place more emphasis upon 
the reverse kind of communication; i.e., on communicating 
information about MDB and IO projects to IDCA/AID with a 
view to improving the effort to relate bilateral activities 
to multilateral activities. (See app. I for supporting 
argument.) 

Under the reorganizaton plan, IDCA is to be responsible 
for advice on the "developmental" aspects of MDB projects and 
programs while Treasury will have the right to intervene on 
the "financial" aspects and legislative requirements. There 
may, therefore, be some temptation to coordinate positions on 
development aspects through the DCC; financial aspects, 
through the NAC. Since the distinction between the "finan- 
cial" and the "developmental" is conceptually artificial, 
we would consider such an approach unfortunate because it 
would not provide an integrated position on what is, in 
reality, a related set of issues. We see three organi- 
zational alternatives: 

--To assign the whole coordination responsibility to 
the DCC Subcommittee/Working Group, with IDCA having 
the final word on matters agreed to be "developmental" 
and Treasury h,aving the final word on "financial" is- 
sues and legislative requirements. 

--To create a joint DCC/NAC committee to handle the 
full range of issues with responsibility as before 
stated. 

--Handle the project and policy reviews in the first 
instance in a joint IDCA/Treasury staff, utilizing 
the DCC committees and the NAC to permit other 
agencies to express their views. 

Consistent with our general preference for a staff- 
centered over a committee-centered operation, we prefer the 
third alternative. It would be feasible only, however, if 
the improvements in the review process we have recommended 
above reduced the importance of the final stage in the 
review (i.e., what is presently the only review). Otherwise, 
time constraints may make it infeasible. Until it becomes 
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useful to examine comprehensively the activities of AID and 
the MDBs in implementing basic human needs strategies. The 
goal would not be to insist that all aid agencies adhere 
rigidly to a basic needs strategy, but rather to work toward 
a rational division of labor between them which would take 
account of the comparative advantage of each in achieving 
various development goals. 

The most important opportunities to influence overall 
MDB policies and operations lie, not in the reviews of pro- 
posed loans, but in special MDB meetings, especially replen- 
ishment negotiations. AID is a regular voting participant 
in the loan reviews but has not always been involved in 
replenishment negotiations. This has meant that the official 
U.S. position on a number of important MDB issues has not 
reflected the concerns of the principal U.S. development 
assistance agency. The administration has indicated that 
the IDCA Director will have the option of being represented 
in all replenishment negotiations. 

We suggest that the IDCA Director, or his represen- 
tative, be a member of the U.S. delegation to all replenish- 
ment negotiations and other special negotiations of the MDE's 
and that IDCA/AID participate in all U.S. Government pre- 
paratory sessions for such meetings. 

Food Aid 

The food aid program is, and is likely to continue for 
the foreseeable future to be, a multipurpose program. While 
there has been some shift away from its surplus disposal 
aspect and more emphasis placed upon its humanitarian and 
developmental aspects, it will continue to serve agr,icultural 
market development goals and U.S. foreign policy purposes 
for the foreseeable future. It is an attractive instrument 
of Foreign policy from the point of view of Presidents and 
Secretaries of State because, despite new congressional re- 
strictions, it offers more sho.rt-term flexibility to meet 
changing foreign policy needs than other aid programs. Its 
value as an instrument of market development is more diffi- 
cult to demonstrate, but has some plausibility in the light 
of U.S. experience in such countries as India and South 
Korea where concessional sales do seem to have developed 
longer-term commercial markets. 

Because of its multiple purposes, its administration 
will always be somewhat messy and subject to the criticisms 
that responsibility is diffused, criteria are vague, planning 
is weak, and evaluation is slight. 
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Wflic:h agency ha:; been dominant in the making of P.L. 
480 lio’l.icy and determining P.L. 480 programs has varied over 
t i Kl c: ” Ayricul ture has always played a key role as chairman 
of tile fnt~t:ragc~ncy Staff Committee and as actual administra- 
tor- of ml.lch of the I,rogram. I~rowever’, in recent yearsr the 
role of the State Department has been decisive. Within AID, 
t.hc I~rrq ram has been sorlething of an orphan in the sense t.hat 
it. Elas generally not been well integrated into foreign assist- 
ancr! l)rocj ram pl anni ng S Since AID has not controlled the pro- 
gram; since the funds come from USpA’s budget; since it serves 
many non-devE?loy:)mc?nt:al purposes; and since the bureaucratic 
and domc!:,tic poli tical forces which support existing administra- 
tive arrangements are so powerful, AI12 has felt little inccn- 
tivc t-o take the program more seriously, at least until quite 
rCeen t1 y . R!Sthl?r, with the shift in program priori ties to 
~~~,hasi ze developmental and humani tarian goals, Agriculture 
ha;:; reorien,tcd i t:s 
d~veloF,n~ent-symy,at 
ha s ~wught: to pl 3y 
miny of: f’ood aid. 

approach , adopting a more broad-gauged, 
ietic orientation toward the program. It 
a major role in the development program- 

Xn these (~:irc IlmstanceG- or the temptation to leave the 
administration of the program in the hands of the Agriculture- 
di rccted intt?rclepartmcnt.al conmi t.tee system is very strong 
i rid Icled S E: v e n t, he H unp h r e y b i 11 I supported by those sympa- 
thetic: to a stinger devel.opmental and humani tarian emphasis 
i n f o0c.l aid , did not propose to upset existing administrative 
arr~rnyemcrnt.5 in any substantial way. The President, in his 
dcci sions on the IKA reorgani zation proposal, also opted 
for tilt! status yuo. 

There ar.e at least three possible broad approaches 
to the im[~rovemcnt of the food aid policymaking and program- 
r:linng arrangements: 

--The present system of i nterd epar tmen tal management 
c:oul.tl be continued , but with improvements such as 
r(+ducing the si. ze of commi ttees” encouraging inter- 
program coordination, and the like. 

--hines ol authority might be clarified in a way that 
enhances 
ihrly, 

the authority of Ir!CA with respect., particu- 
to the development programming aspects of P.L. 

480 f~royrams I 

--Hi. ttl or wi tllout such changes, priority could be given 
to P, 1,. 480 programs in the coordination activities 
of ICCA; IKA could acquire fiirst-rate coordination 
staff in food and agriculture; and such staff could 
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seek to raise the level of attention to food aid 
issues within AID through an activist approach to 
the improvement of the program. 

These apL:roaches arc not mutually exclusive. In fact, they 
can be mutually reinforcing. 

JInJrovements in thelresent interdepartmental system -~-_- -_-_-_-_- -. -". -- 

The suggestions that follow would not, in themselves, 
involve significant changes in the assignment of responsi- 
bilities for P.L. 480 policies and programs. 

The membership of the rood Aid Subcommittee, its Working 
Group and the committees for each of the P.L. 480 titles 
should be limited to the essential members: Agriculture, 
IDCA/AID, State and OME3. Coordination is already complex 
enough without the inclusion of agencies whose interests and 
involvements in the program are peripheral. 

As IDCA comes to play a substantial role in the program, 
OME's role should be limited to its legitimate concern with 
tile implications of program decisions for the budget. It 
should not be a general staff arm of ,the President for P.L. 
480; that function should be performed by IDCA/AID. 

A serious effort should be mounted by AID and the IGCA 
staff to better integrate food aid programs into country 
planning-- tilrouuyh the CDSSs, the multi-year country policies 
(if continued), or other appropriate vehicles. Such an 
effort should begin to improve inter-program coordination. 

To provide a better information base for both the over- 
all program planning a.nd day-to-day decisionmaking, we 
recommend the IDCA should undertake or sponsor an evaluation 
of the relative effectiveness of: P.L. 480 in achieving its 
several goals: market development, foreign policy objectives, 
humanitarian assistance, and economic development. 

Clariffi,!lg lines of authoriity .-_--. --- -___- 

As in the case of the MDBs-- though less definitively-- 
the purposes of P.L. 480 have been gradually changing, while 
administrative responsibility for the program remains 
essentially unchanged. As in the case of the NDBs, the 
tendency has been to strengthen the caEahilities of the 
agency historically responsible for the program for admin- 
istering the re-oricntcd program rather than to shift 
responsibility for the IJrogram to the development agency. 
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program. It would recognize the growing importance of the 
humanitarian and developmental purpose of P.L. 480 by assign- 
ing the program coordinator's role to the development coordi- 
nator. 

An activist IDCA staff --- 

Because of the President's decision in February not 
to give IDCA any new food aid responsibilities which AID does 
not already have, it may appear logical to ignore, or largely 
ignore, this area in staffing the new organization. To do 
so, however, would mean that the development coordinator 
had resigned from efforts to give a more developmental focus 
to programs which the Congress has directed should be given 
such a focus. 

We recommend the IDCA Director should, therefore, create 
a small, able staff for food aid which would be capable of 
utilizing and giving direction to the staff expertise that 
already exists on food aid in the Program and Policy Coordi- 
nation Bureau of AID and in AID's Food for Peace Office. The 
purpose of this staff should include that of ensuring a strong 
representation of the development interest within the inter- 
departmental committee structure. But its primary role 
should be to increase the awareness throughout AID and that 
part of tile IDCA staff concerned with multilateral programs 
of the possibilities for relating food aid to other develop- 
ment programs. It should seek to stimulate action to use 
food aid in support of development. It should play a lead 
role in implementing proposals such as those described above. 

International Organizations --~-- 

It is evident from the summary analysis of the coordi- 
nation problem in chapter 2 and the fuller discussion in 
appendix III that a serious effort to improve coordination 
of U.S. policy toward the development activities of inter- 
national organzations presents the most difficult develop- 
ment coordination task discussed in this report. Moreoever, 
the development coordination problem is part of the larger 
problem of developing and implementing an adequate system for 
the coordination of overall U.S. policies toward particular 
international organizations. However, a system --such as 
the Action Programs --which offers promise of improvement on 
the overall problem will not by itself solve the develop- 
ment coordination problem. 

Under Reorganization Plan No. 2 the IDCA Director is 
given budget and broad policy authority over U.S. partici- 
pation in certain organizations. It is by no means clear 
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that authority of this kind will offer much prospect for 
improvement of development coordination. Decisions of inter- 
national organizations on budgets come too late in the plan- 
ning, programming and budget cycle to have much, if anyl 
effect on the character of country programs. The decentral- 
ized nature of the planning process and the reliance, in the 
case of UNDP, upon an allocation formula also makes it diffi- 
cult to influence IO programs through the development of broad 
policy positions. 

Prospects for influence are somewhat greater at the 
stage where functional specialists help devise longer term 
plans. U.S. participation at this stage comes mainly from 
the expert domestic agency most concerned. To improve coord- 
ination at this stage will require more adequate State Depart- 
ment control which, in turn, will require more staff with 
functional expertise in the International Organization Affairs 
Bureau of State. IDCA cannot, with its limited staff, hope 
to develop by itself the requisite expertise. It must work 
closely with the IO Bureau and the functional agencies if it 
is going to get a grip on this policy area. 

The new functional committees on health and on agri- 
culture provide mechanisms that have the virtue of providing 
coordination among bilateral and multilateral programs--a 
kind of coordination that has been largely neglected other- 
wise. They have the disadvantage that they tend to strengthen 
the position of the technical specialists with a consequent 
neglect of larger development issues and the international 
political considerations inescapably involved in U.N. pro- 
grams. 

We recommend that the Secretary of State increase 
significantly the staff of functional specialists in State's 
IO Bureau for the management of U.S. participation in inter- 
national organizations with development programs. This 
staff should not attempt to duplicate the expertise of the 
related U.S. domestic agencies, but should be sufficiently 
expert to be capable of making judgments on technical IO 
program and policy issues. 

With the support of additional staff, and under the 
guidance of IDCA, the IO Bureau, in cooperation with U.S. 
domestic agencies, should seek to influence IO programs pri- 
marily at the "technical" planning stage where functional 
specialists are defining program goals. 

If adequate personnel support can be provided, the 
bureau should make further efforts, throuqh its Action 
Programs, to develop comprehensive guidance for U.S. 
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participation in 10s. The ACTION Programs should, so far as 
is realistically possible, devote more attention to substan- 
tive development issues so that they can provide a basis for 
decisions on such issues. 
dix III, 

For reasons discussed in appen- 
it remains unclear whether the Action Programs can 

successfully serve as tile primary vehicles of development 
coordination for 10s. 

If significant new staff for the IO Bureau is not forth- 
coming, IDCA should devote very little of its time and person- 
nel to attempting to improve coordination of IO programs. 
In the absence of such State support, the effort is likely 
to be ineffectual. Moreover, the stakes are much less than 
for bilateral and MDB programs. The area does not, therefore, 
warrant high priority. 

Even without greater staff support from a strengthened 
IO Bureau, IDCA can take some limited actions that will have 
modest value. It will necessarily review the U.S. budgets 
for the designated organizations even though such review 
is likely to have limited value in influencing IO programs. 
The IDCA Director is to be the "decision point" in determining 
U.S. policies relating to the specified international organi- 
zations and programs. The IO Bureau of State, on the other 
hand, is to have responsibility for day-to-day backstopping. 
This rather awkward division of responsibilities will make 
it necessary that IDCA as well as the Bureau maintain direct 
continuing contact with U.S. liaison officials at the head- 
quarters of the specified organizations, seeking to improve 
communications in both directions. IDCA should also encour- 
age AID and other officials overseas to maintain contact with 
representatives of UNDP and to encourage the latter's efforts 
to coordinate in-country IO aid activities. Field missions 
should, more generally, be sensitized to the need for better 
reporting on IO development activities within their countries. 

In connection with its general responsibilities for 
budgets for specified IOs, IDCA/AID should be represented 
in U.S. delegations to meetings of donor countries for the 
10s for which it has special responsibility. 

Consideration should be given to placing primary reliance 
upon functional committees like the present committees on 
health and agriculture as the primary IO program coordination 
mechanisms within the DCC framework. In order- to reduce the 
likelihood that the technicians would, under such arrange- 
ments, take over polic:ymaking, all such functional committees 
should be chaired by cit..hcr State or by IDCA. 
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In carrying out its coordination responsibilities for 
10s f IDCA should concerh itself with organizations other 
than the eight named programs placed under its budget and 
~)olicy authority. In particular, it should be concerned 
with the coordination Of U.S. policies toward development 
activities of FAO and WHO. Such a role should be without 
prejudice to the long-standing U.S. view that development 
programs should not be financed out of assessed contri- 
butions. 

The Institute for Scientific and -~-~----. 
Tcchnoloyical Cooperation 

It is particularly difficult to make meaningful recom- 
mendations for the coordination of the activities of an 
organization that does not yet exist. Our suggestions 
are therefore quite general. The problems posed by ISTC 
discussed briefly in appendix IV suggest the following 
broad recommendations. 

It will be important, in organizing ISTC, that AID 
should not be so'stripped of technical pesonnel that it 
will be incapable of managing its own research program (as 
well, of course, as its other programs). From the point of 
view of research cdordination, AID must have personnel cap- 
able of serving as interlocutors with ISTC personnel so as 
to permit the development of an adequate coordination proc- 
CZSS. 

IDCA should undertake a continuing oversight of the 
coordination arrangements of ISTC with AID and other develop- 
ment institutions to ensure their adequacy. Such oversight 
is an essential component of the exercise of 1DCA"s budge- 
tary role vis-a-vie ISTC. 

The Peace Cork --"-1- -- --.-- 

The latest round in what has been a continuing argu- 
ment about the autonomy and separate identity of the Peace 
Corps has, for the present, been concluded. If, in the 
f~JtL.llX, IDCA proves an effective organization and is given 
more functions, the question of incorporating the Peace 
Corps within it should be reconsidered. The considerable 
potential of the Peace Corps for collaborative efforts 
with other bilateral and multilateral aid agencies, which 
has already been exhibited in a variety of programs (see 
am?. IV) should be extended and strengthened. Meanwhile, 
IDCA should seek to make a continuing assessment of these 
collaborative efforts with a view to learning how this ex- 
perience may be relevant to coordination between other aid 
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programs. The Peace Corps' participation in the DCC and other 
coordinating mechanisms should be utilized to bring a differ- 
ent kind of perspective and experience to bear upon other 
programs. 

Non-Aid Issues 

To influence policies in this difficult area, which is 
wholly outside IDCA's direct control, will require access, 
good staff analysis, and influence. Of these, the most dif- 
ficult to provide through organizational actions is influence. 
The suggestions that follow deal with each of these needs. 
Our basic approach to the problems of influence is to attempt 
to suggest roles for the IDCA Director which require other 
agencies to deal with him and which are based upon his legi- 
timate concerns as the official most centrally concerned with 
development. 

The IDCA Director and/or his staff should be fully par- 
ticipating members of the various executive branch committees 
which develop policy advice and negotiating positions on trade 
and other non-aid economic issues affecting developing coun- 
tries. 

The Director of IDCA should include in his staff a group 
of highly qualified experts in such areas as trade, invest- 
ment, law of the seas, and technology transfer. This staff 
should keep informed of the state of the play on major issues 
in these areas affecting development and should seek to en- 
sure that IDCA intervenes at all critical decision points. 
It should seek to identify neglected policy issues affecting 
development and to ensure that such issues are addressed. 

The Director of IDCA should, in cooperation with State, 
serve as the conference coordinator responsible for developing 
U.S. positions for major conferences dealing comprehensively 
with the North-South issues (e.g. the U.N. Committee of the 
Whole). The delegations to such conferences might be headed 
by IDCA or the Department of State with the others providing 
a co-chairman OK deputy chief of delegation. 

The IDCA Director should be given full authority to par- 
ticipate in all executive branch processes relating to import 
injury, anti-dumping and similar measures where they affect 
developing country exports. He should have the right to sub- 
mit memoranda, development impact statements and the like 
bearing upon proposed actions to the Secretary of the Treas- 
ury, Office of the Special Representatives for Trade Negotia- 
tions (STR), the President and other decisionmakers. He 
should also be a participant in the development of orderly 
marketing aggreements affecting developing countries. 
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Not only should the IDCA Director be a member of the 
Trade Policy Committee (TPC), as agreed by the administra- 
tion, but a representative of IDCA/AID should also chair the 
subcommittee of the TPC Staff Committee on less developed 
country trade issues. 

IDCA/AID should be a participant in all decisions relat- 
ing to the administration of the Generalized System of Pref- 
erences (GSP) and should probably chair the subcommittee on 
GSP in the TPC structure. 

If a Department of Trade or equivalent is established 
there should be an office in that department, headed by an 
Assistant Secretary" that would be concerned with developing 
country issues, The ICDA Director should form a close alli- 
ance with this official in order to enhance the influence of 
both. 

While certain middle income countries are doing very 
well in trade and investment, poorer countries are not. IDCA 
should examine, or seek to get others to examine, what special 
measures might be taken to help poorer countries in these 
areas" In particular, it might explore how OPIC could be 
better utilized in such countries. 

The IDCA Director will need to be in close and continuous 
contact with those in the Congress, as well as with domestic 
economic groups with an interest in these issues in order to 
bring them along to a greater awareness of the development im- 
portance of such issues and of the U.S. interest in develop- 
ment. 

The IDCA Director should have some authority over, and 
responsibility for commenting on, all proposed trade and eco- 
nomic policy legislation affecting U.S. relations with devel- 
oping countries. 

Given the official position that debt rescheduling is 
not to be a form of development assistance, it may be diffi- 
cult for the IDCA Director to intervene in this area. Yet, 
debt obviously affects development prospects. Since it is 
evident that there are problems with existing policy, IDCA 
should direct a review of that policy. 

IDCA PRIORITIES -I- 

The establishment of IDCA represents a potentially signi- 
ficant advance over the DCC coordination arrangements, but it 
will be, at best, a relatively weak instrument of coordina- 
tion. It should attempt to build a record of excellence in 
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a few areas to strengthen its claim to the assumption of 
additional coordination functions in the future. For rea- 
sons we have suggested, a more effective approach to U.S. 
policymaking for the MDBs should be a central concern. If 
IDCA demonstrates that it can significantly improve the policy 
process relating to the banks, the recently agreed division 
of responsibilities for the banks should be reopened. 

IDCA should also seek to play a major role with respect 
to food aid programs, seeking to inject a stronger develop- 
ment orientation into such programs and to better integrate 
them with other development programs. 

Non-aid issues, especially trade and commodity issues, 
should also have a high priority for IDCA. Despite their 
recognized importance to development, these activities have 
been neglected by prior development coordination mechanisms. 

For reasons already discussed, IDCA should give a lower 
priority to international organization programs, especially 
if the State Department staff for backstopping such programs 
is not considerably strengthened. 

While other development-relevant activities should re- 
ceive some attention, they deserve less priority, at least 
initially, than those we have suggested. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS -- 

Most agencies provided oral comments during a series 
of meetings held with those agencies on the draft report. 
7’rcasury also submitted written comments which are appended 
to thi s summary. While a number of particular objections 
were raised, which are summarized below, most agenices took 
a very positive view of the report, finding it informative 
and useful. 

The Department of State questioned whether the small 
IDCA staff would be able to perform all of the functions 
proposed for it in chapter 4. In recognition of the fact 
that the IDCA staff will, in fact, have to rely upon the 
staff of AID, its principal constituent agency, for the 
operational performance of many functions, and in view of 
the impossibility of determining in advance precisely how 
such functions should be divided, we now refer to IDCA/AID 
as the responsible agency where the function appears to be 
beyond the capability of ICCA alone. 

The State Department believed t.hat we were too pessi- 
mistic with respect to the possibilities for using the 
ACTION Program system to coordinate U.S. policy toward 
the development activities of int.ernational organizations. 
State acknowledged the limitations of the preliminary 
efforti to use the plans for such purposes as developed 
in our report, but argued that their limitations are not 
inherent and can be remedied with further effort. We do 
not. take a dogmatic view on this subject, but for reasons 
outlined in the report see the ACTION Programs as prob- 
ably having inherent 1 imitations as developed coordination 
devices, though they may serve very well as a means of 
developing overall, U. S. policies and strategies toward 
particular organizations, which was their original purpose. 

1,m 
State believes that its Bureau of International Organiza- 

tion Affairs should continue to be the principal Washington 
contact on the development activi tie s of international organi- 
zations. In our original draft we recommend that IDCA be the 
principal point of contact. In the final report, we suggest 
that communications should flow directly between t.he U.S. mis- 
sions to the international organizations and both State and 
IDCA* Without such direct contact,, it will be difficult p in 
our view for IDCA to perform its coordination functions. 



Agriculture did not believe that assignment of respon- 
sibilities to IDCA (particularly with respect to P.L. 480) 
which the report states had not been adequately performed 
by AID would remedy any problem. It also opposed assign- 
ing any responsbility for "technical implementation and 
backstopping" to IDCA or State. Agriculture disagreed with 
proposals that technical committees, like the committees on 
international organization activities in health and agri- 
culture, should be chaired by IDCA or State, rather than by 
the agency with the greatest technical expertise. 

It was not our intent to suggest assignment of purely 
technical functions to these agencies, but it is our belief 
that they must have functional specialists in certain areas 
in order to ensure that they can perform their coordination 
functions. Coordination will necessarily require enough 
expertise to permit IDCA and State to question the judgments 
of technical experts. We also believe that they should chair 
committees that play a significant role in coordinating U.S. 
positions for international organizations. 

Both Agriculture and the IDCA planning staff felt that 
we are too pessimistic about the powers of IDCA to perform 
its coordination functions. We hope that they are right. 
Our reasons for only qualified optimism are developed in 
some detail in the report, particularly in chapter 3. 

Agriculture believes that the present administrative 
arrangements for the administration of P.L. 480 are basic- 
ally sound, and that, in particular, Title III should con- 
tinue to be administered jointly by AID and Agriculture. 
Because we believe that the development programing and 
implementation aspect of Title III is a development func- 
tion, we consider that final authority for this aspect of 
Title III admirlistration should be lodged in the development 
agency. (We do not disagree, however, with Agriculture's 
general view that, up to a point at least, competition 
and conflict between agencies over the administration 
of P.L. 480 can be healthy.) -- 

Agriculture was also concerned that interagency con- 
sideration of MDB projects be preserved under any new 
system of project review. 

The Treasury Department, in comments which appear 
at the end of this reportl felt that the draft report 
raised serious questions about Treasury's supervision of 
U.S. policy toward the multilateral banks; in particular, 
that the report alleged: (1) the lack of a positive U.S. 
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policy toward the MLms; (2) inadequate coordination of policy 
between the individual banks: and (3) poor coordination with 
bilateral aid, producing a "patchwork" policy, which is ad 
hoc at best. 

We did not attempt in this report an overall assessment 
of Treasury's management of U.S. participation in the banks. 
That might have been a desirable part of our review, but it 
would have extended the review far beyond the coordination 
problem with which we were most immediately concerned. We 
have no reason to question Treasury's argument that it has 
played a vigorous leadership role vis-a-vis the banks, al- 
though, as stated, we have not made a comprehensive study 
of that role, 

What is clear is that Treasury made very little use 
of the DCC system of development coordination except that 
it transferred MD13 project review process to a working group 
of the DCC's Subcommittee on Multilateral Assistance. As 
the report now makes clear, most of the coordination of 
policy on the major issues described in the Treasury com- 
ments as issues with respect to which the U.S. has played 
a 1eadershi.p role was done primarily through the National 
Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial 
Policies (NAC) , with the DCC in most cases playing, at best, 
a minor role. 

We found little evidence of use of DCC mechanisms to 
undertake systematic examinations of the relationship among 
tile policies of the several MDBs or between the MDBs and 
bilateral U,S. programs. While for example, there were 
some reviews of sectoral policies of particular MDBs, there 
is no clear evidence that the sectoral policies of the dif- 
ferent MDBs were systematically compared with each other. 
As the report makes clear, much of the responsibility for 
the failure to do more to relate bilateral to multilateral 
aid rests with AID and the other bilateral aid agencies, 
rather than with Treasury. The reference* in the report to 
"patchwork" policies is not intended as a general comment 
on U.S. policy toward the NDBs. Rather, it is a much more 
limited observation with respect to the utility of the 
traditional reviews of MDB projects. Project reviews 
typically do not produce general policies. This fact was 
recognized in the initial terms of reference for the DCC's 
Subcommittee on Multilateral Assistance and its Working 
Group l Those terms of reference anticipated that project 
reviews would raise general policy issues which then would 
become the subject of separate general policy reviews. 
(See app. I.) As the report notes, this did not occur. 
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In its oral comments Treasury argued that, while there 
may be some inconsistencies among MDB policies and programs, 
the report overstated the extent of such inconsistencies. 
Treasury also does not belive that it has brought a narrow 
perspective to bear on MDB issues. Treasury argued that it 
does often question the judgments and analyses of bank man- 
agement. It also did not believe that it would be a good 
idea to bifurcate the functions of the U.S. Executive 
Directors of the Banks by appointing the Alternate U.S. 
Executive Directors of the MDBs from IDCA. We have made 
no claims about the number of inconsistencies; we have iden- 
tified some and have suggested that there is no systematic 
method for identifying potential inconsistencies. Most of 
the other issues involve matters of judgment, and we stand 
on our judgments as revised and reflected in this final 
version of the report. 

In sum, the report is not intended as a general attack 
on Treasury's management of U.S. policy toward the MDBs. It 
does offer criticisms of DCC coordination arrangements which 
we find to be widely accepted and which the Treasury comments 
do not refute. 

We reviewed a number of detailed comments from AID and 
the IDCA planning staff. For the most part, they involved 
corrections of tone or detail which we have embodied in this 
final version of the report to the extent we considered 
appropriate. The IDCA planning staff felt that we were more 
pessimistic than was justified about the ability of IDCA to 
establish its separate identity and to avoid deep involve- 
ment in the operations of AID. IDCA intends to rely heavily 
upon an activist staff, as we recommended in the report. 

The Office of Management and Budget differed with us on 
the question of the size of IDCA staff. The President is 
intent on keeping down the size of foreign affairs staffs; 
a larger staff is mofe likely to become involved in direct- 
ing the operations of the aid agency; and "IDCA, as we pro- 
pose, should concentrate on doing a few things well. 

OMB felt that a principal thrust of U.S. efforts in 
the MDBs should be to preserve the advantages they possess. 
The main U.S. effort should be with respect to large policy 
issues; project-by-project reviews do not yield much. OMB 
suggested that we seemed to agree with the latter view, yet 
we proposed further efforts to improve project reviews. 
As a result of these comments, we have attempted to make 
clear in the 'report that we believe that the main efforts 
to influence MDB policies should be on major policy 
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issues, rather than through project reviews* Nonetheless, 
since the U.S. will inevitably continue project reviews, 
it would be desirable to improve their quality if the neces- 
sary personnel resources can be made available. 

OMB was skeptical as to whether the division of respon- 
sibilities which we proposed for Title III of P.L. 480 was 
workable. OMB argues that AID does, in fact, dominate the 
development programing process, but that the general cooper- 
ation of Agriculture in the program is also important. 
Though P.L. 480 has! perhaps, been studied excessively, 
there has been no study of its success in achieving intended 
objectives; OMB felt that such a study could be useful. 

Comments were received from, some other agencies, but 
these were of a relatively minor nature and/or were incorpo- 
rated in the report. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

We have examined three major subjects in this report: 
the nature of the development coordination problem; the effec- 
tiveness of recent development coordination efforts centered 
in the Development Coordination Committee (DCC); and the 
likely effectiveness of the new International Development 
Cooperation Agency (IDCA) in remedying the weaknesses of the 
DCC system. This analysis provides the basis for our recom- 
mendations for strengthening the new IDCA system. 

Work on this review occurred simultaneously with the 
Administration's work on a reorganization p1a.n for the devel- 
opment coordination function which produced the proposal for 
IDCA submitted to the Congress in April 1979. This timing 
permitted us to take advantage of the rethinking on the prob- 
lem that was taking place within the executive branch and to 
make suggestions for improvements while the new coordination 
mechanisms were still being shaped. We made an input into 
the decisionmaking with respect to the reorganization plan 
itself especially, but not exclusively, through testimony by 
tkie Comptroller General before Senate and House Committees 
in May 1979. l/ This report elaborates the general lines of 
the argument That the Comptroller General developed in his 
testimony. Subsequently, our draft report was made avail- 
able to the administration in the period when an IDCA plan- 
ning staff was developing its plans for the new reorgani- 
zation prior to its actual establishment. 

In preparing the report we reviewed numerous documents, 
reports and memoranda. For example, we examined several 
draft versions of the Presidential Decision Memorandum which 
posed the reorganization issues for the President's decision. 
We were also able to build upon our prior work and reports 
in several of the major issue areas and we reviewed relevant 
congressional hearings and reports. We interviewed many of- 
ficials in the Departments of State, the Treasury, Agriculture 
and Commerce; in the Agency for International Development; 

See statement of Elmer R. Staats, Comptroller General of 
the United States, before the Senate Committee on Govern- 
mental Affairs on "Improving Development Coordination," 
of May 1, 1979, and the Comptroller General's statement 
on the same subject before the Subcommittee on Legislation 
and National Security of the House Committee on Govern- 
mental Operations of May 21, 1979. 
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the IDCA planning staff; the Office of Management and Budget; 
the NSC staff; ACTION; the Overseas Private Investment Corpo- 
ration; and the Office of the President's Special Trade 
Representative. We also interviewed ex-government officials 
and reviewed relevant academic literature, The Team Director 
participated in two conferences and panel discussions spon- 
sored by private groups and one sponsored by the Congressional 
Research Service on the subject. We maintained contact with 
the Congressional Research Service in connection with its 
preparation of a parallel study. r/ 

Research for the report was completed in the summer of 
1979" No attempt has been made to reflect developments that 
have occurred since the establishment of IDCA in October. 

im/ ICssues and Options in the Coordinstion of U.S. Foreis --T----~ Aid Follcy, 
--y-P.---. 

Rezx-Frepared for the Eittee on Foreign 
Affairs --FU.S. House of Representatives, by the Foreign 
Affairs and National Defense Division, Congressional 
Research Service, L,ibrary of Congress, Government Print- 
ing Office: 1979. Document No. 44-401-O. 
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APPENDIX 1: 

cOORDINATION OF MULTILATERAL --- 

BANK AND U.S. AID PROGRAMS ------ 

APPENDIX I 

This appendix, like the other appendices, focuses upon 
the operation of the Development Coordination Committee as 
the mechanism chosen by the President in the spring of 1978 
to improve coordination of development activities. It does 
not attempt to assess the overall performance of the Treasury 
Department in managing U.S. participation in the multilateral 
development banks (MDBs). Treasury can make a strong case 
that it has, in the past 3 years, given forceful direction 
to the management of U.S. participation in the banks and that 
it has been very successful in influencing policy needed and 
desired directions-- in the direction of increased emphasis 
upon development of energy resources, upon reaching the poorl 
upon graduation of the advanced developing countries from 
MDB concessional aid, upon burden sharing and the like. L/ 

Our purpose here, however, is the much more limited 
one of assessing the DCC system for coordination of MDB and 
bilateral programs. The limited success of the DCC system 
in this area is, as the discussion below makes clear, by 
no means wholly a Treasury responsibility. Treasury is, 
nonetheless, the lead agency for the MDBs and its decisions 
were important to the effectiveness of the DCC Subcommittee 
and its Working Group. 

It is evident from the record that Treasury chose to 
rely mainly on other coordinating mechanisms, formal and 
informal, in seeking to coordinate basic policies toward 
the banks although it shifted MDB project reviews to the new 
mechanism. In response to our request for examples of suc- 
cessful coordination of policies toward the MDBs through 
means other than the DCC, Treasury provided a list of MDB 
policy issues coordinated through the National Advisory 
Council on International Monetary and Financial Policies 
(NAC) I in a l-year period. Wee Pr+ 83-87 below.) It is 
evident from this list that Treasury has continued to rely 
heavily upon the NRC, which it chairs and staffs, for 
interagency coordination. 

lJCf., for example, the Treasury comments on in appendix V 
of this report and the Statement of the Honorable C. Fred 
Bergsten, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Inter- 
national Affairs Before the Subcommittee on Foreign Opera- 
tions, Committee on Appropriations, House of Hepresenta- 
tives, dated March. 27, 1979, especially pp. 25-30. 
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AUPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Of the seven policy areas mentioned by Treasury as areas 
of accomplishment in the MDBs in its comments on a draft of 
this report (see p* J/37), a majority were, according to'Treasury 
account I coordinated through the NAC. Treasury claims that 
DCC mechanisms were involved on three issues--reaching the 
poor, graduation and energy lending. 

It should be noted that the NAC was also involved in all 
three. The DCC's involvement on the issue of reaching the 
poor occurred when a subgroup of the WGMA was used to develop 
a U-S. position on the definition of the poor for the Inter- 
American Development Bank (IDB) replenishment negotiations. 
The first consideration by the DCC of the graduation issue did 
not occur until this I.ast September when the IDCA Director- 
designate convened a DCC meeting to consider the U.S. position 
on a World Bank proposal CIPZ this subject. As a result of the 
concerns of the U.S. and others, action by the World Bank 
was deferred. With respect to energy,, Treasury has pointed 
to the fact that, at OMB initiative, Governor Gilligan con- 
vened a series of meetings on the subject whi,le he was still 
AID Administrator (and DCC Chairman). However, these meetings 
were not on the issue of lending flor energy projects by the 
MDBs, but dealt instead with the question of how responsibil- 
ity for energy programs and projects in developing countries 
should be allocated within the U.S. Government. The overall 
record, then, is one of minimal DCC involvement in the issues 
in which Treasury has claimed major U.S. accomplishments. 

In what follows, we are not necessarily suggesting that 
all such policies toward the MDBs should have been coordinated 
through the DCC, There is no magic in the DCC as such. 
Treasury may have been right in opting for other means Of 
coordination, though the NAG's concernsI as the list in 
pp. 83-87 once more suggests, tend to emphasize the financial 
and administrative aspects of development policy. What is- 
evident, moreover * is that the coordination of multilateral 
development bank (MDBs) and AID programs *appears to have 
improved little as a direct result of the operations of the 
DCC. Under the President's May 1978 directive a Subcommittee 
on Multilateral Assistance (SMA) and a separate Bilateral 
Assistance Subcommittee were established. They have suffered 
from the general defect of the XC structure that they are 
directed more toward the coordination of agency views with 
respect to MDB and AID programs than toward coordination 
between those programs. While it can be argued that inter- 
program coordination may occur as a consequence of the fact 
that the same individuals often participated in the activities 
of the two subcommittees, we could find almost no evidence 
that questions of the relationship between multilateral 
and bilateral policies and programs were raised in either 
committee. 
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The nature of the activities of the two committees has 
been very different. The active part of the SMA--the Working 
Group on Multilateral Assistance--has carried on the MDB 
project reviews previously conducted by the Interagency Staff 
Committee of the NAC. The BAS, on the other hand, quickly 
abandoned the AID project reviews that had been performed 
by the Development Loan Committee and has concentrated instead 
on reviews of AID policy toward particular functional areas 
(e-9. I land reform, local cost financing, aid to middle-income 
countries). These reviews, it is claimed, have been valuable 
in informing and educating other agencies with respect to 
the policies of AID. They have generally not produced new 
policies nor have they been used to raise questions about 
parallel bank policies. 

Since the two subcommittees represent a continuation 
of committees that antedate the DCC directive and since the 
structure and leadership of the committees reflected, rather 
than significantly modified, existing program authority, it 
would have been surprising if their placement within the DCC 
structure had produced significantly new results. It has not. 

MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS ---- -----,-- 

Coordination arrangements: 
altcrnativepproaches to influence -- -.~_---_-__-- 

The key to understanding the U.S. approach to influencing 
the multilateral banks lies in the attitudes of Treasury 
toward the banks. Treasury argueS, correctly of course, 
that, since the banks are multilateral institutions, there 
are distinct limits on how far the United States can and 
should seek to influence their activities. Moreover, Treas- 
ury believes that the generally high quality of the staff 
work in the bank argues against the necessity and desirability 
of close, independent analysis of bank proposals. Although 
Treasury says that it dots sometimes question the judgments 
of bank staffs, by and large the role of me'mber governments 
should, in the Treasury view, concentrate on establishing 
the broad policy framework for bank operations. Policy can 
be influenced through a variety of formal and informal con- 
tacts and meetings, but particularly through the periodic 
replenishment negotiations. Treasury officials also argue 
that the United States pays closer attention to project 
preparation than does any other member government and that 
it is already accused of leaning too hard on the banks. It 
must, therefore, save its influence for important issues. 

Treasury officials stress the fact that each of the 
banks has a somewhat different character, arising from the 
fact that each was started at a different time for a somewhat 
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different set of reasons. The Inter-American Development 
Bank, for exampler was founded because the Latin American 
cwntries were concerned that the World Bank was too pre- 
occupied with infrastructure-building projects and not in- 
volved enough in industrial or agricultural aid or in "social" 
projects. The Asian Development Bank (ADB), on the other 
hand, was designed to provide capital for major development 
projects in a large, capital-starved, region. 

The IDB is a client-oriented bank; the ADB is more in- 
fluenced by donors. The regional banks have generally been 
slower than the World Bank Group to develop and implement 
sound sectoral policies. The United States is the largest 
contributor to the World Bank and to the Inter-American Bank. 
Partly because of its contribution and partly for historical 
reasons, the United States has more influence in the IDB than 
in the other banks. (The United States also has a sufficient 
vote to block loans from the concessional window of the IDB, 
the Fund for Special Operations or FSO.) Japan is the largest 
contributor to the ADB, but tends to look to the United States 
for advice on ADB matters, For such reasons as these Treas- 
ury officials argue that each MDB must be dealt with differ- 
ently --a fact that, some Treasury officials have claimed, 
AID has not yet accepted. 

There are at least three kinds of processes available 
to the United States in seeking to influence multilateral 
bank policies and programs. They are project and policy 
reviews by the executive directors in formal directors' meet- 
ings; informal efforts with the staffs of the banks, berth 
in Washington and in the field; and attempts to obtain policy 
and program changes during the periodic replenishment negoti- 
ations. 

The NAC and DCC coordinating arrangements have tended 
to place mast emphasis upon the role of the Executive Direc- 
tors. A the same time, it is almost universally recognized 
that, with respect to development projects, it is very diffi- 
cult to influence outcomes by the time that they are before 
the directors. In the process of generating a project many 
expectations have been created and implied commitments made. 
The prestige of the bank staffs and management is likely 
to have become committed to a project, At this stage the 
U.S. Executive Director cans if the U.S. disapproves of a 
proposal, abstain, vote "no," or express the U.S. reserva- 
tions while voting to approve the proposal, Since a nega- 
tive vote or an abstention are unlikely to be decisive, and, 
since a negative vote is often resentedl the U.S. frequently 
approves proposals while expressing reservations. That this 
strategy can influence bank policy is suggested by the fact 
that continuing U.S. objections ,to tourism projects caused 
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the World Bank to deemphasize such programming though similar 
objections in the regional banks have not had such an effect. 
However, U,S. reservations are not always expressed in the 
MDB board meetings. 

These comments have related to bank project loan pro- 
posals. It is easier to influence bank policies than projects 
at the stage where they are before the bank boards. 

A second approach to influence is for the U.S. Executive 
Director and/or AID personnel to work infor,mally with banks 
staffs in the development of projects and policies. Such an 
approach may be the most effective way to influence projects 
since the effort to influence can take place at an early 
stage before significant commitments have been made. To be 
effective, such processes will require improved systems for 
alerting U.S. officials to prospective projects or policies. 

It is argued by a number of U.S. officials that informal 
efforts to influence projects are somewhat more likely to be 
effective in the field than at bank headquarters because in- 
formation on projects at early stages is likely to be better 
in the field. The extent to which informal influence proces- 
ses are, however, effective in influencing bank policies 
is impossible for those not immediately involved to assess. 

Probably the most significant opportunities to influence 
broad bank policies are during the periodic replenishment 
negotiations when the United States and other donors commit 
themselves to future levels of support for the banks. As the 
recent case of the IDB suggests, such negotiations can be 
utilized to influence policies on such issues as the extent 
to which bank assistance will be targeted to low income 
groups. 

A review of a Treasury Department list of examples 
of successful U.S. efforts to influence the banks suggests 
that such influence is most likely to be greatest on sectoral 
lending policies, on broad questions of country eligibility, 
on organizational matters and on financial questions (inter- 
est rates, salaries, bank budgets and the like). I/ (U.S. 
achievements are, oE course, partly a function of what pro- 
posals the United States chooses to press.) On a priori 
grounds it also seems likely that these are the most promis- 
ing areas for U.S. influence because izhey are less likely 
than particular country policies and project proposals to 
raise difficult international political issues. 

&/Statement of C. Fred Rergsten (cited above) pp. 25-30. 
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What is the role of country plans as a focus for coor- 
dination efforts? WC live in a world of nation states in 
which coordinated development planning is done at the 
national level a In principle, it is much easier to coor- 
dinate development activities around country plans and coun- 
try programs than around a series of relatively discrete, 
disparate projects., However, the most important country 
planning by donors is now done by the MDBs and MDB country 
plans are not available outside the MDB staffs. Moreover, 
while the World Bank often injects itself into national macro- 
economic policy decisions, the regional banks are frequently 
unwilling to do so. (The International Monetary Fund also in- 
volves itself in macro-economic decisions, but its involve- 
ment is for relatively narrow purposes, seldom related di- 
rectly to development.) The small size of U.S. country 
development programs means that they provide almost no lever- 
age for influencing either overall national plans or MDB 
activities. If there is to be coordination at the country 
level, therefore, it will generally involve U.S. adaptation 
of its programs to MDB programs rather than the reverse 
(e.g. I relating U.S, -financed rural electrification to MDB- 
financed hydro projects or U.S.-financed feeder roads to MDB 
highway projects). 

Coordination arrangements: 6 bbjectxves and methods ----- 

When the Subcommittee on Multilateral Assistance was 
established, it was envisaged that it might achieve such goals 
as (1) better integration of projects and policies among the 
MDBs; (2) improved coordination and complementarity between 
multilateral and bilateral programs; (3) increased U.S. in- 
fluence in the MDBs through earlier and more effective project 
reviews; and (4) a broader developmental view of MDB activi- 
ties and better identification of major policy issues. There 
has been little progress in the accomplishment of any of' 
these objectives through the SMA, except for some procedural 
and organizational improvements in the project review system. 
The subcommittee itself has been inactive and the conduct 
of project reviews by its Working Group on Multilateral 
Assistance has been the principal activity under its auspices. 

The SMA is chaired by Treasury and includes representa- 
tives of State, AIDl Agriculture, the Export-Import Bank, 
the Office of Management and Budget and the NSC staff. It 
is served by the NAC secretariat and also backstopped by two 
members of the DCC staff. As of April 1, the full subcom- 
mittee had met only twice. 
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The first meeting was wholly procedural. The second was 
called as a consequence of pressure from the DCC staff (the 
AID Assistant Administrator) and considered papers prepared 
by Treasury and ,AID for a meeting of the World Bank/IMF 
Development Committee. The papers dealt with direct foreign 
investment, local cost financing, program lending, official 
development flows, cofinancing and consultative groups and 
consortia. The discussion led to some change in the direc- 
tion of greater flexibility in the proposed U.S. positions 
with respect to local cost financing and program lending. 
In this one case, the SMA was used to develop an interagency 
policy consensus which not only served as guidance for the 
Treasury representatives in their participation in the Devel- 
opment Committee, but was also the basis for a subsequent 
instruction to the U.S. Executive Director of the Asian 
Development Bank. 

The handling of this set of issues indicates a lack of 
clarity as to the respective roles of the NAC and the SMA. 
Originally Treasury had intended to handle the papers in 
the NAC which has continued to advise the Secretary of the 
Treasury on the "financial" aspects of policies toward the 
MDBs while the SMA is confined to "development" issues. 
Since, as we have argued, the distinction between "financial" 
issues and "development" issues is conceptually invalid, if 
bureaucratically sometimes useful, the basis for assigning 
MDB business to the NAC or the SMA is imprecise. 

The purposes of the WGMA, as originally conceived, in- 
cluded the following: (1) reviewing all MDB loan and policy 
papersl obtaining agency views and recommending a U.S. posi- 
tion; (2) concentrating staff attention on priority issues 
and projects; (3) generating analyses and comments for use 
by the USEDs in meetings of the boards of the MDBs; (4) 
referring policy questions identified in project reviews 
to the SMA; (5) ensuring that U.S. reviews of MDB lending 
programs take place early enough to offer'some prospect 
for influence at a time when such programs can still be 
influenced; and (6) developing sectoral, country and other 
policy papers dealing with broad policy questions and coordi- 
nation issues for consideration by the SMA and the DCC. 

This last function was spelled out in a draft Treasury 
paper on "Purposes and Procedures" in the following fashion: 

"Problems that arise on a consistent basis should 
be studied apart from particular loan proposals. 
Important countries should be looked at from the 
point of view of what kind of multilateral develop- 
ment lending would & most consistent with their 
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needs and their development strategy. Key sectors 
might bc studied. Relationships between the lending 
of the different multilateral development banks and 
between the MDBs and bilateral aid might be examined. 
The relationship of future lending to past lending 
patterns should also be examined." 

This list of purposes provides criteria for assessing 
the effectiveness of the WGMA operation. bike the NAC Staff 
Committee before it, WGMA has met weekly to review MDB proj- 
ect proposals. The Treasury chairman of WGMA has, howeverl 
identified for priority treatment: (1) sectoral policy papers 
prepared &J the bank staffs: (2) proposed loans raising signi- 
ficant economic issues; and (3) proposed loans bearing upon 
congressional concerns (primarily human rights issues, but 
also projects which might involve competition with U.S. ex- 
ports)* All other proposals are grouped at the end of the 
agenda and are usually approved without discussion. This 
arrangment focuses WGMA attention on important prOpOSalS, 
though the definition of what is important tends to be made 
by Treasury and tends still to reflect its preoccupation 
w"ith the more narrowly financial aspects of development pol- 
icies and programs (e.g., exchange rates, internal inter- 
est rates, etc.). Meetings have been rescheduled in such a 
way as to provide more time for agency review of loan docu- 
ments and other proposals. Decisions are generally reached 
in the meeting rather than, as in the case of the NAC Staff 
Committee, by telephone poll following the meeting. 

As a part of the project review process, Treasury has 
begun to prepare "talking points" on problem projects and 
important policy papers. These talking points provide a focus 
for WGMA discussion and are subsequently forwarded to the 
U,S, Executive Directors of the banks as a basis for expres- 
sing U.S. views during consideration of proposals by the bank 
directors. 

Although a number of larger policy issues have been 
identified in the course of WGMA discussions, none of these 
have been referred to the subcommittee for consideration. 

There has also been, at best, modest progress toward 
the objective of ensuring that project reviews take place 
soon enough to offer some prospect for influencing them 
at a stage when they can still be influenced. In prior work 
we found that, because loans were brought before the NAC Staff 
Committee only in the final approval stage, there was little 
U.S. opportunity for influence. In separate reports on the 
IBRD and the ADB, we recommended that the Secretary of the 
Treasury arrange for "the routLine receipt of more substantive 
information before receipt of the formal loan proposal 
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documents * * *.I( .lJ When proposals are reviewed at such 
a late stage, there is little opportunity for comment from 
U.S. overseas missions and the banks are understandably 
reluctant to make changes in the proposals. 

In an effort to remedy this deficiency, the WGMA regu- 
larly includes on its agenda the World Bank's "Monthly Opera- 
tional Statements,” the ICR's "Monthly Report," and the ADB's 
"Vonthly Operational Information Report." These reports 
list all new loans being considered by the banks approximately 
1 to 2 years before projects are submitted to the bank boards 
for approval. They are a source of basic, but very limited, 
information on proposed projects while projects are still 
in the planning and formulation stage. They provide enough 
identifying information to serve as a starting point for 
further inquiry. These reports, however, have received only 
a cursory review by WGMA. Agencies are kept generally aware 
of future MDB activities, but no agency is doing a thorough, 
systematic analysis of the projects listed, though the WGMA 
Chairman proposed a procedure for the review of the MDB 
projects which would include such analysis. It would have 
required commitment of additional staff time and had not 
been approved by Treasury before the IDCA reorganization 
plan was announced. There is, however, as we have suggested 
in the last chapter and below, a serious question as to 
whether greater priority should be given to project reviews 
because of their serious limitations as a coordination 
mechanism. 

The multiyear country papers are viewed by Treasury 
officials as potentially useful tools in managing U.S. par- 
ticipation in the banks and in coordinating U.S bilateral 
aid with MDB activities. In one instance such a country 
paper was used to resolve a dispute about an agricultural 
project when it was pointed out that the project in question 
was consistent with the DCC approved strategy contained in 
the country paper. 

Coordination Arrangements: 
Some Problems 

Against this background, we can identify several prob- 
lems of the present coordination system. 

i/"More Effective U.S. Participation Eeeded in World Bank 
and International Development Association" (B-161470, 
Feb. 14, 1973). "Improvements Needed in System for Managing 
U.S. Participation in the Asian Development Bank" (B-173240, 
Play 8, 1973). 
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The Limited Utility of Yrcgject Reviews. ..-"---~_ Mahy difficulties 
with "?%?-p?oe&c"xw process have been noted in the past by 
us and other observers, The time to influence MD13 prsjects 
is in their early formative stages rather than at the final 
stage when they are before the Executive Directors fog' ap- 
proval* But the information routinely provided by the banks 
on projects in their formative stages is, in itself, inade- 
quate to provide the basis for informed judgments. There 
hasl as yet, not &en a sufficient investment af personnel 
resources by Treasury or other U.S, agencies to permit in- 
formal exploration of the specifics of planned projects while 
they are still under preliminary discussion, and, thus, to 
provide the basis for meaningful efforts to influence those 
proljects, Clearly, an important reason for this lack of in- 
vestment of resources is Treasury's attitude toward the banks 
as describd ab=>ve. Whether better information in the early 
stages would significantly improve the prospects for influence 
through informal consultation with banks staff and whether 
such attempts to influence would be worth the international 
political costs that might be involved are questions that 
cannot be answered with assurance without making the attempt. 

MDB project reviews have a relatively low priority 
in Treasury, AID and other agencies. Treasury has 15 ,to 
20 professionals who work on this and all other aspects 
of MDB business (including dealing with the Congress on 
appropriations and other questions). AID officials also 
generally do not consider bank activities a high priority 
and, hence, usually devote very little time to them. Th e 
Latin American and Caribbean Bureau of AID is an exception. 
Because of the shrinking AID Latin American program and 
the growing MDB programs ($2 billion annually for IDB and 
World Bank), the AID Assistant Administrator for Latin 
America has directed that the bureau's desk officers devote 
half of their time to keeping track of MDB projects. A Multi- 
lateral Affairs Division with three professional staff mem- 
bers was created within the bureau to coprdinate bureau views 
on the aid activities of the World Bank, the IDB, UNDP, and 
the Organization of American States. As a consequencer bth 
the quantity and quality of AID comments on Latin American 
projects is generally conceded to be better than for any other 
geographic area. There is a better flow of project-specific 
information from the field; bank activities are followed more 
closely, permitting problem proposals to be flagged at an 
earlier date: and there is improved informal exchange between 
the txlreau staff, Treasury, and the MDBs. 

In the other bureaus of AID, staff performance is 
judged on the basis of the effectiveness of officials in 
dealing with bilateral program issues. There is, therefore, 
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little incentive to devote time and energy to MDB activities. 
In additi.on many AID officials, probably correctly, believe 
that they can have little influence on MDB projects. A 
country desk officer is not likely to take a strong interest 
in an MDB loan proposal unless it duplicates, contradicts, 
or interferes with AID activities. Moreover, as AID has 
moved from broad concerns with development to much more par- 
ticularized sectoral and project concerns, there has been 
an accompanying decline in its capability for the kind of 
macro-economic analysis that would provide a broader context 
within which to judge particular bank proposals. 

For such reasons as these, the AID representative on WGMA 
has found it difficult to obtain substantive AID comments on 
MDB projects. Agencies whose responsibilities are more peri- 
pheral than those of Treasury and AID to the MDBs have even 
less interest in MDB activities and the views their repre- 
sentatives present in WGMA meetings are, in the view of 
one Treasury participant, largely personal opinions reflecting 
parochial concerns. 

Additional difficulties with the project review process 
include the limited amount of time available for development 
of comments between circulation of bank documents and the 
Executive Directors' meetings; the tendency toward bunching 
of project proposals at the end of the banks' fiscal years; 
and the failure-- for reasons of time and incentive--to get 
comments from AID field missions on project proposals. 

More basic than this set of particular problems with 
the project review process is the fact that it simply does 
not provide a very satisfactory method for coordination 
of bilateral and multilateral aid activities. It proceeds 
in an ad hoc fashion producing, at best, a patchwork of 
policy. (It should be emphasized, in view of Treasury com- 
ments on our draft report, tllat this statement relates only 
to the effect of MDB project reviews. It" is not intended 
to be a general judgment on the character and quality of 
overall U.S. policy toward the banks.) Coordination of 
policies and proyrams is not easily effected through examina- 
tion of a disparate assortment of projects. The process iS 

itself not well designed to promote coordination since analy- 
sis and comments focus, not on the relationship of the MDB 
projects to bilateral programs or to the activities of other 
MDBs, but upon the quality of the MDB projects themselves. 
Moreover, as suggested above, most opportunities for program 
coordination are likely to be provided, not through attempting 
to reshape MDB projects to relate them to AID projects, but 
rather, the reverse. A process concerned with developing 
U.S. positions on individual MDB projects does not, therefore, 
have the right focus for maximizing coordination of programs. 
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review process should be abandoned or that efforts should not 
bc: ma(1e to improve the quality and timeliness of information 
on M 1.313 pro-j ect pl,ann iny * The purpose of the IDCA reorganiza- 
tion is not only program coordination, but also to seek to 
ensure that more attention is paid to the development aspects 
of policies and programs in which the U.S. is engaged. A 
better project review process would involve attention to a 
broader range of development concerns as suggested just below. 
Morc?ovc!Y:, better information on, and analyses of, MDR activi- 
ties would improve the prospect for policy and program coordi- 
nation through informal communication between AID, IDCA and 
the banks. If such improved coordination occurs, it will, 
in turn8 improve information. 

Incom&lfi?te Perspectives. Our separate study has demon- -_.--_" __- I..---- --."-s- ._ 
stratcd that Treasury, under the WGMA reviews, as under the 
NAC: Stal.1: Committee reviews, has continued to dominate dis- 
cussion of MDH projects and that such discussions have con- 
tinued to focus primarily upon the financial dimensions of 
c~civel opment. issues. (See discussion in ch. 3.) This focus 
is not so muc11 "wrong" as it is incomplete. The typical 
concerns of AID as well as the typical concerns of Treasury 
deserve: a J,lace in the analysis of the activities of the 
MDBs e If AIL; and Treasury is each somewhat parochial in 
its apJ,roaches to MDB projects, this is even more evident 
in thc1 role of other members of WGMA. Each agency tends to 
Purdue, somewhat ritualistically, its own particular narrow 
pr:~c.)l:cur.-'ation!;. 

l i l s . priorities with respect to changes in bank policies 
and operations also affect the meaningfulness of the project 
reviews, An examination of both NAC Staff Committee and WGMA 
m i n u t c 5; indicates that MDB projects and policies are regularly 
approved despite the fact that the discussion has suggested 
ba:;ic cXiPficul.ties. The apparent reasons for this tendency 
arti two: (1) an awareness of the futility of attempting to 
inf.lucnctt b;rnk proposals at such a late stage; and (2) the 
fact I.hdt Treasury understandably yives priority in MDB delib- 
erations to those i ssues which are of primary concern to the 
con(~rc!ss. It spends the influence of the United States on 
Y uc: h y uc: 5; t i.orr s as the salaries of bank officials; the number 
of' women ilircd by tlire banks ; potential competition of products 
prod uccd by bank-s upported projects with 1J.S. agricultural 
or ir~justria'l. production; emphasis on population control ac- 
tjviti.e.5; and human rights. U.S. pressure on such issues often 
put.~ tti~: United States at odds with other donors and tends! 
therefore, to involve significant expenditure of IJ.S. poli- 
t i c a .I i n f. 1 ue nc e q 
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Failure to Utilize the DCC Subcommittee on Multilateral 
Assi.sFZ~-fF>~r 

--- 
Reviews. Policy As noted, the Multi- -_-_- -... -'---.-.-~-. ..__ --." 

latcl.al. Assrstance SubcommittKmet only twice in the year 
following its creation. The most authoritative answers we 
cc,juld 0kJt.a i.n as to the reasons for Subcommittee inactivity 
WCFff.! t.tIl:ee : (I) Treasury staff did not raise sectoral or 
otF)er issues for consideration by the Subcommittee; (2) 
I,refcrcnce by the leadership of the Subcommittee for an in- 
for111al irpproach to coordination or use of the NAC mechanism, 
anti (3) the view that any really important issues cut across 
programs and should be considered by the DCC itself. 

At the first Subcommittee meeting, several issues were 
suggested for possible future consideration: the differing 
approaches to the basic human needs development strategy 
in bilateral and multilateral programs; field coordination 
between AID and the MDBs; and the sectoral policies of the 
MDI3s . The project reviews by WGMA during the year raised 
s number of additional issues for possible review by the Sub- 
committee including cofinancing; local and recurrent cost 
finarlcing; program vs. project lending; the lending policies 
of the banks' soft windows; graduation from EIDB lending; 
politiccll and development implications of the 1J.S. veto in 
1 DI.1/ FSO ; MUD capacity for handling basic human needs projects; 
procurement practices of the banks; etc. Yet these issues 
wcrc? not raised to the Subcommittee level for consideration. 

While primary responsibilty for this failure to use 
the 3ubcommittec lies with the lead agency, Treasury, SMA 
pol.ic:ic_is and procedures clearly provide that the Subcommittee 
can be convened at the request of any member agency. 

The development of sectoral or other topical policy 
paI)ers could have been a particularly fruitful focus for 
t.t1e :;ubcommittc~e s activity. For example, the performance 
of' AID and the World Bank Group with respect to the applica- 
tion of environmental standards to propos?d projects is much 
better than that of the regional hanks. In the case of the 
IDI this is, perhaps, a partly inescapable difference because 
of the more client-oriented character of the bank, but it is 
ca subject worttly of systematic examination and policy devel- 

0 [.JEli (2 n t . The WGMA did discuss at different times environ- 
mental policy papers prepared by the World Dank and by the 
Al)B, but there was no attempt to relate the one policy to 
the other. 

Similarly, the World Bank has provided support for 
poI,ulation clinics in iin Asian country without conditioning 
its air.1 upon a recipient country commitment to continuing 
i;uIjl:ort for the clinics ohce they were established. AID, 
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on the other hand, does condition its aid to population 
clinics upon such national commitments, Such policy dif- 
ferences encourage shopping around by recipient countries 
between donors lin a way that may undermine efforts to impose 
development-relevant conditions upon aid. 

The value of scctoral policy reviews would not be to 
ensure a foolish, iron-clad consistency between programs, 
but rather to identify policy and program differences and 
to seek to ensurer insofar as possible, that the MDB and 
AID programs are mutua1l.y supportive. An AID official has 
suggested the desirability of such comprehensive sectoral 
politics on such subjects as the environment, population, 
nutrition, rural development, renewable energy, appropriate 
technology, education and rural health. Treasury officials 
have said that they are willing to consider policies on 
such subjects but have looked to AID to take the initiative. 
AID officials, however, have considered that preparation of 
papers on these subjects would be a waste of time in the 
absence of evidence of Fositive Treasury interest. 

CJ.a ims of Treasury- Failures to Consult AID. While the ~-"~.-"""."'-;",'"""-,-,"'--'- ---.-.---.. ----- 
relationship between Treasury and AID on MDB rniltters appears 
to have improved over what it has been in recent years, AID 
officials claim that there have been failures by Treasury 
to consult AID on matters in which AID has had an interest. 
Treasury argues that AID is always free to communicate its 
views to the Executive Directors, and that it is kept fully 
informed of bank business through the circulation of papers 
and through NAC Staff Committee and WGMA meetings. While 
AID apparently has many informal contacts with banks staffs, 
it is not always well plugged into the official communications 
system that runs from Treasury to the U.S. Executive Direc- 
tors and feels that it is sometimes uninformed on important 
issues. 

Two cases cited by AID of: failure of communications 
involved U.S. positions in replenishment negotiations. In 
both of these cases AID was involved in the review of the 
initial U.S. position, but was not a participant in all 
of the negotiations or in the reexamination of the U.S. po- 
sition that preceded the successive rounds of negotiation. 

For example, in connection with an ADB replenishment 
other bank members were pressing for increasing the share 
of lendi.ng from the Asian Development Fund (the soft loan 
windtow of the ADD) to three middle income countries. They 
wcro countries in which the United States had a strong 
political interest. AID was involved in the consideration 
of tile initial U.S. position on the issue in a NAG Alternates 
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meet ing . However, this NAG discussion left the question 
of tile percentage of the allocation of the ADF to the three 
countries unresolved. In subsequent negotiations Treasury, 
in part in response to State Department and international 
pressures, agreed to a larger allocation than AID favored. 
AID's objection to the decision led to an interagency review 
which, according to AID, demonstrated general support for 
the AID position. However, by then the IJnited States was 
too far committed to reverse its position. 

Prior to replenishment negotiations for the IDB in 1978, 
AID participated in a NAC Alternates meeting at which it 
was agreed that a larger proportion of IDB loans should be 
targeted for the poor. This was a subject of considerable 
concern to AID and it advanced specific proposals for the 
definition of the poor. However, AID claims it was cut out 
of later discussions between Treasury, State and OMB on this 
issue in the summer of 1978. Subsequently, as a result of 
pressures by AID, it was, it says, invited back into the 
internal discussions and the international negotiations. 

In another case, AID was not consulted on the ADB's 
1979 administrative budget nor was the budget discussed in 
the NAC or the WGMA. Treasury considered the budget review 
a routine administrative function; it had adopted a general 
position of attempting to keep down the FlDB budgets. However, 
because of the considerable number of ADI3 problem projects, 
AID felt strongly that the bank needed additional field per- 
sonnel to monitor its projects. It therefore favored an in- 
crease in the administrative budget, but had no chance to 
express its views. Treasury is now considering this need 
because a recent field visit by Department officials also 
disclosed problems resulting from a lack of oversight. 

BILATERAL ASSISTANCE ~_~ --..--- __.-.__----.- 

The Bilateral Assistance Subcommitee JBAS) is chaired 
by the Assistant Administrator of AID for Program and Policy 
Coordination and has a membership consisting of AID, State, 
Treasury, Agriculture, the Office of Management and Budget 
and the National Security Council Staff. Commerce and Labor 
also regularly attend BAS meetings. A major accomplishment 
of the BAS, in the view of some of its participants, was 
the early elimination of the reviews of all AID projects 
which had formerly been performed by the Development Loan 
Staff Committee. As in the case of MCB project reviews, 
these occurred at such a late stage as to make the reviews 
virtually meaningless. Though the formal project reviews 
ttave been terminated, AID Ijroject documents are circulated 
to DA!.; members ~3110 arc free to raise questions and identify 
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issues for consideration by the Subcommittee, No projects 
have been flagged for such consideration, Only Commerce 
seems to have hen unhappy about the dropping of the project 
reviews. It saw them as an opportunity to raise questions 
about the implications of AID's policies for U.S. trade pro- 
motion efforts and procurement from U.S. suppliers. 

As previously noted, the principal activity of the BAS 
has been the review of topical papers relating to the AID 
program, These have covered such subjects as land reform, 
local and recurrent cost financing, the Basic Human Needs 
concept and aid to middle income countries. Although these 
were subjects with implications for multilateral as well 
as bilateral programs, only in the case of policy toward 
middle income countries was the issue raised to the DCC 
level and the paper subsequently broadened to cover policy 
in multilateral institutions. The paper on land reform 
was also discussed in the Food Aid Subcommittee. AID treated 
the BAS as an advisory body on these policy papers. It took 
account of agency comments to the extent it considered appro- 
priate. The policy, when and if issued, was promulgated as 
an AID policy (~.g.~ the paper on land reform). 

The spring review of AXD"s annual budget subission 
has provided interested agencies an opportunity for partici- 
pation in a general review and critique of the AID program. 
The BAS was also briefed by the Subcommittee chairman on the 
AID budget at the time that the fiscal year 1980 budget was 
submitted to the Secretary of State. Beginning with the 
spring of 1979, the major opportunity for overall review 
of AID's programs is to be provided b the series of hearings 
on the new Country Development Strategy Statements (CDSS) 
to which interested agencies are invited. The CDSS's are 
sutxnitted by field missions; following the reviews, A1.D issues 
S-year country budget ceilings which govern subsequent budget 
planning. The review of the CDSS seeks to raise the major 
budget, policy and program questions. The DCC mechanism 
has played no role in these reviews; they are conducted by 
the AID regional assistant administrators, the Program and 
Policy Coordination Bureau, and AID's top management. 

The Bilateral Assistance Subcommittee, like some of 
the other DCC subcommittees, was less effective than it 
might have been because of staff constraints. The topical 
papers discussed in the subcommittee had been in preparation 
before the May 1978 action to revitalize the DCC. After 
running through its initial agenda of papers, the subcommit: 
tee, which had been meeting almost monthly, ceased meeting 
for long periods. The loss of key staff in the Program and 
Policy Coordination Bureau and the press of other businessr 
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including the reorganization issue, were responsible for the 
slow down. The BAS chairman had intended to submit a paper 
dealing comprehensively with AID's activities and identifying 
major issues in the bilateral program, but was unable to 
find the time and manpower for its preparation. Such evidence 
suggests that DCC activities had a relatively low priority 
for AID personnel much as it has often had for other DCC 
agencies. 

In sum, the Bilateral Assistance Subcommittee appears to 
have performed moderately useful educational functions, and 
may have had some limited value as an informal interagency 
coordinator, but in general it has not played a significant 
interagency or interprogram coordination role despite the 
fact that the subcommittee itself has been more active than 
its multilateral counterpart. 

INFORMAL COORDINATION ---- 

Our discussion has dealt primarily with the formal sys- 
tem of coordination centered in the DCC. Much coordination, 
it is widely claimed, is done by less formal means. It is 
almost impossible to assess these claims. They can become 
an excuse for the failings of the more formal system and 
a reason for not strengthening it. But all who are familiar 
with the way government works will accept the likelihood that 
such informal coordination is important, It is also likely, 
however, that there are some political obstacles to informal 
communication between U.S. and international officials. In 
such relationships, the personalities and orientations of the 
international officials are often especially important. Some 
will be more willing to consult and to share information 
than others. 

In 1978 there were two official meetings between the 
Deputy AID Administrator and the World Bank Vice President 
for Operations, along with other officials,' to discuss in- 
formally their respective development activities. The first 
of these meetings was preceded by a meeting of regional 
assistant administrators of AID and the regional vice pre- 
sidents of the Bank for informal discussion of the AID and 
the World Bank programs. 
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All MDE Policy Issues Coordinated Throu.gh the NAS, -....-.----.- 

,Ju- cL”,~-?- 1978-August 8, 1979 .- 

(Source: Treasury Department) 

Date -- 

8-7-79 

7-31-79 

7-10-79 

7-3-79 

6-26-79 

6-19-79 

5-22-79 

5-8-79 

5-l-79 

Agency 

IDB 

IBKD 

IDA 

IBRD 

IBRD 

IBRD 

IBRD 

IBRD/ 
IDA/IFC 

IBRD 

IBRD/ 
IDA/IFC 

IDA 

IDB 

IBRD 

IDB 

AFDF 

ASDB 

ASDB 

Subject -- 

Portugal - Membership 

Allocation of FY 79 Net Income 

Commitment Authority 

Financial Flows to Developing Countries 
and the Adjustment Process 

World Development Report 

Review of Lending Rate Policy 

Capital Increase 

Review of World Bank Group Financial and 
Operating Programs and FY 80 Administra- 
tive Budgets 

General Capital Increase 

Nomination of Accountants 

United Arab Emirates - Membership 

Borrowing Outside U.S. (Germany) 

Annual Meeting - U.SI Position Papers 

Project Implementation and Supervision 

Rural Development and IDB Multi-sector 
lending 

6th Annual Meeting - U.S. Position Paper 

Cooperation with European Economic Com- 
munity 

ADB Twelfth Annual Meeting - U.S. Position 
Papers 
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ASDB 

IBRD 

Malaysia Loan 

4-24-79 

IBRD 

Advance Borrowing Against the FY 80 
Borrowing Program 

Operations Evaluation - World Bank Stand- 
ards and Procedures 

4-10-79 

4-4-79 

ASDB 

IDB 

ASDB 

Review of Uses of Consultants 

Complementary Financing Program 

Gov't of India Offers Further TA Contribu- 
tion 

3-27-79 IFC 

3-13-79 ASDB 

2-27-79 

2-20-79 

IDB 

IDB 

IDB 

IBRD 

IBRD 

IBRD 

IDB 

IDB 

IDB 

IBRD 

Burundi - Membership 

2nd General Capital Increase (extend time 
for subscription to) 

Investment of Liquid Assets 

Dollar Borrowing Outside U.S. 

Priorities on Assets to FSO 

General Capital Increase (Voting Power) 

Special Increases in Certain Subscriptions 
to Capital Stock 

Yugoslavia - Subscription Increase 

Investment of Liquid Assets 

Definition of Low Income Groups 

2-13-79 

Z-6-79 

* 
Investment of Liquid Assets 

General Capital Increase (Paid-in Pro- 
portion) 

Preference for Domestic Contractors 

Peoples' Republic of the Congo - Member- 
ship 

Co-financing 

Non-regional Membership 

IBRD 

IFC 

ASDB 

AFDB 
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l-30-79 IDB Agreement with Pan-American Health Organi- 
zation 

IBRD General Capital Increase (Paid-In Pro- 
portion) 

l-23-79 IDB Disbursement of Currencies and Exchange 
Risk Problems 

Japan - Bond Issue 

IBRD/ Program and Budget Review 
IDA/IFC 

IFC Fiji - Membership 

1-16-79 IBRD/ Program and Budget Review 
IDA/IFC 

IBRD Distribution of Exchange Rate Risks 
Among Borrowers 

IDA International Agricultural Research 

ASDB Review of Lending Foreign Exchange for 
Local Currency Expenditures on Projects 

l-9-79 ASDB Co-financing 

IDB Evaluation Report on IDB Operations in 
the Education Sector 

IFC Niger- Membership 

l-2-79 AFDB Non-regional Membership 

12-12-78 IDB Sale of Portions of,U.S. Denominated Loans 

IDB Designation of Outside Auditors 

12-6-79 NAG Alternates Mtg. on World Bank GCI 
and IDA VI 

11-21-78 AFDB Non-regional Membership 

10-24-78 IBRD Environmental Activities - A Progress 
Report 

lo-lo-78 IBRD Operations Evaluation - 3rd Annual Report 
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9-19-78 WB Group 5th Replenishment - Adjustment of Voting 
Rights-~ 

ASDB Review of Uses of Consultants 

9-12-78 IMF/ 
IBRD 

IDB 

Norway - TASF Contribution 

Annual Meeting Position Papers 

Evaluation Report - Operations in the 
Education Sector 

9-5-78 

ASDB 

IDB 

Netherlands - Contribution to TASF 

Evaluation Report - Operations in the 
Education Sector 

ASDB 

IBRD 

Review of Uses of Consultants 

8-29-78 IBRD 

ASDB 

8-22-78 IBRD/ 
IDA 

ASDB 

AFDF 

ASDB 

Borrowing in Japan 

SwF Borrowing in Switzerland 

Yen Borrowing in'Capita1 Markets Outside 
the U.S. and Japan 

Cape Verde - Membership 

Denmark - Contribution to TASF * 

8-15-78 

8-8-78 

2nd Replenishment of Resources 

Post Evaluation Activities - Report of 
Audit Committee 

ASDB 

IDB 

8-l-78 AFDF 

New Zealand - Contribution to TASF 

Semiannual Report of the 1978 Program 
and Preliminary Projections for 1979 

United Arab Emirates - Membership 

IBRD 4th Annual Review of Project Performance 
Audit Results 

IDB Bank Policy on Surplus Agricultural Com- 
modities 
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7-25-78 IBRD 

IDB 

7-18-78 ASDB 

IBRD 

7-11-78 IDB 

ASDB 

ASDB 

IBRD 

6-27-78 IBRD 

APPENDIX I 

Allocation af Net Income 

Dollar Borrowing Outside the U.S. 

DM Borrowing 

Yen Borrowing 

Solomon Islands - Membership 

Operational Policy for Economic and 
Social Evaluation of Projects 

Borrowing in Switzerland 

Procurement Opportunities - Publication of 

Swiss Franc & Deutsche Mark Borrowing 

Bidding and Procurement - Evaluation 
Report 

Pakistan & U.K. Contribution to TASF 

Operational Functions - Reorganizations 

Stabilization of Export Earnings 

Borrowing in Japan and in Switzerland 
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FOOD ASSISTANCE AND DEVELOPMENT COORr!INATION - 

THE SOURCES OF THE COORDINATION PROBLEM 

From its enactment in 1954, Public Law 480, the food 
assistance act, has served a multiplicity of purposes. It 
has been directed toward surplus disposal, market development, 
humanitarian assistance, economic development and the support 
of countries or regimes in which the United States has a 
foreign policy interest. As P.L. 480 shipments have declined 
as a percentage of U.S. agricultural exports to the point 
where they are now only 5 percent of such exports, the pre- 
eminent surplus disposal purpose of the original legislation 
has waned in importance relative to the foreign policy, devel- 
opment and humanitarian purposes. 

This trend has been reflected in changes in legislation 
which has increasingly emphasized development and humanitarian 
purposes. It is"not so much that other purposes have been 
supplanted as that development has become a purpose overlaying 
other purposes. 

From one point of view, the new developmental emphasis 
may have helped clarify the purposes of P.L. 480, but it 
also tends to create new conflicts between developmental pur- 
poses and the several other continuing purposes of the pro- 
gram and between the agencies that represent those purposes 
in the policy and proyram process. The problem of adminis- 
tering and coordinating such a multi-purpose program has 
been described in a 1977 Department of Agriculture report: 

"A program such as the P.L. 480 Program, which 
has multiple objectives but no clear thrust or 
predominant objective, lends itself to problems * * *. 
It is difficult to make policy for such a program, 
to implenent that policy, and to evaluate its 
impact. Some of the objectives are mutually 
exclusive in certain situations. Therefore, 
only some of the major objectives can be embraced ----7 at any given time. The real question is which 
of the objectives shall be given priority * * *." 

U.S. agricultural commodities are transferred to devel- 
oping countries under two programs. The first is the Title 
I program of sales for dollars or convertible local currencies 
on concessional terms. A substantial part of the Title I 
program has an underlying political rationale. The largest 
such programs at present are in the Near East and provide 
general support for U.S. peacemaking efforts. However, such 
transfers of real resources may also provide budget and/or 
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balance of payments support to development efforts, serve 
humanitarian needs and create future markets for commercial 
sales of U.S. agricutural products. Title II of P.L. 480 
supports the distribution of food to people in need, pri- 
marily through U,S, non-profit voluntary agencies, but also 
through the World Food Program administered by the U.N. Food 
and Agriculture Organization. In addition to its humani- 
tarian purposes, Title 11 assistance is, under congressional 
mandate, required to contribute to the overall development 
process in poorer countries through such means as food for 
work programs. 

Title III represents the latest effort to use the pro- 
ceeds of Title I sales to promote development. It offers 
recipient countries multi-year supply commitments with for- 
giveness of repayment obligations if local currency proceeds 
are used for mutually agreed programs relating to agricul- 
tural and rural development, health services and population 
planning. Of the total dollar financing of Title I, a mini- 
mum of 10 percent in fiscal year 1979, and of 15 percent in 
fiscal year 1980 and thereafter is to be used in Title III 
programs. 

The Secretary of Agriculture has responsibility for Title 
I, consulting with State and AID. Title II is under the joint 
responsibility of Agriculture and AID. Both of these titles 
have, in fact, been administered by an interagency committee-- 
originally the Interagency Staff Committee and now the DCC 
Subcommittee on Food Aid and its working group, both under 
the chairmanship of Agriculture. Authority over Title III 
has been in dispute, but is also administered by the Sub- 
committee and the Working Group, 

In the programming process, the several purposes of 
P.L. 480 are typically represented by those agencies with the 
most direct interests 9n each: Agriculture with surplus 
disposal and market development; AID with humanitarian and 
development assistance; State with foreign policy; OMB with 
expenditures; and Treasury with repayment terms. In reality, 
of course, interests are not quite so clearly and neatly de- 
fined. Agriculture, for example, has become increasingly 
interested in the past 2 years in the development aspects 
of food aid and OHR's concerns range over much of the pro- 
gram. 

Both the differences in goals and the overlapping of 
goals are sources of conflict. Thus, there are often con- 
flicts between State and AID over whether food aid should 
be used for primarily political or primarily developmental 
and humanitarian purposes. But there are also conflicts 
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between AID and Agriculture over what development goals 
should be pursued and over responsibility for designing 
development programs. Agriculture's growing interest in 
development has, therefore, both increased the degree of 
consensus within the food aid coordinating committees and 
generated new conflicts. (This is not, of course, to imply 
that conflict is necessarily bad.) 

Existing coordination committees deal almost exclusively 
with the goal conflicts just described. But there are other 
problems of coordination relating to conflicts and complemen- 
taries between food aid and other development programs. A 
classic, and most familiar , problem is the potential disincen- 
tive effects that food aid imports may have upon indigenous 
food prtiduction. H~wever,~ food aid may also have positive 
production effects. It may generate demand which subsequently 
helps sustain local food production. It may be used to create 
f:ood reserves which are part of a program for maintaining 
price ceilings and floors which encourage local production 
while ensuring that food supplies are available at reasonable 
lJri.ces in lleriods of local crop shortages. 

Pood has been used for years in food-for-work programs 
to build public works projects such as roads or irrigation 
systems. As a general resource input, food may support 
general economic development or stabilization programs of all 
kinds, although '* * * it is more difficult to use food 
creatively for longer-term goals of structural change than 
it is to use cash." _I_/ 

Eecause of the possibilities for both conflicts and com- 
plementaries between food aid and other development activi- 
ties, there is an obvious need for the coordination of P.L. 
480 with other development policies and programs. But exist- 
ing coordination machinery is not designed for such coordi- 
nation. 

Y 
!I't E: ICC COOPPII!ATIOR SYSTEN ---..-- 

As part of the effort to revitalize the Pevelopment 
Coordination Committee a new DCC Subcommittee on F'oad Aid 
was created in May 1978. The old Interagency Staff Committee 
(ISC) , which had administered the P.L. 480 program since its 
i nceI)ti on, was i.n effect, transformed into a Working Group 

!;/Jotin C;. Sommer, Eeyond Ciiarityt 1J.S. 'Voluntary Aid for a - --.-----.---.I -., 
Chariqiny -------'-----T--~ Third World (Washlnqton, P.C.: --..-.-&-. _~-_-__--I- Overseas Develop- 
merit council, 1377) p. 143. 
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of the new subcommittee. The Subcommittee and i.ts Working 
Group arc both chaired hy Agriculture as is the WorkLng 
Group's Committee on Title I. The Title XI Committee is 
chaired by AID. The agency membership in the Subcommittee 
and Working Group is the same as the membership in the ald 
ISC structure: Agriculture, State, AID, Treasury, OMB and 
the NSC staff. 

The ISC made decisions by consensus and so does the new 
subcommi t tee and Working Group. Under the ISC, the ability of 
any member to veto a proposed action tended to delay program 
decisons; often the Secretary of State and the Assistant to 
the President for National Security Affairs became the P.L. 
480 program officers, making final decisions. The creation 
of an Assistant Secretary level, or Deputy Assistant Secre- 
tary-level, subcommittee, whose members have some policy 
authority, has apparently had some useful effect in facili- 
tating the decision process despite the continuation of a 
consensus process of decisionmaking, (In practice, the mem- 
bers of the Subcommittee meet only when major disputes require 
resolution; at other times, the level of representation--and, 
indeed, the individual participants--are indistinguishable 
from the Working Group.) 

Under the new arrangements disagreements not resolved in 
the Subcommi.tee are to be taken to the DCC, and, if necessary, 
to the Policy Review Committee (PRC) of the NSC, just as in 
the case of the other DCC subcommittees. In reality, the 
DCC and the PRC have typically been bypassed and decisions 
have been made in the White House wi.thout such review. A 
subcabinet-level Presidental Working Group on Food and Agri- 
cultural Policy, created in 1977, which is concerned with 
overall U.S. agricultural policy, could become involved in 
food aid issues, but there is no evidence that such issues 
have been discussed in this forum. They would be most likely 
to come to this group in a food crisis situation where the 
link between domestic and foreign agricultural policies be-, 
comes critical. u 

The Food Aid Subcommittee determined that its initial 
tasks would be (1) to focus on policy issues and on the pre- 
pration of policy guidelines (including an agreed definition 
of key concepts) and to ensure that such guidance was imple- 
mented and evaluated; (2) to review Agriculture's Task Force 
report on the operation of P.L. 480; lJ (3) to decide issues 

l-/The Task Force included interagency and private sector 
representation. 
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referred to it by its Working Group; (4) to assure that budget 
guidance for food aid programs is coordinated with budgets 
for other development programs; (5) to review country and 
commodity allocations; and (6) to coordinate P.L. 480 activi- 
ties with other food and agriculture development programs. 

If Treasury's attitudes have been crucial to the deter- 
mination of policy towards the MDBs, Agriculture's attitude 
and role has been central over the years to the operation 
of the P.L. 480 program. The present leadership in Agricul- 
ture has more interest in, and knowledge of, development 
matters than has been characteristic of past high-level USDA 
leadership. An indication of this interest was the creation 
by the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs and Com- 
modity Programs, A/ within his office, of a new Office of 
International Cooperation and Development. This office pro- 
vides leadership to the international activities of Agricul- 
ture, coordinating the relevant work of the Foreign Agricul- 
tural Service and the Office of General Sales Manager and 
providing the leadership and staff for Agriculture's partici- 
pation in the DCC system. 

As in the case of the DCC's Subcommittee on Multilateral 
Assistance, the principal work of the Food Aid Subcommittee 
has been done in its Working Group which continues the pro- 
gram review activities of the ISC in much the same manner 
as the ISC. The Working Group is somewhat more effective 
than the ISC because of a somewhat greater degree of policy 
consensus, strong Agriculture leadership and a subcommittee 
above it which has some ability to resolve disputes that the 
Working Group cannot resolve. The handling of policies and 
programs under each of the P.L. 480 titles is somewhat dif- 
ferent and each deserves brief description. 

The programming process for Title I is initiated in the 
field where AID missions, working closely with host govern- 
ments, develop programs which include understandings as to 
self-help measures to be initiated by the government. Self- 
help agreements cover the use of local currency proceeds gen- 
erated by sale of the commodities provided. In Washington, 
Agriculture has the lead responsibility for developing Title 
I programs on the basis of field proposals and for submit- 
ting those programs to the DCC Working Group. After Working 
Group approval and clearance of loan terms through the NAC, 
agreements are negotiated under the leadership of the U.S. 
ambassador. Procurement, shipping and the like are handled 
by Agriculture. 

L/The position has since been upgraded to the llnder Secre- 
tary level. 
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Wow far Title I sales serve development purposes depends 
U$>On such factors as the quality of national and U.S. field 
mission planning; the specificity of self-help measures and 
the degree of compliance with them; the extent to which 
foreign policy or immediate balance of payments considera- 
t i on s are overriding; and the degree to which pressures for 
disposal af particular U.S. commodities are determinant. With 
respect to the last, the current administration in Agriculture 
takes credit for having successfully resisted pressures for 
disposal of unwanted rice through Title I sales, insisting 
instead on the creation of a rice stockpile. 

Basic responsibility for planning and programming of the 
Title II food donations program rests with the voluntary agen- 
cies or the World Food Program which administer the program 
in the field. (70 percent is administered by the voluntary 
agencies.) Annual programs based upon multi-year plans and 
UEJOI-I Washington guidelines for the annual budget submission 
are prepared by the voluntary agencies; reviewed by the AID 
mission; submitted as part of the country aid budget; and 
reviewed by a Title II Committee consisting of AID (Chair- 
man), USDA, and OMB. The Committee concentrates on the larg- 
est programs and those raising important issues or proposing 
large chtinges in program. Disputes are resolved in the 
Working Group or the DCC Food Aid Subcommittee. 

Our separate study l-/ has found that the Title II pro- 
g ram I s deficiencies in meeting the objectives of the New 
Directions aid legislation are related to the limitations of 
the administrative and physical infrastructures of the host 
countries and the voluntary agencies. We found, as a con- 
sequence, little correlation between country program size and 
indices of national poverty. The voluntary agencies insist 
upon their full independence from the U.S. Government and the 
Government respects such independence. Because of their 
autonomy, the various voluntary agencies often pursue,differ- 
ent policies and practices in administering the Title II 
Food donation program. As a consequence of the dominant role 
of the voluntary agencies, the Title II program tends to be 
looked upon by AID as a program administered by those agencies 
rather than as a development resource. The aid agency needs, 
therefore, to be more involved in determining the shape of 
the Title II program. 

l.~/'"Changes Needed in the Administration of the Overseas Food 
Donation Program" (ID-79-25, Oct. 15, 1979). 
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Title III appeared to promise much, but so far has 
delivered relatively little. In almost two years it has 
been on the books, four country programs have been approved 
with a total value of $85 million. Part of the reason for 
ttle slow progress is that it has not been a very attractive 
program to recipient countries. Since the terms for Title 
I are sufficiently generous to provide, according to the De- 
partment of Agriculture's estimate, a "grant element" which 
is as high as 68 percent over the repayment period, there 
is relatively little incentive to take advantage of the debt 
forgiveness provision of Title III. (Inflation would tend 
to further reduce the real repayment obligation.) In return 
for a multi-year food aid commitment, the recipient is ask- 
ed under Title III to allow the United States to participate 
in development policy decisions relating to the use of local 
proceeds. (The difference between Titles I and III is not 
absolute since under Title I countries are required to agree 
to self-help measures, but these are often rather vague and 
general.) 

A further problem, which is of more immediate relevance 
to the present study, has been the continuing dispute between 
AID and Agriculture over the focus of development programs 
under Title III and over the related question of lead respon- 
sibility for the administration of the Title. Although the 
1977 legislation includes nutrition, health services, and 
population planning as well as agricultural and rural develop- 
ment among developm,ent goals of Title III programming, Agri- 
culture has argued that programming should focus wholly on 
food production and rural employment generation. Health, 
nutrition and population planning are seen only as adjuncts 
of such %ural development purposes. AID on the other hand, 
takes a broeider view of the purposes of the title, under- 
standing them to embrace most of the objectives of the New 
Directions aid legislation, whether in urban or rural set- 
tings. I 

Agriculture and AID accept the President's decision, made 
in connection with action on the IDCA reorganization plan, 
that Title III should continue to be jointly administered. 
There remains, however, some difference of view over which 
agency shall have lead responsibility. Agriculture sees it- 
self as I'laying a co-equal role in the development of pro- 
grams under the title. Agriculture officials argue that AID 
lacks the capability for the preparation of adequate agri- 
cultural development plans; that it has insufficient agri- 
cultural economists for this purpose; and that AID's agricul- 
tural specialists tend to be out of date. It argues that 
Title III is an integral part of Title I for which Agriculture 
has lead responsibility. AID, however, sees the program as 
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c1ost:~J.y linked to ether development programs under its in- 
fluence and control and therefore a program in which it should 
play the leading role. 

These differences over the program and its administration 
were reflected in somewhat contradictory messages on the pro- 
gram which AID and Agriculture sent to country missions. AID 
took the lead in drafting instructions on the Food for Devel- 
opment procgram in November 1977 and again in November 1978, 
Both messa~es~ which were cleared with Agriculture, took the 
broader view of the purposes of Title III. In April 1979, 
however, Agriculture issued its own instructions to agricul- 
t u r a 1. c"\ t. t a c h e F.5 , separately encouraging them (in consultation 
with AID) to czlenerate Title III projects and indicating that 
USDA would give priority to those projects with an agricul- 
tural/rural focus. Thil; message, to the dismay of AID offi- 
cials, was not cleared with AID prior to transmission. To 
date, all the Title IT1 programs that have been approved have 
been developed by AIL!, Agriculture, however, is said to be 
staffing up .in order to play a larger role in the Food for 
Development Program, Tt is evident that" as Agriculture has 
come to take a greater interest. in development, it has also 
sought to play a larger role,, 

Most of the work of the DCC Subcommittee on Food Aid has 
consisted of the P.L, 480 program review activity of its 
Wcrrkinq Group which is aCCon?pli !;hed in much the same fashion 
as under the old Interagency Staff Committee. In addition 
to seeking to resolve disputes in the Working Group, the 
Subcommittee proper has reviewed the overall P.L. 480 budget 
and tile 1eveJ.s of commodities allocated to the program. It 
has also periodically corlsidered country or topical issues 
pZlpCi?rS * The latter have included such subjects as policy to- 
ward development, P.L. 480 definitions, Title III, and general 
food aid policy. As elsewhere in the DCC, discussion of 
these papers has not been for the purpose of developing'policy 
directives but for the general education of *the members of 
the committee. While such discussions may have had some ef- 
fects upon policies and p%ograms, such effects are obviously 
subtle, irrdi rect and d.iffic:ult to identify with specificity. 

COORDINATVION ARRANGEMHNTS : SOME PROBLEMS -,1---11,-,--1----11 ,,lllll.---.-._.--- -""- ..e..--.v.-.- -- 

From one point of viewl the DCC Subcommittee, its Working 
Group and the committees on each of the P.L. 480 titles can 
be seen as yui te successful operations. The program review 
prCXk~SS-- with the exception of Title III--is well institution- 
alized as a consequence of the many years of experience with 
the ISC, and the recent creation of a policy-level subcom- " 
mittee has facilitated the resolution of disputes. The sys- 
tem works in the sense that a complex set of potentially 
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conflicting objectives are reconciled or compromised in the 
context of a proposed country program. In these several 
respects the system is very much like the MDB project review 
system. It reflects the American way of government--govern- 
ment on an ad hoc, case-by-case basis and there is much to be 
said for it. But the system has some deficiencies. 

Countinuing Conflicts Over Program Objectives. The 
multiplicity of objectives and the conflicts over which ob- 
jectives should have priority has been the central problem 
of the food aid program to which the present coordination 
system is addressed. To some considerable extent these con- 
flicts are inescapable and can be resolved only through a 
bureaucratic political process. State and AID will inevi- 
tably do battle over the political versus the developmental 
uses of food and Agriculture will necessarily be concerned 
with the implications of food aid for the welfare of American 
agriculture. 

The conflicts are accentuated by the fact that, while 
the greater emphasis upon developmental and humanitarian pur- 
poses is accepted at higher levels in the agencies concerned, 
this emphasis has filtered down much less to working levels 
where traditional attitudes remain relatively unchanged. 

The lack of any reasonably comprehensive and systematic 
effort to assess the success of P.L. 480 programs in achieving 
their several objectives, such as market development and var- 
ious economic development purposes, means that the debate 
takes place without the benefit of a factual and analytic 
context which might lead to more informed decisionmaking. 

Continuing problems with respect to responsibility for 
Title III. Although AID and Agriculture officially support 
existing arrangements for the administration of Title III, 
it is evident that the question of authority has not been 
fully and satisfactorily resolved. Agriculture's view of the 
goals of the program are different from AID's and it seeks 
to play an expanded role in Title III programing. While 
there is an obvious sense in which Title III is, as Agricul- 
ture claims, an integral part of Title I, since it involves 
forgiveness of Title I repayment obligations, there is no 
inherent link between the design of Title III programs and 
the administration of Title I. Developing and monitoring 
Title III programs are clearly development planning and 
administration functions that are most appropriately per- 
formed by the development agency. At the same time, so long 
as Agriculture has primary responsibility for Title I, there 
must also be close cooperation between AID and Agriculture 
in the negotiation of Title I programs with a Title III 
adjunct. 
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There ic also said to be a great deal of confusion in 
the field as to the administration of Title III. Such con- 
fusion is not helped by the issuance of instructions from 
Agriculture which appear to contradict previously agreed 
interagency instructions. 

%lect of Inter-Program Coordination. The existing --* 
system i~~~pied with attempting to reconcile the vari- 
ous purposes of the food aid program as reflected in the 
views of various 1J.S. agencies. There has been relatively 
little attention to the relationship between the develop- 
ment aspects of the P.L. 480 program and other development 
programs and activities. Although AID is deeply involved 
in the process of programing food assistance, its Food for 
Peace Office, which handles P.L. 480, has traditionally been 
poorly integrated into the rest of AID and inadequately cog- 
nizant of its activities. The new Country Development Strategy 
Statements (CDSS) appear, on the basis of a sampling, to make 
relatively little progress in integrating P.L. 480 with other 
program planning, although there are some individual excep- 
tions. The U.S. has not yet found a satisfactory vehicle for 
relating the food aid program to overall country development 
and to country aid strategies, though the CDSS could become 
such a vehicle. (AID will seek to rectify this deficiency 
in the CDSS's, requesting the field missions to pay more at- 
tention to P.L. 480 and to its relationship to other devel- 
opment aid when the next set of such strategy statements are 
prepared.) 

There has also been a neglect of the relationship be- 
tween 1J.S. food aid programs and other bilateral and multi- 
lateral programs relating to food production and agricultural 
development. The relationship of the U.S. program to the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development has, for ex- 
ample, been virtually ignored, While there has been some 
informal communication and coordination with other food do- 
nors (Canada, Australia, European Economic Community coun- 
tries), it is minimal and is not related to the U.S. food 
aid decisionmaking process. 

Leficiencies in Subcommittee Operations. There are a -.- ----..- 
number of particular problems with theoperations of the sub- 
committee and its working group. Though the subcommittee has 
met more regularly than other DCC subcommittees, the level of 
representation in the subcommittee has shown some tendency 
to decline, suggesting a declining commitment and interest. 
In common with other DCC subcommittees, the work of the Food 
Aid Subcommittee has often had a lower priority within the 
agencies than other current activities of those agencies. 
The Subcommittee is a policy body, but, like the other DCC 
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Subcommi. ttees, it, has (3or1e :I.i.ttle to develop new po.ljcy. It 
has di scussed a few policy pape~s~ but without any intent to 
produce an agreed policy sratement. Moreover p much i:eci sion- 
making with respect to FL I,. 480 programs occurs informally 
outside the subcommitte~7~ :;tructti,re I 

The Office of Management and Budget continues %c:; play 
an important and broadly dcitinet-l role in the Working Group; 
a role considered by many in !iqr.iculture and AID to be dis- 
proportionate to the legitirn?r~~: concerns of OMB with the 
program. OMB'S role grew form;:! 7 :i or:lt of the fact 4:?lat IJSDA's 
Commodity Credi t Corporation II>!" “r.lie authority to finance pro- 
grams out of revolviny funds ai?. l.evels which exceedlclri a single 
year's P.I;. 480 appropriations. Th i. s ha s caused CM!! to play 
a larger than usual oversight role with respect to ?:his pro- 
gram to ensure that expenditure Levels are compatiblf:I with 
the President's budget, However, L<:C no longer has !I;uch au- 
thority and OMB’s role has expanded beyond oversight in any 
commonly understood sense of the term into A '+eep irr;Jolvement 
in day-to-day program planning. With congrcsr~.Ir~nnl ‘::stab- 
li shment of specifications for country eligil,bilI x t..yr ~b+.nimum 
1 C? v c 1. s for Titl.es II and III and the like, the r)rigirl.;lI. just- 
ification for the OMB role has been weakenPi! 

OMB argues that, because of unpredicNble v~?:iat:!or,s in 
worldwide crop conditions, the P.L,. 400 budget i one 01: the 
most uncertain; that the interagency process t.i::~:r!:, to pro- 
duce lowest-common-denominator decisions to p3t~.:+~t!2 with all 
proposed programs; that pressure for supp9.emer~t;~; appropr'i 
tions is therefore common. If y however I tt- c? 'I:K,?q U?i rector 
is to be the President's development coordinstor, it does not 
seem appropriate that OMB should continue to pe,rform the over- 
all Presidential staff advisory function for the program. 
Other agencies (e-g., Treasury) with <.i very perip!leral rela- 
tionship to the program are menhers of t.he Serbcomnni ttee and 
Working Group. While Treasury has played an appr;-~;ry,L~i.at.~Iy 
back seat role in recent mor,t.I~,~,, it l:aa ~2~~n?ziderab?e poten- 
tial for interventiorr and I'* ~~,rn:Ed s:1;3y a FTICSPCY activist role 
under diffrrent ‘I’reasI,1~‘~6,~ ler3d;~.*.:;!ilp * 

To sum up, that aspect of the DCC coordination IJ~' P,L. 
480 that, has been most effective is the aspect. wit.?1 which 
there has been a very long experience ---the program approval 
process for Titles I and II curk.ently conducted k);t the Work- 
ing Group. inrnt the DCC system can be said to w’~~r’Jc ~3.3. only 
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if one defines its objectives narrowly. It provides generally 
adequate interagency coordination, but does little to promote 
interprogram coordination. 
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COORDINATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES OF "-"-- -.-- 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS --- 

The United States has a substantial investment in the 
United Nations system. The President recently reaffirmed the 
U.S. commitment to support the U.N. system, stating that 
"the United States will make the fullest possible use of 
the United Nations to assist in solving the many political, 
economic, legal, and humanitarian problems that press upon 
the international community." The U.S. continues to be the 
largest financial supporter of the U.N. family of organi- 
zations, and the absolute size of the American contritxltion 
has steadily risen though its relative contribution has de- 
clined. The fiscal year 1979 U.S. assessment for the U.N. 
and its specialized agencies is estimated at over $273 mil- 
lion or about 24 percent of total assessed budgets. U.S. 
contributions to voluntary programs are estimated at another 
$244 million, or about 25 percent of all voluntary contri- 
butions. 

As the size, scope, and importance of multilateral 
programs have increased, the quality of U.S. participation 
in the international organizations has failed to keep 
pace. One of the most recent in a long series of reports 
on the subject by us concluded that there is "a continuing 
lack of unified policy, direction, and coordination with 
respect to U.S. participation" _1/ in most of the U.N. sys- 
tem. The State Department agrees. In a comment on executive 
branch coordination last year, it concluded: "The U.S. Gov- 
ernment faces a growing problem of being unable to speak 
to international organizations with sufficient policy coher- 
ence to have the influence we want,... Adequate coordination 
does not exist today among the various U.S. Cavernment agen- 
cies involved." 

The complex array of international organizations and 
the diversity of their activities complicates U.S. parti- 
cipation. The IO programs involve a broad-range of 
activities-- developmental, humanitiarian, scientific, 
educational, and cultural-- which engage the interests, 
and encourage the involvement, of a large number of U.S. 
agencies in the development of U.S. policy. Although the 
management of U.S. participation in the U.N. system has 
been the responsibility of the Secretary of State, the IO 

yu.s. Participation in International Organizations," (ID- 
77-36 June 24, 1977) 
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Dureau of State Department has 1.i ttle technical expertise in 
the functions and programs of t-he various international 
organi zations and, consequently I tends to rely largely upon 
the relevant “domestic” agencies for advice. But because 
the United States has mulfAp1.e goals in these international 
bodies and because of the parochial orientations of the 
domestic agencies, they have, at times worked at cross- 
p urpo se s with each ot-her and with State. IEloreover, there 
has often been insufficient- attention to the development 
dimensions of policies and programs. 

Efforts during the past year to strengthen the State 
Departmentfs management of U.S. participation in the IO’s 
and to improve interagency coordination produced,, little 
improvement, Neither the new 50 policy Management Process 
nor the new DCC Subcommittee on Internat.ional Organizations 
(DCC/IO) has so far provided an effective means of coordi- 
nation among agencies or among programs. 

In designing a system of development coordination to 
cover IO activities, one problem has been to identify which 
organizations fihould be included. There are approximately 
15 organizations in which the United States participates 
that were created specifically t.o provide technical, develop- 
mental or humani tarian assistance, The assistance activities 
of these organizations are financed out of "voluntary" contri- 
butions, The United States has opposedI in principle, the 
use of funds from assessed contributions for technical as- 
sistance programs on the grounds that member governments 
should be free to decide which programs they will assist and 
at what levels. However I there has been an increasing ten- 
dency in some organizations to use funds from their regular, 
assessed budgets for assistance to Third World countries, 
often at the expense of the organization's traditional func- 
tions which are related to the needs of all member govern- 
ments. This tendency has fueled an international debate and 
affected the Administration's recent decisions as to which 
international organizations should be included within the 8l8 
authority of the newly established IDCA Director. Consistent 
with the U.S, Government's position on aid from assessed con- 
tributions, only organizations with assistance activities 
financed from voluntary contributions have been included. 
That means that some organizations with substantial assistance 
programs --the W.N, Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 
and the World Health Organization (WHO) in particular--will 
remain under the lead responsibility of the Secretary of State 
since the 1J.S. does not make voluntary contributions to these 
organizations. 
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO INFLUENCE 

With the increasing proliferation and expanding member- 
ships of international organizations, with the growing 
number of development activities initiated by such organ- 
izations, and with the increasing injection of North- 
South political issues into UN debates, it has become 
more and more difficult for the United States to influence 
such organizations. U.S. objections to multilateral pro- 
grams or U.S. attempts to slow down the growth of IO budgets 
tend to be viewed by the developing countries as denials 
of the Third World's aspirations for development as re- 
flected in their demands for a New International Economic 
Order. Although the fact that the United States is the larg- 
est contributor to the U.N. system gives the United States 
somewhat more influence than other states, American voting 
strength is no greater than any other member. 

In addition to being the largest contributor, the 
United States has some other sources of influence, the ex- 
tent of which varies from one international organization 
to another. In some organizations, the United States may 
be on the Executive Board or its equivalent. It may also 
be a member of regional governing bodies where they exist 
(e.g., two of the six WHO regional commissions). U.S. bi- 
lateral aid efforts and U.S. technical expertise may give it 
a leading role in a particular field (e.g., health, popu- 
lation). In some cases (e.g., UE!DP and UNICEF) Americans 
are the top administrators. While the United States scru- 
pulously avoids instructing such international civil ser- 
vants, their American professional background and experience 
naturally has some influence on their orientations. 

There are at least four kinds of processes through 
which the United States can seek to influence the develop- 
ment assistance activities of international .organizations: 
(1) formal program and budget meetings he14 by each of 

*the agencies (e.g., UNDP's Governing Council; WHO's Executive 
Board, Program Committee and the World Health Assembly; and 
FAO's Program and Finance Committees and the FAO Council); 
(2) donor meetings, such as aid consortia or consultative 
groups and the Geneva Groups of major Western donors; (3) 
formal regional meetings of international organizations 
and informal meetings on regional programs between AID and 
international organizations; and (4) informal contacts in- 
country and at headquarters between American aid officials 
and representatives of the 10s. 

The U.S. Government is represented in the formal meet- 
ings of the international organizations by delegations which 
generally include representatives of State Department and 
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the relr.~~ant Pun{: ti'c.,rlsi dgencics (e.g n , AID, USDA, HEW) . 
Mc:tt i I>!]:" r) t \ bt: IJNI;I~ E:,of./ernihg Council focus on the UNI?P 5- 
y r> a 1: 'CI Cd 1 I k 1 1. x y 1 ' L'OCmj 1; rfrrl !' ilnd other broad issues. FAQ's Program 
0 f wo t 1'1 : 114.1 I :: 11ri 'Jr:,: t: i.iri.2 prepared biennially and reviewed by 
t.hfl i”/;( j iC,uI’~t :i .!. iC>r aEL’pXXIWdl . The U.S. has formal opportuni- 
or r~,-; I c) i.r~Eluen~:e the work of WHO at several junctures. The 
\rii I'j ~:r'~l~artls a general G-year program of work which is ap- 
p~'c"rreil kJy the Wor3.d Health Assembly, consisting of all member 
c~o\~6:rr~me?nts. Within this program framework and tentative 
hrir.iqet ~lllocations made t..o the regions by the Director Gen- 
t?t.t.il # tl~u biennisl program:; are prepared at the regional 
.il r,vcl ilr~.l ~!re:~~cnted to members of the respective regional 
corllrni I ,‘PS for comment and approval. Regional program pro- 
pos;ll.. I: vi* 1..:ien forwarded to WHO headquarters for review 
anil r.(:~rl.,c;I i.dation into the Organization's proposed program. 
Thi:; 1~l oqram is examined in detail by the Executive Board 
(ai cd11 I c:h the U.S. is a member) and its conclusions and 

1.‘cc:cJlnI;r~uidations art! submitted to the World Health Assembly 
1:(1r 1:i tr;:l. approval * 

1 1 
1, '-:!::t.:-; of factors affect the possibilities for U.S. 

inf 21 '.~~_lr~ I' through these formal meetings. The first set 
relate-: 1.0 the nature of the planning programing and budget- 
ing prl 11 :e:,sc?s n Broadly speaking , planning and programing 
i s y u .i. y: ,lecentralized and dominated by a combination of 
se]. f--r1 i, d; i7i::d country needs, the views of functional special- 
ist:. i:, Dali the Director Generals of the organizations. 

!JNL)I" programing begins with indicative planning figures 
pro;-!drect in advance of the five-year planning cycle on the 
basis of projected funding from member governments, These 
figures d+:veloped by the Secretariat are subject to Governing 
Council approval. Allocation formulas, based principally 
or; populativrl and GNP per capita, determine the level of 
funding availnhle to each country. Country programs are 
develop& by the recipient countries themselves, although 
general guidance regarding sectoral distribution of develop- 
ment activities is often provided by the Sec.retariat and 
the LJNDP Resident Representative. Technical advice to re- 
cipient c:ountries on projects comes mainly from the L1.N. 
specialized agencies and programs which administer develop- 
ment programs on behalf of the UNDP. 

Wi ti; variations, the general approach to planning of 
othc:r international organizations whose activities are fi- 
nanced by voluntary contributions involves three elements. 
Grou'ps of functional specialists from members states 
define broad lines of effort which are embodied in short 
to medium term plans. These plans or work programs are 
approved by member governments through the organizations" 
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general governing bodies. Broad plans are translated into 
country programs and projects & recipient countries, working 
with the staffs of the international organizations. Country 
programs are cumulated in overall budgets which are submitted 
for approval by the organizations' general governing bodies. 
By the time budgets are considered, however, the organizations 
are already committed to a set of country programs and pro- 
jects which, it is typically argued, were authorized by the 
original plans. Hence, the definition of broad programs 
and plans by the functional specialists and the determi- 
nation by recipient countries and by the Director Generals 
and their international staffs of country programs essenti- 
ally determine the programs of the organizations. 

In the case of WHO, where the regional offices play an 
important role in the planning and programing process, it is 
generally agreed among the member nations that they will not 
discuss individual country projects after they are incor- 
porated in regional program documents. Discussion centers, 
instead, on intercountry and interregional programs. 

The FAO budget does not provide enough detail to allow 
U.S. agencies to deal with the substance of the programs. 
Moreover, the budget reviews concentrate almost exclusively 
on the regular, assessed budget, largely bypassing the two- 
thirds of FAO's expenditures which come from voluntary con- 
tributions and which mainly support developmental activities. 
(As previously noted, the United States does not make volun- 
tary contributions to FAO.) 

The second kind of factor which affects U.S. influence 
in formal meetings of international organizations is the 
introduction of international political issues, including 
major North-South issues, into the deliberations. Much of 
the energy in the periodic meetings of international organiza- 
tions is devoted to such issues. 

Meetings of donor countries are important forums for the 
exercise of U.S. influence and coordination among bilateral 
and multilateral donors. Country aid consortia or consul- 
tative groups provide formal development coordination on 
a country or regional basis, The groups, which meet once or 
twice a year and are chaired by a World Bank official, examine 
country programs and exchange informatian. The U.S. also 
participates in the Geneva Groups (first based in Geneva, 
but now also in New York, Paris and Rome), which are con- 
sultative groups composed of the major western donors to the 
international organizations, and that are concerned with 
budget totals and administrative questions. 
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The United States is a member of two of WHO's six 
regionad. committees (Arrrerican and Western Pacific). These 
committees are closer to the regional and country levels 
where policy and program decisions are generally made. To 
facilitate development coordination on a regional basis, 
AID met with FAG last year to discuss problems in Africa 
and possible ways of dealing with them. A similar meeting 
was planned for 1979 to review problems in another region, 
most likely Asia. 

Liaison activities with the United Nations and its 
specialized agencies are carried out through seven U.S. 
missions which are headed by State Department officials 
b.it also backstopped by personnel from the relevant domestic 
agencies. For example, a Public Health Attache, funded by 
HEW, supports the U.S. mission in Geneva, reporting through 
the U,S. Ambassador to the European Office of the United 
Nations to the State IO Bureau on WHO activities; a USDA 
official is part of the U.S. mission to FAO; and AID has 
representatives in the USUN mission in New York. AID also 
has annual meetings with the WHO leadership to discuss pro- 
gram areas of common interest (e.g., primary health care, 
family health, population, nutrition, tropical diseases, 
environment, and women in development) and to encourage 
closer coordination of the development assistance activities 
of the two ageneies. 

Many U,S. officials believe that, since key program 
decisions, particularly on sectoral priorities, are made 
at the country levelI the most effective way to coordinate 
aid activities is to encourage in-country exchange between 
the AID Mission Director and IO personnel. Particularly 
important is the UNDP Resident Representative, whol under 
arrangements now being worked out* will generally be de- 
signated by the U.N. Secretary General as the lead person/ 
coordinator of all U.N. development activities in the field 
and who will often chair in-country donor meetings. The 
State Department and AID also require U.S. embassies and 
aid missions to prepare regular reports evaluating new or 
ongoing UNDP programs in their countries. Most AID field 
missions1 however, concentrate on the implementation and 
administration of the American bilateral assistance program 
and give very litt.le attention to multilateral activities. 

It is evident from our brief description of IO policy 
processes that the possibilities for U,S. influence are 
limited and" often, indirect. If the Director General or 
the field representative of a U.N, organization happens 
to have views that are similar to those of U.S. represen- 
tatives, there may be relatively considerable opportunities 







Iwxj r-am * IIlfW was consulted on the WHO Action Program; USDA 
prcnridctl rm input for the PA0 Action Proyram. The lack of 
YTWKC~ f:X”b~insi.WE! i k"ktcx:agency 1.JCIrt.i cpati on in the new system 
may !iave reflected the generally held view that the Action 
Prorj~~ams wer~c internal State Department management tools. 
'l'hl! I.0 Bureau has noted that, in the future, it intends to 
involve other Executive Branch agencies more fully and to 
pl.acch a greater emphasis upon developmental issues. 

In view of these problems, the policy guidance benefits 
of the 1979 Action Program documents have been minimal, 
The Assistant Secretary of State for International Organi- 
zaticn Affairs has characterized the utility of the initial 
programs as "limited, at best." Nonetheless, State/IO 
officials consider the initial round as having had edu- 
cational benefits. It highlighted the Bureau's need to 
know more about the substantive operations and orientation 
of the international organizations and programs, and not to 
limit its concerns simply to procedural and political matters. 
In our recent update review of U.S. participation in the 
IOs!-l~/ we concluded that the policy management process is a 
SerlOUS ,first attempt to come to grips with the need for com- 
prehensive policy statements for the IOs, but that process 
needed fuller and more consistent support from the Department. 

The Action Proyrams have suffered from other! perhaps 
more basic, defects as instruments for the coordinatiork of 
U.S, wiews ark development issues, It is difficult to ensure 
that their time phasing coincides with IO budget and program 
cyclc?s. Because they are comprehensive statements, dealing 
with many non-development issues, it is difficult, though 
not intrinsically impossible, to ensure that they pay ade- 
quate attention to development issues. Although the 'UNDP 
and WHO Action Programs necessarily dealt with development 
activities, the issues raised in them were mainly organiza- 
tiona.l and managerial in character. The PA0 program raised 
more substantive deVeIopnkentZ issues. The organization and 
management emphasis is not surprising, given the decentra- 
lized character of the programing process in most of the 
organizations and the difficulty, therefore, of influencing 
that" process * Little attempt was made to relate W.N. pro- 
grams to other multilateral programs or to U,S. bilateral 
programs. In this respect they reflected a common deficiency 
of other IXC caordination efforts. In sum, while the Action 

lJ"U,S. Participation in the united Nations: An Upda,te," 
(ID-79-26, August 10, 1979). 
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Programs have greater potential then they have so far demon- 
strated as vehicles for development coordination, it is 
still uncertirin whether they can successfully serve as pri- 
mary vehicles for such coordination. 

When the Development Coordination Committee was restruct- 
used in May 1978, a Subcommittee on International Organiza- 
tions (DCC/IO) was established. Chaired by the Assistant 
Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs, 
it is responsible for the IO developmental a.ctivi ties which 
the U, S e supports through voluntary or assessed contributions. 
Representation on the DCC/IQ includes the Departments of State, 
Transportation, Commerce, Interior, Labor, Housing and Urban 
Uevolopment , Bealth, Education, and Welfare, Energy, Treasury 
and nyricu1ture, the office of Management and Budget, the 
Agency for, International Development, the Environmental Pro- 
tectiour Agency and the National Security Council St.aff. 

A work plan drawn up by the IQ Bureau outlined the re- 
sponF;i tji 1 tics of the DCC/‘IO Subcommi ttee z (1) Review, from 
a detrc:lcrprnerrta.L perspective c proposed Action Programs. The 
Suhcommi f-tc2e" 53 views would be taken into account by the IQ 
Bureau w1lcn preparing final drafts of Programs. (2) Partici- 
pate in the preparation and review of the ATD Admi.nistrator’ s 
annual. aid policy statement to ensure that. multilateral de- 
velopmental activities were given adequate consideration. 
(3) I?r(,vide advice and assistance on the level and type of 

U. S l eoIit:ri butions to mul. ti lateral agencies e The subcommittee 
was also to be concerned with a ssessing the total develop- 
ment,al cbflort of multilateral agenciesl clarifyin~~ budget 
rcwpone:;ilrJi .I i. ty for multilI.ateraI developmental activities and 
ElrO~)OSi MJ IIlCaKlS for Ei s%essiny the impact of multilateral de- 
velopmtlr~t.al assi. stance. (4) -Ensure that positions taken by 
1J.S. rcprrbsentatives are the product of prior consulUtation 
and coordination so that policies in each IO are consistent 
and reflect overall U.S. developmental goals and objectives. 

Mesrsured against this work plan, the performance of the 
Ic) Subcommittee to date has been disappointing. While 
offici al k; from member agencies believe it offers an op- 
portuni t-y to enhance interagency communication and to in- 
fluence t:Eie policy process of the IO Rureau, it is yenerally 
agreetj that the Subcommittee has been under-utilized and 
has dorrc I.ittle to improve overall coordination of develop- 
ment. activities. The IO Subcommittee has provided some 
good i ntcraqency exchange on some important issues--a major 
problem i s that it has not met frequently enough., In its 
first year of operation, the Subcommi.ttee was convened only 
five times. 
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The i ni ti al meeting dealt with procedural, matters * The 
second w;l:s dedicated to interagency veview of the FY 1980 
i nternational organizations budget proposal for voluntary 
c 0 I i t r: i t41 u t i 0 n i; prepared by the State I0 Bureau. It is said 
t.cj have l~cen a valuable discussion. Agency representatives 
rchacteci 11.0 the iJroposed level of funding for particular 
110 ~,r~c,qrtlr~ls and exchanged views; on broader issues such as the 
nlr.:ed to es tabli sh priori ti. es among the proposed contributions 
and the relationship between voluntary and assessed contri.- 
b u t i o rl s 1 Because the Subcorrmittee review took place before 
t-he pr~oposal had been submi.tt:ed to AID, the IO Bureau was 
ak11e to take account of agency comments before completing 
1 t.s s~~tirn’i. ssion. The third meeti.ng was devoted to discus- 
si.on ok: the measures the U,S. could take to strengthen U.N. 
nutri tion activities. Issues rcllated to the U.N. conference 
ori Tt2chnological Cooperation among Developing Countries were 
(1 i CTf. u:,:!:;ed at. the fourth Subcommittee meetiny . The FAO Action 
proi, I~‘aTl~ !:!eci Fi <.)1! MeJT.c.orand\.?~’ was 
Al t.I’mlJh no 

reviewed at. the fifth meeting. 
i nterayeni’y consensus was reached y the proposed 

(;(?ci C’ i.<Jfl IIl~r!lc~~bXldU~!l Cjel’lex-ated a qood di scussi.on between AID 

anti it3t.e t1’r-r tire issue of the pr.6priet.y of funding technical 
ii 6 5 j. 5: t a i’i c: e i..lc* t:ivi ti es from assessed contributions; 
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The Interagency Working Group, which replaced the FAO 
Interagency Committee , performs a variety of specific func- 
tions: development of policy concerning food and agricul- 
tural organizations, program and budget reviews, nominations 
of delegations to conferences , preparation of position papers, 
and other activities. Its scope of responsibility extends 
not only to FAO but also to the World Food Council, the Inter- 
national Fund for Agricultural Development and other food 
and agriculture organizations. There are 14 committees under 
the Working Group, usually chaired by CrSDA officials, deal- 
ing with such issues as food aid, rural development; animal 
health, commodities, nutrition, technical agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries. The Working Group has considered 
requesting a DCC/IO Subcommittee discussion of the FAO Tech- 
nical Cooperation Program because of its use of assessed 
contributions for technical assistance, but the USDA of- 
ficials decided against such action because the Subcommittee 
meets too infrequently. The Working Group is generally 
viewed by its members as an effective body for the discus- 
sion of international faod and agriculture issues. 

A final interagency coordination mechanism which pre- 
dated the new DCC structure is the United Nations Economic 
Committee (UNEC). UNEC is a working-level body that serves 
as a coordinating mechanism for the assignment, development 
and clearance of position papers for U.S. delegations for 
major U.N. meetings. It coordinates U.S. positions for the 
U.N. General Assembly, Economic and Social Council, U.N. 
Industrial Development Organization, U.N. Children's Fund, 
UNDP, and other 1J.M. organizations. Positions for FAO are 
established through the Interagency Working Group; for WHO, 
through the DCC International Health Subcommittee. UNEC 
is chaired by officials of the State Department and its 
membership includes representatives from all agencies in- 
volved in international organizations. 

UNEC serves as a task assignment device. At an j-nitial 
assignments meeting the agenda for the forthcoming inter- 
national organization meeting is presented. Such agendas 
include country project proposals, country programs, policy 
papers and other issues that will be discussed. Agencies 
agree to write position papers on the item(s) of particular 
interest to them, or ask to be a clearing agency. Subse- 
quently, a clearance meeting is called to enable the rele- 
vant agencies and offices to sign off on the papers. Gen- 
erally, clearances will have been already obtained and the 
meeting serves as a forum for raising technical points. 
The State Department, in any case, retains the final clear- 
ance authority. It is through this standard UNEC position 
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paper and clearance process that much of the general policy 
for the international organizations is still developed. 

The effectiveness of UNEC is a subject of some inter- 
agency disagreement. State IO officials believe it has 
served as an effective coordination mechanism for formulating 
U,S. position papers and see no need to change it, only to 
broaden its scope and strengthen its operation. State of- 
ficials say that other participating agencies take a similar 
view. AID officials, on the other hand, argue that UNEC 
reflects an ad hoc approach to the international organi- 
zations; that no attempt is made to develop general strate- 
gies and comprehensive U.S. positions. One such official 
has suggested that it would be desirable to create a group 
which would meet regularly to consider economic development 
issues raised by international organization programs. 

UNEC has no direct relation to the DCC/IO Subcommittee 
and, in the view of ane IO Bureau official involved in UNEC, 
does not need to be integrated into the DCC system. Although 
the IO Subcommittee could, perhaps, consider issues when 
interagency disagreements arise on a position paper, the 
official thought it more efficient to continue to deal with 
such disputes outside a committee meeting which would in- 
clude agencies without a direct interest in the issue in 
question. 

T.f the annual aid policy statement were directed at 
general policy issues (e.g*, aid to middle income countries; 
the roles of various bilateral and multilateral aid programs 
in a basic human needs strategy), it might serve as a rele- 
vant guide to U.S. policy in the 10s. The decentralized 
character of program decisionmaking and the limited U.S. in- 
fluence in 10s would, however, severely limit its sperational 
significance. These factors limit even more the utility of 
multiyear country papers as guides to U.S. action in IOs, 

COORDINATION ARRANGEMENTS: 
<* 

--,-" 
SOME PROBLEMS --- 

The Proliferation of International Problems, -- --- 
Organizations and Development Programs 

With growing global interdependence, an increasing number 
of problems I previously considered domestic, have become 
matters of international concern. One result has been a 
proliferation of international programs and organizations. 
Organizations to deal with environmental problems, popu- 
lation growth, crop emergencies, multinational corporations 
and the like have been added to the UN system. Meanwhile, 
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the growing numerical dominance of developing countries 
within the system has stimulated the creation or expansion 
of development and humanitarian aid programs by a variety 
of old and new international organizations. The result, in 
the words of a 1977 report by the Senate Committee on Govern- 
mental Affairs, lJ has been that: 

"The proliferation of international organizations 
makes it more difficult to draft and implement 
a comprehensive and consistent overall develop- 
ment strategy because of the increased number of 
autonomous international organizations which must 
be consulted and their interests satisfied * * * 
Really effective coordination has not been achieved, 
especially in the development assistance area." 

If development of coherent, coordinated strategies 
within the U.N. system itself has been almost impossible, 
the development of coherent U.S. policies has been doubly 
difficult. The U.S. faces not only the disarray in the U.N. 
system, but also a parallel disarray within its own ranks 
as a variety of U.S. agencies have developed an interest 
in IO programs and as the capacity of the State Department 
to manage U.S. participation in the system has correspond- 
ingly declined. 

The U.S. has sought to improve coordination within the 
U.N. itself by attempting to establish the principle that 
the development effort will be coordinated by the United 
Vations Development Program and that all development efforts 
will be financed out of *voluntary" contributions by mem- 
ber governments so that the administrators of international 
organizations cannot undertake development programs without 
the explicit support of donor governments. But neither prin- 
ciple has been fully accepted. 

The fact that some relatively large assistance programs 
(e.g. I some FAO and WHO programs) are financed out of as- 
sessed contributions presents a dilemma for U.S. coordination 
arrangements. Some believe that to include these programs 
among those to be coordinated by the development coordinator 
is to give an implicit stamp of legitimacy to such financing 
practices. But to ignore them in creating U.S. coordination 
arrangements is to leave out some important development 

yu.s. Participation in International Organizations," 
Senate Committee on Government Operations, 9Sth Congress, 
1st Session, Documen,t No. 95-50 February 1977. 
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programs that very much need to be coordinated with related 
bilateral and multilateral programs. The administration's 
reorganization plan omitted specific reference to such 
activities. 

Problems Arising out of U.N. Decisionmaking -- -_._...- -".---l_----.--." _.."".__-. _I _--. - --.-.-. Processes 

The United Nations has been decentralizing its planning 
and programming process for development. assistance along the 
lines outlined above. It has done so with U.S. encourage- 
ment and in parallel with a similar effort by AID to decen- 
tralize its planning and programming to field missions. The 
object has been to make program s more responsive to country 
needs. But the new emphasis upon development coordination 
tends to introduce a centralizing tendency into the adminis- 
tration of foreign assistance. While coordination can occur 
in the field --and many argue that with respect to multilateral 
programs in particular, that is where it should occur--field 
coordination cannot accomplish many of the objectives of 
a coordination system. A decentralized system of decision- 
making discourages efforts to bring the greater overall co- 
herence into programs. 

A further obstacle to improved coordination is the 
introduction into the debates of international organizations 
administering development programs of divisive international 
political issues. At the most recent meeting of the UNDP 
Governing Council, for example, the questions of aid to the 
Palestinians and to liberation movements became matters 
0f a~htr;. 

Proliferation of U.S. Domestic Aq_ency Involvement . . ..--...---.---"_---.-- 1-.--- . . ..-....a ___B_ I.-.- 

In parallel with the proliferation of international 
organizations, there has been a proliferation of involvement 
by 1J.S. domestic departments and agencies in the work, includ- 
ing the development-related work, of the international 
organizations. In part this tendency is inescapable because 
the State Department cannot hope to duplicate the in-depth 
expertise of domestic agencies on technical issues. However, 
once involved, they tend to strengthen their own staffs to 
deal with the new function. The tendency therefore takes 
on a self-reinforcing aspect. Some examples will illustrate 
the problem. 

USDA maintains direct contact with the U.S. Mission in 
Rome regarding PA0 issues, clearing all cable traffic with 
State Department. The IO Hureau encourages direct USDA 
communication with FAO for the exchange of technical and 
statistical information, but one i;nport?>nt Agricluture of- 
ficial commented that his department's responsibilities 
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should be broader. He felt that the responsibility for 
enunciating U.S. policy should not reside solely in State, 
although State should be primarily responsible for ensuring 
policy consistency. It was his belief that there should be 
a division of responsibility for IO's which was more consis- 
tent with the division of expertise within the government 
(i.e., that Agriculture should play a larger role with res- 
pect to international food and agriculture matters). 

Similarly HEW is heavily involved in IO health activi- 
ties. The State Department permits the Public Health Service 
to consult directly with WHO on technical and program matters. 
A Public Health Attache supports the U.S. Mission in Geneva, 
acts as a technical/medical liaison with WHO, and provides 
informational summaries of WHO issues and activities to the 
Ambassador, the State Department and HEW. HEW is primarily 
responsible for preparing the U.S. position for the World 
Health Assembly and the HEW Secretary has headed the U.S. 
delegation the past 2 years. 

International activities have an understandable attrac- 
tion to agency heads. Hut if the Secretary of Agriculture 
takes a personal interest in FAO and the Secretary of HEW 
takes a similar interest in WHO, the capacity of the State 
Department to coordinate U.S. involvement in international 
organizations is further undermined. An Assistant Secretary 
of State for International Organization Affairs is poorly 
situated to give instructions to a cabinet secretary and it 
is most unlikely that the Secretary of State will take on 
the Secretary of Agriculture over an FAO issue. There is an 
asymmetry of interest and involvement in such situations which 
undermines the capacity of State to coordinate. 

Inadequate Commitments of Pesourccs of IO Activities 
in State and AID 

-.-" 
-- 

Officials from both State and AID involved in U.N. pro- 
gram management feel that their agencies give IO matters a 
low priority. The number of staff in the State IO Bureau 
has decreased significantly in the past decade, even as there 
has been a dramatic increase in the number of organizations 
and programs and in U.S. contributions to them. Insufficient 
personnel have hampered the Bureau's efforts to implement 
the new policy management process. Hureau officials believe 
it is almost impossible to manage U.S. participation in the 
IO's effectively, given staff limitations. Our study JJ 

lJ"Improving U.S. Participation in the United Nations: An 
Update" (ID-79-26, August 10, 1979). 
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similarly reached the conclusion that the Assistant Secretary 
of State for International Organization Affairs continues 
to lack sufficient authority and command of resources to ef- 
fectively coordinate U.S. efforts in multilateral affairs. 
Yet, the IO Bureau's requests for additional personnel to 
strengthen its management capabilties have been denied. ( We 
also previously noted that too frequent rotation of of- 
ficers makes it difficult to build a needed continuity 
of experience.) 

Officials of State and AID believe that there is a need 
to sensitize State Department officials to development issues 
and activities of 10's. This could increase the flow of in- 
formation from the embassies regarding IO activities in the 
field and also help broaden the scope of the Action Programs. 

ATD's involvement in IO development programs and acti- 
vities could also be improved. One AID official responsible 
for U.N. matters commented that, outside the Intragovern- 
mental and International Affairs Bureau, AID dedicates few 
resources and little attention to IO matters because the 
agency's principal concern is with administering the Ameri- 
can bilateral aid program. He has difficulty obtaining 
inputs on position papers from the geographic bureaus and 
desk officers. International organization activities, like 
MDB activities, are given relatively little attention by 
most AID missions as well. This lack of commitment of re- 
sources in State and AID to IO activity both stimulates do- 
mestic agencies to play a larger role and limits the capacity 
of State (or AID) to manage that role. The ICDA Director 
is unlikely to make much headway in carrying out his new 
responsibilities for IO development activities with his rela- 
tively small staff unless the capabilities of the Interna- 
tional Organization Affairs Bureau in State are also strength- 
ened. 

Jnadeguate Interagency Coordination * ---. 

As in the case of other development policies and pro- 
grams, coordination arrangements have focused on interagency 
coordination rather than upon inter-program coordination. 
Relatively little attention has been paid to the relation- 
ships between IO policies and program&and MDB and bilateral 
policies and programs. However, in this particular program 
area, the problems of interagency coordination seem the 
more serious problems as well as those most amenable to 
action, gi ven a wilingness to commit the necessary resources. 

Numerous officials agree that there is inadequate co- 
ordination between the various Executive Branch agencies 
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involved in U,N. activities. As domestic agencies have 
become increasingly active in IO matters and have established 
direct lines of communication with U.N. organizations, the 
State Department has found it more dil:fi.cult to manage U.S. 
participation. agencies do not always keep the Ih3 Bureau 
informed of their contacts and do not always coordinate 
positions with State Department. For example, according to 
an FAO sourcel HEW encouraged WHO to provide technical 
training in agricultural education while IJSDA was, without 
HEW's apparent knowledqe , pressing a similar recommendation 
upon FAO. And I according to a State Department official, 
USDA encouraged PA0 to continue technical assistance activi- 
ties financed from assessed contributions at a time when 
the official U.S. position opposed such use of assessed 
contributions. 

MO~EX.JVf?~ r domestic agency personnel provide technical 
advice to the specialized agencies of the United Nations 
in the planning and programming stage which, in effect, 
commits the 11J.S. to support certain kinds of country pro- 
grams when the agencies' budgets are up for review and the 
State Department has a more decisive voice. It is such 
reasons that led the IO Bureau to conclude that: 

"Too frequently our multilateral efforts demon- 
strate a lack of common purpose as Executive 
agencies at times have worked a,t cross-purposes 
*** We too often speak with one voice a,t the 
technical level, another at the budget level and 
yet another at the political level. Because 
other ayencies do not feel obliged to channel 
their activities through the Department, we often 
do not even know what we are telling the multi- 
lateral bodies." 

Lack of Cozrehensive Policy Guidance --.....---.-.e. -..a---,"-- - -.ml,ll.----l m.""..---- * 
For a combination of all of the reasons described above, 

the United States has newer developed adequate comprehensive 
policies containing clearly stated objectives and priorities 
to guide U.S. participation in international organizations. 
This is a deficiency to which we have pointed time after 
time. With respect, more specifically, to the development 
activities of international organizations, the State/IO 
Bureau noted, in a paper last year, that "We do not currently 
have a consensus within the U.S. Government on the U.N.'s 
role in development.' 

The State Department ' s Policy Management System and its 
Action Programs were intended to remedy the general policy 
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dtzfi.c:ierlc:y . F'ur r'easorrs discussed abave, they have so far 
not succecdc.2~3 1 We ham2 expressed the belief, in our most 
l.ecent ~cpoy~ t or’l U 1 S . participation in International Organi- 
zations, l/ that with stronger State Department support, 
the Actio6 Programs can meet the need for general compre- 
Ilensive policy guidance. For reasons discussed above, it 
is' lest: clear, however, that these papers can also serve the 
needs ol development coordination. 

It is evident from this discussion that we are still 
some tlistance from having an adequate system for coordinating 
U.S. poJ.icy toward development activities of international 
organizations or of ensuring coordination between bilateral 
and multilateral development efforts. 

.lJ” rrrq~rovi r1y u, s r# Participation in the United Nations: 
An Ilpda~t.k?" (ID-79-26 r August 10, 1979) . 
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OTHER PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES --I 

APPENDIX IV 

In this chapter we examine more briefly some other 
activities of the U.S. Government which have a bearing 
upon development. We look first at three organizations, 
two of which-- the Institute for Scientific and Technolo- 
gical Cooperation and the Overseas Private Investment 
Corporation-- are to be included in IDCA and another of 
which the President decided should be left outside IDCA 
(the Peace Corps), We also consider the problem of co- 
ordination as it relates to nonaid resource transfers, in 
particular to trade and debt policy. 

THE NEW INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION 

In a March 1978 speech before the Venezuelan Congress, 
President Carter announced his intention of creating an 
Institute for Scientific and Technological Cooperation (then 
referred to as the Foundation for Technological Cooperation). 
A number of studies of the U.S. foreign aid program during 
the past decade concluded that the longer-term problem- 
solving research programs and sustained efforts at building 
scientific and technological capacity in developing countries 
should be separated from the other functions of the bilateral 
assistance program. The most recent such recommendation was 
made in a 1977 Brookings Institution study on foreign aid 
alternatives. The plan for the proposed ISTC was subsequent- 
ly developed by a planning office in AID. Legislation to 
create the new Institute was transmitted to the Congress in 
February 1979. 

The Characteristics of ISTC ~--_ -- 

The need for a new, separate institution has been fre- 
quently questioned. The planners and supporters of ISTC 
argue that the proposed Institute will a 

--provide a means for developing, testing, adopting, 
and bringing to the stage of application techno- 
logy appropriate to both development problems of 
the poor and to global problems; 

--aim at building problem-solving capability in 
the developing countries themselves; 

--involve experts from developing countries in 
the planning and program implementation of 
the Institute; 
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--allow for a new relationship with advancing, "middle 
tier," countries on a cost sharing or reimbursable 
basis; 

--provide a focal paint in the U.S. Government for moni- 
toring research and development done by various agencies 
having relevance to development; 

--seek greater involvement of U.S. science and technology 
communities in addressing development problems; 

--provide a means of engaging the private sector more 
directly in meeting needs in developing countries; and 

--demonstrate U.S. commitment which will strengthen the 
U.S. role in the U*M. Conference on Science and Tech- 
nology for Development (UNCSTD). 

It is claimed that what will distinguish ISTC from AID 
is "different personnel, a longer time frame, a different 
programming process, an alternate system of evaluation and 
a set of [quite different] relationships." To put the matter 
somewhat differently, what will mainly distinguish ISTC will 
be a quite different operating style, in a broad sense of 
that term, ISTC will develop closer relationships with third 
world research institutions, will seek to develop third world 
research capacity, and will have a group of third world Insti- 
tute Fellows on its staff for periods of 2 to 4 years. It will 
also recruit noncareer specialists for relatively short, fixed- 
term assignments to staff the organization; will simplify con- 
tracting procedures; will be more independent from day-to-day 
AID operations; and will generally seek to introduce a problem 
orientation, more flexibility and a longer term perspective. 
into its operations. 

Ten problem areas on which ISTC will concentrate were 
outlined in the administration's congressional presentation. 
They are: (1) increasing agricultural productivity and rural 
income; (2) improving health conditions; (3) improving 
population programs; (4) nutrition improvement; (5) strength- 
ening indigenous science and technology capacity; (6) im- 
proving processes of technological cooperation; (7) communi- 
cations and information systems; (8) energy planning and new 
energy supplies; (9) environmental protection and natural 
resource management; and (10) nonagricultural employment. 

The first-year of ISTC operations will involve a combi- 
nation of new initiatives related to these problems and 
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the absorption and redirection, as appropriate, of some 
ongoing projects from the ,Ageric:y for International Develop- 
ment, especially the centrally t_‘unded research projects 
which were directed primari3..y toward the search for new 
knowledge or the testing of technolgies rather than toward 
the direct support of AID fj cld missions. Also included 
will be projects in fields of secondary interest to AID, 
which are, however, of ma:jor importance for ISTC because 
of ISTC's particular problem focus. The administration"~ 
budget. request. for the initial year of cqeration (FY 1980) 
is $25 million, plus $66 million of AI11 activities tenta- 
tively planned for transfer. 

The Coordination Problem - __--- 

During the past year and one half, a number of our 
reports have identified problems in the coordination of 
development research activities which merit attention in 
light of the establishment of the ISTC and the designation 
of the IDCA Director as coordinator of U.S. development 
assistance activities, Thf:sc problems include: continuing 
weaknesses and deficiencies in AID's management of its own 
research work; a lack of CoCJLdirlat.ic~n or information exchange 
between most U.S. agencies regarding their research and 
appropriate technology pro1ject.s applicable to developing 
countries; problems in managing U.S. EJarticipatiorl in the 
international agricultural. research centers; the existence 
of a number of executive branch agencies in the energy 
sector but no U.S. policy as to their respective roles. 

Our recent report 1/ pointed to some problems with 
the management of certarn AID research activities. It was 
found that because of a lack of coordination and :informa- 
tion exchange within AID and with other Federal agencies 
and donors, numerous stucii es and research activities Wc?-K-t? 

duplicating, at least in part, already completed or on- 
going work. This was mainly the consequence of AID pro- 
cedures which do not require project managers to screen 
information banks to first determine whether the desired 
study or research was already avai.1abl.e. Also, there is no 
central supervision of AID’s total research program. AID 
bureaus operate quite i.ndel~endeent1.y in initiating and 
approving studieIs tend resear:c:h * TIlere i s 1 i.mi ted comrnuni- 
cation &tween the central and regional bureaus even though 

-_-I-.I-. . I __I -.--.. _.-- _...... _--.. -. 

.y”A~~wlcy for 1ntcrnationa.J r;evr~J opnient Needs to Strengthen 
Its Management of Stucly, IIesearchl a t-d Eva .I. LI a t i 0 1.1 Ac t i v i - 
ti ec;” (ID-79-3.3, June 12, X979) . 

1.2 2 
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they are often involved in projects in the same functional 
develoIJmc?rIt areas. Consequently p there were numerous 
example:5 of bureaus and missions cimultane~ously conducting 
studiez and resear.ch in the same i:eneral development areas 
unaware of related work being cone elsewhere, although 
a substantial. amount of this work probably had interregional 
application, These facts led us to conclude: 

AID needs a more effective system for determining 
and using the extensive study and research pre- 
viously done by AID and others, and needs to take 
full advantage of study and research existing 
outside AID. 

Another problem identified in the same report was AID's 
failure to collect and disseminate information generated 
in its own development assistance efforts for use by other 
aid donors. The Agency had not systematically sent informa- 
tion on its ongoing research efforts to the Smithsonian 
Science Information Exchange nor regularly transmitted the 
results of its work to the National Technical Information 
Service. 

Along this Same line, in another study, lJ we con- 
cluded that the "1.l.S. Government presently lacks a central- 
ized coor<linated, and effective information sysem for Ap- 
proyjriate Technology projects"" and "interagency coordination 
of AT projects and programs is vi rtually nonexistent except 
through informal personal contacts by interested officials. 
This' results in little knowledge of other agency programs 
and no prog r'am comparison. " Many domestic agencies were 
found to t,e performing AT prc>jects that have potential for 
over seas application but there appear to have been few 
efforts to identify, co1 lect, and make these projects 
available for transfer to, or use in developing countries, 
Al though a numbt;"r of separate information storage and 
disst_mination systems are maintained (by NT~Sr AID, USDAl 
and I)c!partmcnt of Energy), NTIS is the only centralized 
government system which specifically designates d project 
as "apI~ropr,iste technology" ant! retains the i rl.fQrIiLatiC)n 
for frlture use. Unfortunately, that system is not compre- 
hensive because some agencies are not submitting all pro- 
ject information, Consequentlyr it i.s difficult readily 
to obtain information on appropriate technology projects. 

l.-/Bri ef1ing Summary for Congressman Clarence Long, on 1I.S. 
Prep a r a t i on .f c r the U 1) N . Conference on Science and Tech- 
nology for Cevel opmt-:nt , l/25/79. 
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Another report 1/ pointed out problems in managing U.S. 
participation in the-international agricultural research 
centers-- a responsibility which is planned to be transferred 
from AID to ISTC. It was found that AID had no formal mecha- 
ni sm for coordinating and monitoring assistance to these inter- 
national centers and that the coordination of AID's own re- 
search programs and those of the international centers 
could be improved. We recommended that AID develop a more 
specific overall strategy for administering agricultural 
research activities. 

There is much potential for duplication and interagency 
coordination difficulties in a number of issue areas in 
which ISTC will concentrate its efforts. These include 
energy, population, and training. Our recent review of U.S. 
energy assistance to developing countries 2/ found that 
serious problems already exist in this area. A number of 
U.S. agencies, including AID, Department of Energy, the 
Export-Import Bank, OPIC, and Peace Corps, are involved 
in energy development assistance work. There has been a 
great deal of intra-agency and interagency conflict in the 
energy area. We also noted there was a great potential 
for duplication , particularly between ISTC and AID's Of- 
fice of Energy. 

ISTC will work in the population program and policy 
area but AID will continue to need a population research 
capacity because of its ongoing population control work. 
None of AID's scientific and technical education and 
training projects are to be transferred to the ISTC and 
the Institute will conduct its own projects in this area. 

It is rather paradoxical that, at a time when a major 
effort is under way through IDCA to better integrate 
development programs, action should be taken to spin off 
much of AID's research and development function as a separate 
operation. As our reports summarized above have pointed out, 
there are already serious problems of coordination of research 
relating to science, technology, and development. AID's own 

yu.s. Participation in International Agricultural Re- 
search" (ID-77-55, l/27/78). 

2y”U.s. Energy Assistance to Developing Countries: Better 
Planning Needed" (draft report). 
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capacity, for research management is likely to be drained 
off into the new agency which, like IDCA itself, is to be 
created within existing personnel ceilings. AID is already 
critically short of technicians and its complement of 
technicians has been declining. The problem-orientation 
of ISTC and the country-orientation of remaining AID 
research could further complicate the coordination task. 

At best, the coordination of government-sponsored re- 
search activities is a difficult task. Private contractors 
often pursue their own particular research interests. Where 
research supports programs, the program managers may be 
reluctant to keep others informed, especially until it is 
certain that the research will come out "right." Moreover, 
such research is so embedded in operating programs that it 
is often difficult to distinguish from other components of 
the programs. Problems of communication between various 
scientific disciplines complicate the task of comparing po- 
tentially related research. Problems of communication be- 
tween expert and layman make research difficult to coordi- 
nate when layman play-- as they necessarily must--a role in 
the coordination process. 

The problem of coordination receives only brief and 
passing references in the last version of the ISTC pro- 
posal-- its congressional presentation. There are references 
to "joint working committees and field arrangements," not 
otherwise developed. An earlier version of the report noted 
that the research coordination committees would operate under 
the DCC. Certainly this problem must receive early attention 
from IDCA and ISTC if a great deal of conflict and duplication 
are to be avoided. 

THE OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION -- yur 
A continuing subject of controversy is the appropriate 

organizational placement of the Overseas Private Invest- 
ment Corporation. The administration chose 'to make QPIC 
an autonomous unit within IDCA, with the IDCA Director re- 
placing the AID Administrator as chairman of the OPIC 
Board, and the Board continuing to establish all Corporation 
policies and budget. A legislative proposal (S. 377) to 
provide for a Department of International Trade and Invest- 
ment provides, in part, that OPIC will be transferred to the 
new Department. The administration's trade reorganization 
plan does not, however, include the transfer of OPIC. 

The differences of view result from the fact that OPIC 
legislation and its programs have elements of trade and 
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investment on the one hand, and development assistance on 
the other. OPIC encourages and assists those private invest- 
ments which promise to accelerate economic growth in develop- 
ing countries. Proposals are examined on the basis of the 
I~~OIISOL.'S estimates (and, in some cases, the hos,t government's 
assessment) oi its potential contribution to economic develop- 
ment i. n the host country, including net foreign exchange 
q;iins; net effect on tax revenues@ jobs, and local prices; 
comliatibility with national development plans; backward and 
f:orward linkages to tile local economy; technology to be 
utilized; participation of local capital and management; the 
extent of' training programs; and potential environment im- 
pact. 

The development orientation of EPIC has been strength- 
ened in recent years. A task force created at the begin- 
ning of the present administration to review OPIC policies 
recommended that the developmental aspect of the Corpora- 
tion's work he further emphasized L Legislation proposed by 
the administration, and passed in 1.978, directed a major 
shi f't in OPIC priorities. The Congress directed the Corpora- 
tion to give preferential treatment to investment projects 
in the poorest countries (those with a GNP per capita of 
$520 or less) and to see that its operations supported pro- 
jc'cts which complement or are compatible with other develop- 
mental assistance projects 6% programs of the U.S. and 
other donors. 

Officials of OPIC and the Commerce Department initially 
opposed the IDCA reorganization proposal on the grounds that 
the positive image of the Corportation within the business 
community would probably suri:fer if OPIC were identified as 
part of the U.S. foreign assistance administration and the 
authori ty of the OPIC Board were undermined. But, because 
the firial reorganization pl‘jn essentially preserved the cur- 
rent status of OPIC, these same 0fficia.S.s now believe the 
association with JDCA wi 1.11. have positive rr?sults. Closer 
ties wit-h the development coordination system will allow OPIC 
to become: more involved in 11. S . development poli.c;:y formula- 
tion, i.mprove interagency information exchange, and make it 
tzasi':+r for the Corporation to work with AID and the MDB's 
to complement their development activities, especially in 
the aqriculturr3.1. sector e 

The admini stratiotr's dc?cisi$n regarding OPIC does little 
to increase the authority and responsibility af the IDCA 
Director with respet.:t to OPIC si rice it preserves the OPIC 
Horrd s I,~~sp(jrs,s1:I:)ility for the policies and h~.ndget. of the 
COr~Jorakiorl. IDCA will !1;3ve authority to comment on OPIC 
budgets and tc? r~ecommend 9eni or staf i appointments. The 
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loose a :;sc>ci ation could be used to improve coordination of 
progr anming and to g ivcl OPIC officials more access to develop- 
ment asSii~;tL11lce coordination forums. 

THE PEA('F: CORPS ---.-.- _ _ ____.._." _- .------ 

Since :1972 the Peace Corps has bee111 a component of 
ACTION which combines domestic rind foreign volunteer pro- 
grams l ~hfh Iiumphrey bl.11 c)f? 1978 proposed that its connec- 
tion with ACTION he severed and that it be placed within IDCA 
as a component of a semi.autonornous rnternational Development 
Inctitute, responsible for coordinn13,inr:~ the development activ- 
ities of Pence Corps volunteers, private voluntary agencies, 
and cooperatives. 

The Director of. ACTIONI while generally supportive of 
inclusion or: the Peace Corps within IDCA, expressed concern 
that there be more assurance that the special identity and 
autonomy of the Peace Corps be preserved and that the Peace 
Corps not. s imply kWCC>UK? an arm of a larger foreign aid agency. 
The President, in his decisions on the Rumphrey bill, took a 
paral If21 1 inc. In the deb;lte on "ihis question in the year fol- 
lowing, tile questions of the s'pec.ial identity and the autonomy 
uf the Peace Corps remained the heart of: the question. 

The I'rf::lsicient did not include the Peace Corps among 
the organ i z~~t.i.cna.1 components of IDCA when he approved a 
reoryaniz~;~tion plan in February 19'79r but directed instead 
that a separnte study of the Peace Corps issue be under- 
taken When the Ilo~..~ge oL Representatives approved legis- 
latiorl placing the Peace Corps within IDCA, the executive 
branch study was telescoped with the President opting in 
favor of a largely autonomous Pence Corps within ACTION. 
The Senate: :;uppor~ed thcl President's decision and in con- 
ferencc: the Heuse accepted the Senate "s view. The legis- 
lation era;lnted left the peace Corps within ACTION. 

Among the arguments for incorporating the Peace Corps 
within IDCA were that it would improve coordination be- 
tween the Peace Corps and other assistance efforts; that 
it would make IDCA something more than just a rem-named AID 
and wou1.d marginally enhance the authority of the IDCA Di- 
rector; that it would strengthen the Peace Corps' ability 
to advocate, within the deveJopment community, development 
strategies which promote local. self reliance and participation; 
and that.. it would qive the Peasce Corps more direct access to 
the m;,teri;;I'l. and financ:ial support of AID. 

Ori the other hand, it was arqu'cd that its inclusion 
would submerge the Pence Corps and ultimately end its sepa- 
rate identit:lr a:; happerred wit-h comprtrabLe organizations 
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in several European countries; that such a merger failed 
to recognize the nondevelopmental roles of Peace Corps 
as a unique people-to-people program; that it would in- 
crease Peace Corps identification with U.S. foreign policy 
and encourage claims that it was an intelligence-gathering 
agency; that it would consequently be less acceptable to host 
countries; that it would become simply a source of inexpen- 
sive low-level technicians for AID; and that transfer of 
Peace corps from ACTION might undermine, and lead to the 
demise of, the domestic volunteer programs of ACTION as 
well as sacrifice whatever benefits may accrue from cross- 
fertilization between the domestic and foreign programs. 

Even while this argument was going on, there has been 
an unprecedented increase in the extent of actual cooperation 
between the Peace Corps, AID and multilateral aid agencies. 
This shift from an arms-length relationship with other pro- 
grams was a consequence of changed attitudes in the Peace 
Corps toward such cooperation and of AID's change to a basic 
human needs development strategy which meant that the Peace 
Corps and AID programs were closer in basic spirit than 
they had ever been before. 

Thus, for example, Peace Corps volunteers played a major 
role in the relief activities in the Sahel and in the subse- 
quent efforts to avoid the devastating effects of prolonged 
drought in that region in the future. Similarly, the Peace 
Corps has cooperated with AID on an agricultural productivity 
project in Ecuador, on biogas research in Nepal, on well res- 
toration in Tunisia and the like. In FY 1978 Peace Corps 
Volunteers participated in AID- supported programs in about 
29 or the 38 countries in which both had missions. (In about 
20 countries the Peace Corps provides the only U.S. develop- 
ment assistance presence.) 

An April 1978 joint AID-Peace Corps letter to AID and 
Peace Corps country mi ssions urged AID officers and volunteers 
"to seek additional opportunities for cooperation and coordi- 
nation." It also recommended that, in countries where joint 
programming does not exist, such programming be explored. 
The letter concluded on the following note: 

"We would like to bring AID and the Peace Corps 
into closer contact from the very beginning of 
the project planning cycle to ensure that Peace 
Corps and AID resources are considered when pro- 
gram plans are designed, developed, and imple- 
mented*** [such] participation by the Peace Corps 
might well serve to increase project effectiveness 
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and provide particularly satisfying PCV job 
assignments." 

In testimony before the House Committee on Foreign Af- 
fairs on February 7, 1979, the Deputy Director of ACTION, 
also indicated that mechanisms were being developed to 
coordinate AID's Country Development Strategy Statements 
with the Peace Corps' Country Management Plan Process. In 
addition, a Peace Corps Fellow has been assigned full time 
to AID's Office of Program and Policy Coordination for the 
purpose of improving combined programming between the Peace 
Corps and AID. 

Collaborative relationships have also developed between 
the Peace Corps, UNDP, WHO, the Pan American Health Organi- 
zation, and the World Bank. With the Bank there is agreement 
that contacts will be maintained between both field personnel 
and planning offices of the two organizations with a view 
to identifying and developing opportunities for collaborative 
effort. In general, collaboration between the Peace Corps 
and these various aid entities is project-oriented. 

It could be argued that present and prospective arrange- 
ments are ideal. The Peace Corps will have virtually complete 
autonomy within ACTION, yet its association with ACTION disso- 
ciates it from American foreign policy. It retains its special 
identity and its special characteristics, while at the same 
time it has increasingly coordinated its activities with those 
of other aid donors, thereby enhancing the development poten- 
tial of its activities. The Peace Corps is a member of the 
DCC and thus has a channel for communicating the relevance of 
its particular experience to the wider development community. 

There are, however, problems in the Peace Corps-AID re- 
lationship as we pointed out in our March 1979 report, "U.S. 
Development Assistance to the Sahel --Progress and Problems'" 
(ID-79-9, Mar. 29, 1979). They grow out of-different plan- 
ning and programming systems, unsatisfactory past collabora- 
tive experiences and limited Washington followup. The Peace 
Corps' increased dependence upon AID support makes it vulnerable 
when AID fails to meet its commitments on time. Such failures 
can be demoralizing to Peace Corps activities which depend, 
more than most government activities, on the espirit of the 
participants. An opposite problem is that the Peace Corps' 
sense of its own uniqueness and purity of motive may still 
limit its willingness to collaborate. 

The question of where the Peace Corps should be lodged 
organizationally is a very close one. We have not studied 
the impact upon ACTION's domestic programs of transfer of 
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